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PREFaCE
International Thematic Collection of Papers ‘Giftedness, education, 

and development’, published by the Civic Association ‘Mensa Serbia’, was 
prepared parallel to the same-named Second International Conference, 
which was held in Belgrade from 31st of July to 2nd of August, 2018.

In order to show, define and harmonize procedures, methods and, 
above all, practice in the field of education of the gifted, the Association 
“Mensa Serbia” in cooperation with the Preschool Teacher College, Novi 
Sad, Faculty of Special Education and Rehabilitation-University of Belgra-
de, the Association of Teachers of Vojvodina, the Society of Vojvodina’s 
Special Educators and Rehabilitators and the National Center for Talents, 
for the second time start up an initiative aimed to this goal, in the form 
of Conference as a meeting of experts in the field of education as well as 
publishing scientific and expert articles.

This year’s Thematic Collection of Papers represents papers of dome-
stic authors, focused on the consideration and analysis of several areas of 
importance for the education of gifted. Presented papers are about diffe-
rent topics, from the model of identification of children and students who 
are gifted, readiness of teachers for work with gifted children, legal frame-
works that support gifted education and conditions to work with gifted, 
supporting to education of gifted in special areas, innovative programs 
and procedures for improving work with gifted in specific areas, some 
personal characteristics of gifted, methods of encouraging creativity, up 
to professional papers that give examples of work practices with gifted 
children. The Thematic Collection of Papers consists of eleven scientific 
and three professional papers, by 28 authors.

Defining the English as the language of communication between au-
thors and professionals in this years’ Collection of Papers, makes possible 
to exchange experiences of experts in the field, from a wider area than lo-
cal, which in return, we expect will bring broader support, as the visibility 
of efforts in identification of the gifted in our country, providing them with 
the better conditions for promotion and development.

We would like to thank everyone who contributed to the content of this 
Collection of Papers and we expect further involvement of experts at all le-
vels of education in the efforts to care for gifted children and their education 
to suit their needs and for the benefit of our entire society. Also, we hope that 
this publication improves the quality and content of communication with all 
those interested in this topic in regional and international frameworks.

In that intention, we expect the next Collection of Papers already next 
year. Authors who are inspired to join us we are expecting with joy. We ex-
pect constructive comments, suggestions, and reviews from the reading 
audience of this years’ Collection of Papers.

Editors
Prof. PhD Lada Marinković and MSc Marinela Šćepanović

July, 2018
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PREDGovoR
In ter na ti o nal The ma tic Col lec tion of Pa pers „Tematski zbornik radova 

međunarodnog značaja“ či ji je iz da vač Udru že nje gra đa na „Men sa Sr bi je“, 
pri re đen je u po vo du odr ža va nja Dru ge me đu na rod ne kon fe ren ci je istog 
na zi va u Be o gra du od 31. 7. do 2. 8. 2018. go di ne. 

U že lji da se pri ka žu, de fi ni šu i uskla de pro ce du re, me to de i pre sve ga 
prak se u obla sti obra zo va nja da ro vi tih, Udru že nje gra đa na, Men sa Sr bi je 
u sa rad nji sa Vi so kom ško lom stru kov nih stu di ja za obra zo va nje vas pi ta ča 
iz No vog Sa da, Fa kul te tom za spe ci jal nu edu ka ci ju i re ha bi li ta ci ju Uni ver zi-
te ta u Be o gra du, Udru že njem vas pi ta ča Voj vo di ne, Dru štvom de fek to lo ga 
Voj vo di ne i Na ci o nal nim cen trom za ta len te, po dru gi put po kre će ini ci ja ti-
vu usme re nu ka tom ci lju, u vi du su sre ta struč nja ka iz obla sti obra zo va nja 
i pu bli ko va nja na uč no struč nih ra do va. 

Ove go di ne Te mat ski zbor nik od li ku ju ra do vi do ma ćih auto ra usme-
re ni na raz ma tra nje i ana li zu vi še obla sti od zna ča ja za obra zo va nje da ro-
vi tih, od mo de la iden ti fi ka ci je de ce i uče ni ka ko ji su da ro vi ti, pre ko sprem-
no sti vas pi ta ča i na stav ni ka za rad sa da ro vi tom de com, za kon skih okvi ra 
ko ji po dr ža va ju obra zo va nje da ro vi tih i uslo va za rad sa da ro vi ti ma, po dr-
ške obra zo va nju da ro vi tih u po seb nim obla sti ma, ino va tiv nih pro gra ma 
i pro ce du ra za una pre đi va nje ra da sa da ro vi ti ma u po seb nim obla sti ma, 
ne kih oso bi na lič no si da ro vi tih, me to da ma pod sti ca nja kre a tiv no sti i stva-
ra la štva, pa do struč nih ra do va ko ji da ju pri me re prak se ra da sa da ro-
vi tom de com. Raz ma tra nja su da ta kroz je da na est na uč nih i tri struč na 
ra da, od stra ne ukup no 28 auto ra. 

Opre de lje nje za en gle ski je zik kao je zik ko mu ni ka ci je autor skih ra do-
va i struč ne jav no sti omo gu ća va raz me nu is ku sta va u ši rem pro sto ru od 
lo kal nog, što za uz vrat, oče ku je mo, mo že ima ti i ši ru po dr šku ali i vi dlji vost 
na po ra da u na šoj ze mlji ostva ri mo pra vo vre me nu iden ti fi ka ci ju da ro vi tih 
i obez be di mo im naj bo lje uslo ve za na pre do va nje i raz voj. 

Za hva lju je mo svi ma ko ji su do pri ne li sa dr ža ju ovog Zbor ni ka a na da-
lje oče ku je mo ve ću uklju če nost struč nja ka na svim ni vo i ma obra zo va nja 
i vas pi ta nja u na sto ja nji ma da bri ga o da ro vi ti ma i nji ho vo obra zo va nje 
bu de pri me re no nji ho vim po tre ba ma a na do bro bit či ta vog na šeg dru-
štva. Ta ko đe, na da mo se da ovom pu bli ka ci jom una pre đu je mo kva li tet i 
sa dr žaj ko mu ni ka ci je sa svi ma ko ji su za in te re so va ni za ovu te mu u re gi o-
nal ni mi me đu na rod nim okvi ri ma.

U ovoj na me ri oče ku je mo i na red ni Zbor nik već u sle de ćoj go di ni. 
Auto re ko ji bu du in spi ri sa ni da nam se pri dru že sa ra do šću oče ku je mo. 
Od či ta lač ke pu bli ke ovog Zbor ni ka oče ku je mo kon struk tiv ne ko men ta re, 
su ge sti je i kri ti ke.

Urednice
Prof. dr Lada Marinković i MSc Marinela Šćepanović

Jul, 2018.
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UDC 159.922.7-056.45  
Original scientific paper

SCHool aCHIEvEmENt IN aBovE avERaGE 
INtEllIGENCE StuDENtS

Snežana Niševića,b, Snežana Nikolićc,a & Danijela Ilić Stošovićc,a

aResource center „Knowledge“, Belgrade, Serbia; bPrimary special school „Boško 
Buha“, Belgrade, Serbia;cFaculty of Special Education and Rehabilitation, University 

of Belgrade, Serbia

abstract
Research goal: The aim of this paper is to show to what extent students with 

high intellectual potential realize high school achievements also. It was analyzed 
the school success in the second cycle (subject teaching) of the students with 
above-average intelligence which was established during the younger school age. 
School success is discussed in relationto the level of achievement in academic 
skills and motor functioning.

Method: The sample consisted of 61 pupils of both sexes aged 11.3 to 15 years 
with no neurological deficits, psychiatric disorders, somatic or sensory impairments 
and intellectual capacity ranging from 112 to 121 assessed by Raven’s Colored 
Progressive Matricesat the age of 7.3 to 11 years. At the same agewas determined 
the quality of writing, reading and computing by the Protocol for the assessment 
of basic academic skills and the level of motor functioning by the Protocol for 
the assessment of motor functioning. The school success was established at four 
years after the first test in the school year 2017/18.

Results: In the overall sample were found 24.6% of the above-average intelligent 
who achieved maximum school achievements (5.00). At the same time there are 
19.7% of those who did not achieve excellent school success and 11.5% of those 
who achieved mark 3 and lower in some subjects.

Conclusion: In accordance with the results superior intelligence is not a guarantee 
of high school achievement on its own. In the context of maximizing the potential 
of above-average intelligent students there is an implicit need for support and 
additional intervention in different areas in the early years of schooling of these 
students.

Key words: above-average intelligence, school achivement, support, giftedness
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Introduction

above-average Intelligence, Giftedness and Its actualization 

The actually concepts of giftedness are based on empirical studies 
and their beginning are related to the Golton’s concept of giftedness as an 
innate quality that is evolving inspired by inside and which is beyond the 
reach of external influences (Galton, 1892). Further definitions were pre-
dominantly focused on high intellectual potentials and where the measu-
re of giftedness is a high ratio of intelligence as an innate and general 
ability (Terman, 1916).

More recent definitions of giftedness takes into account intellectual 
abilities as a condition but they do not consider them sufficient for a full 
explanation of giftedness. Renculi (1978) determines the giftedness as the 
interaction of above-average ability, commitment to the task and creativi-
ty, whereby above-average ability and creativity can be influenced in child-
hood and developed according to genetic potential (Rajović and Rajović, 
2017). In some definitionssuccessful problem-solving and knowledge ac-
quisition (Sternberg, 2000) are used as indicators of giftedness which are 
based on the multiple connection of the neurobiological construct with a 
high level of achievement and abilities and bio-psycho-social status (Heller 
et al., 2000).

Although divided into those who consider giftedness as extraordi-
nary ability and those who consider as an extraordinary achievement the 
both categories of modern conceptions of giftedness assign an important 
role to learning / education processes and environmental conditions (Dai, 
2009, Mayer, 2005, Preckel & Vock, 2014, Vock , Gauck && Vogl, 2011, ac-
cording to Altaras, 2006). In fact, the both are models that show how (ex-
traordinary) potential becomes (extraordinary) achievement.

Giftedness as an innate ability that appears as one in row of domains 
(intellectual, socially-affective, sensorimotor) does not mean either suc-
cess in school or success in life by itself. It represents a potential and a 
latent basis that develops into some manifest form (systematically deve-
loped high competencies, knowledge and skills) and achieves maximum 
potential in addition to encouraging and supporting by the environment 
(systematic learning and practice) (Gagné, 2015). Altaras Dimitrijević and 
Tatić Janevski (2016) determine giftedness as “... exceptional ability ex-
pressed in extraordinary speed, easily and self-sufficiency by which are 
acquired knowledge and skills in some area comparing to peers, i.e. peop-
le of similar previous experience in a given domain”.

actualization of giftedness and  
academic failure of gifted students

Learning and education influence to the appearance and develop-
ment of giftedness although giftedness is not something that (learning 
and education) can be acquired (Altaras, 2006). Learning and / or educa-
tion constitute a mechanism and the environmental conditions are the 
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factors responsible for the actualization of giftedness so that affect whe-
ther the giftedness will appear at all. The form of excellence appearence 
in some scientific, sports or artistic domain at that moment (actualization 
of giftedness) is greatly an expression of learning and exercise proces-
ses (the interaction of factors that promote or inhibit the mentioned pro-
cesses) but not a direct reflection of genetic predispositions. The role of 
the education system and teachers is to enable students to continuously 
expand the repertoire of possible operations or activities and thus give 
a chance to students to achieve excellence, i.e. to show itself as gifted 
(Ziegler, 2005).

On the other hand to the actualization of the ability of gifted students 
there is a problem of their academic failure. The essence of this problem 
is the clash between students exceptional abilities and their performance 
at school. Possible decline in the educational achievements of gifted stu-
dents and much less achievement than the student might have is a serious 
problem that has been more prevalent in recent decades (Clemons, 2008).

School achievement

The assumption and main determinants of school success according 
to Oros et al. (2017) are classified into three categories: cognitive, non-
cognitive and external factors. Cognitive factors include the cognitive abi-
lities of the child.Authors cite studies that confirm the children of higher 
intellectual capacity achieve better school success (Leeson, Ciarrochi, Hea-
ven, 2008). The child’s motivation for learning is highlighted as the most 
important non-cognitive factor (greater intrinsic motivation for learning 
and adopting curriculum leads to better learning and better school suc-
cess) as stated studies by the Deci & Ryan (2000) and Lepper et al. (2005). 
External factors are beyond the child (school, family etc.) Stimulative en-
vironment is necessary for a better children’s school success. In school 
context that means the school atmosphere and method of transferring 
knowledge to students influence to the level of acquiring new knowledge.
There are data in literature aboutdifferent effects of external motivation 
on different children’s ages (Lemos & Verissimo, 2014; Corpus & Wori-
mington, 2014).

the aim of this paper is to show to what extent students with high 
intellectual potential realize high school achievements also. There was 
discused the problem in contekst of school environment and giftedness 
actualization and its failure in above-average intelligence students. It was 
analyzed the school success in the second cycle (subject teachingfrom 
fifth to eighth grade) of the students with above-average intelligence 
which was established during the younger school age (from the first to 
fourth grade in primary school). School success is discussed in relation to 
the level of achievement in academic skills and motor function.The inten-
tion of the research was to emphasize the importance and necessity for 
additional (systemic) intervention toward students with high intellectual 
potential because make a possibility to establish their (extraordinary) po-
tentials.
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method

Participants

The sample in this study consisted of 61 pupils fifth to eighth grad-
ein primary school both sexes aged 11.3 to 15 years with no neurological 
deficits, psychiatric disorders, somatic or sensory impairments and intel-
lectual capacity ranging from 112 to 121 assessed by Raven’s Colored Pro-
gressive Matricesat the age of 7.3 to 11 years. 

Two groups of above/average intelligence students participated: 45 
(16 boys and 29 girls) highly intelligent students -IQ 112 to 117 and 16 (6 
boys and 10 girls) intellectually superior students-IQ 118 and more, (Table 
1). In the highly intelligence group the highest number of students was 
atthe second/sixth and fourth/eighth grades and while in the group of 
superior students the highest number was at the first / fifth grade. Such 
distribution in the context to the educational level (school grade) can be 
attributed to the influence of individual differences or characteristics of 
the instrument used for evaluation and it would be interesting to analy-
ze in some future research. Mean age in the highly intelligent group was 
111.4 and in the group of superior 98.8 months with a statistically signi-
ficant intergroup difference (Table 2). In group of highly intelligent mean 
IQ is 114 and in group of superior it was 119.3 with statistically significant 
intergroup difference.

Table 1. Distribution in Two groups and Total semple according to school grade

tests and materials

Intelligence

Assessment of general abilities in order to determine the students’ 
intellectual capacities was carried out by Raven progressive color matrices 
according to local test standards (Fajgelj, 2007) at the age of 7.3 to 11 years. 
The test is intended for children aged five to eleven. It consists of 36 tasks 

School 
grade

Highly intelligent   
(IQ 112-117) 

(n=45)

Intellectually superior  
(IQ 118 and more) 

(n=16)

total 
sample 
(n=61)

N % N % N

I / V 8 44,4 10 55,6 18

II / VI 19 86,4 3 13,6 22

III / VII 5 62,5 3 37,5 8

IV / VIII 13 100,0 0 0,0 13

Total 45 73,8 16 26,2 61
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divided into three series (A, AB, B). The total number of correct answers is 
running out. The results were scored as intellectually superior (total score 
above 90% for the age group) and highly intellectual abilities (score above 
75% for the age group). The instruction was given in group and two test 
tasks were solved. Afterward the students solved the test individually.

Basic academic skills and motor functioning

Clinical assessment of basic academic skills 

In order to determine the quality of basic academic skills was used 
the Protocol for the assessment of basic academic skills in the domain of 
writing, reading and calculation and was observed in aspects of speed, 
accuracy and fluency. The scores used were the age/related norms ac-
cording to Niševic (2016). Total scores on separated scales for writing 
(WRIT), reading (READ) and computing (COMP) represent the overall per-
formance for each academic skill in particular. Performances are rated as 
an achievement that corresponds to age (average performance for age), 
as an achievement that deviates 1 and 2 SD below the age average (indi-
cate the elements of writing, reading and computing disordersor indicate 
the existence of developmental disorders in these domains) and as an 
achievement that deviates 1 or 2 SD above the age average (indicate high 
or extraordinary performance in observed domains).

Clinical assessment of motor functioning 

In order to determine the level of motor functioning was used the 
Protocol for the assessment of motor functioning in the domain of neu-
romaturation, praxis and movement execution, somatosensory and sen-
sorimotor organization and general motor skills with age-related norms 
according to Niševic (2016). The score on the overall motor performance 
scale (OMF) represents a motor performance and is rated as an achieve-
ment that corresponds to age (average performance for age), as an achie-
vement that deviates 1 and 2 SD below the age average (indicate the ele-
ments of motor disorder or manifested developmental coordination dis-
order) and achievement that deviates 1 or 2 and above SD above the age 
average (indicate high or extraordinary motor performance).

School achievement

School achievement was evaluated four years after the first test and 
based on data from school documentation at the end of the first semester 
of the current school year. Achievements-success is ranked in five levels: 
5-extraordinary (excellent success all marks was five-mean 5.00), high 
achievement (excellent success two marks was four –mean 4.80 to 4.99), 
excellent (excellent success more than two marks was four -mean 4.50 to 
4.79), low excelent (excellent success in some school subjects mark was 
three or less - at risk to failure), below excellent (not achieved excellent 
success - signed failure).
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Provided support

Data of the type of support provided to students was obtained from 
pedagogical documentation of teachers, psycho-pedagogical service of 
the school and parents by filling out the Parents’ Questionnaire. Three 
forms of professional support are highlighted: support in teaching pro-
cess-individualization procedures (additional and supplementary educati-
on at school), support for abilities development (defectological rehabilita-
tion), support outside the school in the parents ‘arrangement (additional 
programs in the local community according to students’ interests).

Procedure

The research is part of a wider research study on the presence of a 
developmental coordination disorder in lower-grade primary school stu-
dents approved by the University of Belgrade Faculty of Special Education 
and Rehabilitation. It was conducted at a primary school in Belgrade as 
a prospective study. The sample was formed on the basis of data collec-
ted from school documentation and with the consent and participation 
of parents. The same student sample was tested twice by the research 
team. The first testing was carried out at the younger school age (7.3-11 
years). At the same age was also determined the quality of writing, rea-
ding and calculating and the level of motor functioning. Second testing 
was conducted four years after the first testing at the senior school age 
at the school year 2017/18. Then the school success of the same students 
was analyzed.

Results and Discussion
One-way variance analysis (ANOVA) was used to determine the in-

tergroup differences in achievement at the first test for all diagnostic do-
mains in samples of different intellectual capacities (Table 2). Intergroup 
differences in a monitored domain was not statistically significant. In the 
domain of writing (M = 5.6) and motor functioning (M = 39.2) those from 
the group with lower intellectual capacity (higher intelligence group) sho-
wed better mean achievements than the mean of Total sample (M = 5.5; M 
= 38.5). So, the group of superiors unexpectedly did not achieve better re-
sults and neither group did achieve maximum achievement. Such results 
indicate a lower motor function in students with higher intellectual poten-
tials considering that the writing tasks included the motor component to a 
greater extent than the orthographic (linguistic). In accordance with these, 
Niševic et al. (2017) showed a highly statistically significant correlation bet-
ween IQ and motor functioning.
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Table 2.  Means of the Two groups and the Total group on Descriptive measures 
and Diagnostic domains (first testing)

***p<,001; **p<,01; *p<,05.
AGE-age in months; IQ-intelligence quotient; READ-reading; WRIT-writing; COMP-
computing; OMF-motor functioning.

Table 3.  School achievement in Two groups and Total semple at age 11,3 to 15 
(second testing)

The analysis of student achievement after four years from the first 
testing at the age of 11.3 to 15 is presented in Table 3. In the total sample 
50.8% of the students achieved high and extraordinary academic success. 
Its was found 24.6% of the above-average intelligence students to achieve 
maximum school achievements (5.00) with approximately equal repre-
sentation in both groups. At the same time there were 31.2% of those who 

measures 
and 

domains 

Highly 
intelligent  

(IQ 112-117) 
(n=45)

Intellectually 
superior   
(IQ 118  

and more)  
(n=16)

F (1,59) η2 total sample  
(n=61)

M SD M SD M SD Min Max

AGE 111,4 13,7 98,8 9,2 11,5*** ,16 108,1 13,8 88,0 135,0

IQ 114,0 1,5 119,3 1,4 159,4*** ,73 115,4 2,8 112,0 121,0

READ 5,7 ,5 5,8 ,6 ,1 ,00 5,7 ,5 4,0 6,0

WRIT 5,6 ,7 5,1 1,2 2,9 ,05 5,5 ,9 2,0 6,0

COMP 5,8 ,3 5,8 ,5 ,1 ,00 5,8 ,4 4,0 6,0

OMF 39,2 4,5 36,6 7,4 2,9 ,05 38,5 5,5 20,0 48,0

School 
achievement

Highly intelligent  
(IQ 112-117) (n=45)

Intellectually 
superior   

(IQ 118 and more) 
(n=16)

total sample  
(n=61)

N % N % N % 

1-below 
excelent 

8 17,8 4 25,0 12 19,7

2-low excelent 7 15,6 0 0,0 7 11,5

3-excelent 8 17,8 3 18,8 11 18,0

4-high 
achievement

11 24,4 5 31,3 16 26,2

5-extra- 
ordinary

11 24,4 4 25,0 15 24,6

Total 45 100,0 16 100,0 61 100,0
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AS+OMF
School achievement 

Total
1 2 3 4 5

Highly 
intelli-
gent   

(IQ 112-
117) 

(n=45)

below 
average

N 2 2 / / / 4

% 50,0 50,0 / / / 100,0

average 
N 2 2 3 4 4 15

% 13,3 13,3 20,0 26,7 26,7 100,0

above 
average

N 3 3 5 6 6 23

% 13,0 13,0 21,7 26,1 26,1 100,0

MIX
N 1 / / 1 1 3

% 33,3 / / 33,3 33,3 100,0

Intellec-
tually 

supe-rior   
(IQ 118 

and 
more) 
(n=16)

below 
average

N 2 / 1 0 0 3

% 66,7 / 33,3 0,0 0,0 100,0

average 
N 1 / / / 1 2

% 50,0 / / / 50,0 100,0

above 
average

N / / 2 5 3 10

% / / 20,0 50,0 30,0 100,0

MIX
N 1 / / / / 1

% 100,0 / / / / 100,0

total 
sample 
(n=61)

below 
average

N 4 2 1 / / 7

% 57,1 28,6 14,3 / / 100,0

average 
N 3 2 3 4 5 17

% 17,6 11,8 17,6 23,5 29,4 100,0

above 
average

N 3 3 7 11 9 33

% 9,1 9,1 21,2 33,3 27,3 100,0

MIX
N 2 / / 1 1 4

% 50,0 / / 25,0 25,0 100,0

were signed as failure or were at risk of failure and among them 19.7% did 
not achieve excellent results and 11.5% achieved in some school subjects 
mark three and below. Failure was more manifested in superior group 
(25.0%) and the risk of failure in high-intelligence group (15.6%). Similar 
results we can find in the literature. The frequency of expression failure of 
gifted according to Clemons (2008) are ranged from 15-40% or even 50% 
in the population of intellectually gifted students.

Table 4.  Academic skills and Motor Functioning in Two groups and Total semple 
and School achievement at age 7,3 to 11(first testing)
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Considering the achieved results, the question arises whether the 
students who were failure had lesser achievements in academic skills 
and motor functioning - AV and MF (Table 4). Achievements on assessing 
AV+MF were ranked as below average (in one and / or more domains un-
der average and in other domains average achievement), average (in all 
observed domains average achievement), above average (in one and / or 
more domains above average and in the other domains average achieve-
ment) and mixed (MIX- in some of the observed domains below and in 
some above-average achievement).

In total sample were found seven students with below average-achieve-
ment for academic skills and motor functionality - AV and MF (four in the 
group of highly intelligent and three in the superior group). These students 
did not achieved high or extraordinary academic success. It can indicate 
the existence of learning disabilities. Also, were found four students who 
show at the same time below average and above-average achievements 
in different observed domains. In these students we can search for learn-
ing disabilities, too. The intergroup difference was not significantly but the 
one-way variance analysis showed a statistically significant intergroup dif-
ference in the total sample compared to the school success achieved (F = 
4.66, df1 = 3, df = 57, η

2
 = .20) between the group of below average and 

groups of average (p = .04) and above-average (p = .007). There is an im-
portant question to what extent would be students with learning difficul-
ties use intellectual potential to overcome difficulties and maximize own 
potential if they get adequate support at early school age.

The average achievement for AV and MF showed 17 students (52.9%) 
and they achieved high (23.5%) and extraordinary (29.4%) school success.

Above/average performance of AV and MF established 33 students 
(60.6%) and they achieved high (33.3%) and exceptional (29.4%) success, 
while 13 students achieved lower school performance (9.1% not achieved 
excellent results, 9.1% achieved a poor performance with a score of three 
in some cases, 21.2% achieved only excellent success). Higher manifesta-
tion of worse results was found in a group of highly intelligent compared 
to a superior. In support of our results we find results of Rayneri et al. 
(2006) which state that the discrepancy between ability and achievement 
is even greater if the abilities are more remarkable.

The results of our study about discrepancy between pupil’s extraor-
dinary abilities and their performance at school may be result of discrep-
ancy or conflict interaction between the individual characteristics (needs 
/ qualities) of a gifted student, on the one hand, and the characteristics of 
the environment (family and school) in which student would realiye some 
achievement, on the other hand. According to Whitmore (1980) failure is 
not only the result of individual “problems and disadvantages” which stu-
dent carry to school but also school and classroom climate, material and 
curriculum, wrong approach and teachers’ expectations, lack of recogni-
tion of giftedness. According to many authors the lack of challenges in 
school is contributed by the occurrence of failures (Reis et al., 1995; Díaz, 
1998; Hébert, 2001). Altaras Dimitrijević and Tatić Janevski (2016) discuss 
two reasons for failure of gifted students: the abandonment and loss of 
motivation when the task is not suitable to the student; and the second 
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type of support Highly 
intelligent   

(IQ 112-117)  
(n=45)

Intellectually 
superior   

(IQ 118 and 
more)  
(n=16)

total 
sample 
(n=61)

Support in 
school/class

Additional 
education/
teaching

1 0 1

Individualization 1 1 2

Supplementary  
education/
teaching

25 6 31

Development 
rehabilitation

1 2 3

Support outside 
of school

Sport, recreation 14 5 19

Music 1 1 2

Foreign language 1 0 1

Dancing 1 2 3

Acting 2 0 2

More then one 
support

9 1 10

Total 45 16 61

reason to lull gifted in the experience of competence and depriving the 
opportunity to improve the skills necessary to achieve extra high success. 
Such a discussion suggests the need for an adequate and appropriate 
school environment for gifted children.

Table 5.  Type of support in above/average intelligent students on younger 
school age

In the context of the presence and type of support for above-average 
intelligent students (Table 5) by the analysis of the results were separated 
three forms and types of support: support in teaching-individualization 
procedures (additional and supplementary education at school), develop-
ment support (defectological rehabilitation), support outside the school 
in parent’s arrangement on programs in the local community according 
to students’ interests).The most students were included in the program 
of additional classes in the school (31 pupils) and some sports activity - 
mostly recreational (14 students). There was also a record for one stu-
dent for whom supplementary classes were organized and for two indi-
vidualisation in the class. These students have learning disabilities. Three 
students were involved in the development rehabilitation program due 
to behavioral problems and motor functioning. We did not find anyone 
for whom IEP was developed in the period of the younger school age. In 
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practice at an older age studentsget enrichment of teaching through ad-
ditional teaching according to their interests and exceptional abilities. It 
was identified no one of student which was especially and systematically 
monitored as gifted.

These results point to the conclusion that there is a lack of additional 
(system) intervention towards pupils with above-average intellectual po-
tentials. In practice, much attention is paid to students who are less advan-
ced than gifted and advanced students, although it is known importance 
of stimulative programs at an earlier (school) age and their greater effect. 

Conclusion
In accordance with the results superior intelligence is not a guaran-

tee of high school achievement on its own. Among above-average intelli-
gent students were those who manifested under-achievement in academ-
ic skills reading, writing and computing as well as lower motor function in 
addition to their exceptional intellectual capacities. 

High and extraordinary school achievement was accomplished by 
half of total sample students. At the same time one third was failure or at 
risk of failure. More often failed superior ones while at the risk of failing 
to a greater extent were group of highly intelligent students. The possi-
ble decline in the educational achievements of gifted students and much 
less achievement than what a student can have is a serious problem. Dis-
crepancy between student’s (extraordinary) ability and its performance in 
school is largely the result of discrepancy and conflict interaction between 
the individual characteristics of gifted student, on the one hand, and the 
characteristics of the (school) environment in which he needs to realize 
some achievement, on the other. Speaking about the educational context, 
there is a clear lack of additional system intervention towards students 
with above-average intellectual potentials. In the context of maximizing 
the potential of above-average intelligent students, there is an implicit 
need for support and additional intervention in different areas in the early 
years of schooling of these students.
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abstrakt
Cilj: Cilj ra da je da pri ka že u ko joj me ri de ca sa vi so kim in te lek tu al nim po ten ci ja-

li ma ostva ru ju i vi so ka škol ska po stig nu ća. Ana li zi ran je škol ski uspeh u pred met-
noj na sta vi uče ni ka kod ko jih je utvr đe na nad pro seč na in te li gen ci ja to kom mla đeg 
škol skog uz ra sta. Škol ski uspeh je di sku to van u od no su na ni vo po stig nu ća u aka-
dem skim ve šti na ma i mo to rič kom funk ci o ni sa nju. 

Me tod: Uzo rak je či nio 61 uče nik oba po la uz ra sta11.3 do 15 go di na bez ne u ro-
lo ških de fi ci ta, psi hi ja trij skih obo lje nja, so mat skih ili sen zor nih ošte će nja i in te lek-
tu al nih ka pa ci te ta od 112 do 121 pro ce nje nih Ra ve no vim pro gre siv nim ma tri ca ma 
u bo ji, na uz ra stu 7.3 do 11 go di na. Na istom uz ra stu utvr đen je i kva li tet pi sa nja, 
či ta nja i ra ču na nja Pro to ko lom za pro ce nu ba zič nih aka dem skih ve šti na i ni vo mo-
to rič kog funk ci o ni sa nja Pro to ko lom za pro ce nu mo to rič kog funk ci o ni sa nja. Škol-
ske 2017/18, na kon če ti ri go di ne od pr vog te sti ra nja,ana li zi ran je škol ski uspeh 
ovih uče ni ka. 

Re zul ta ti:U ukup nom uzor ku pro na đe no je 24,6% nad pro seč no in te li gent nih ko-
ji ostva ru ju mak si mal na škol ska po stig nu ća (5,00), ali isto vre me no i 19,7% onih 
ko ji ne po sti žu ni od li čan uspeh i 11,5% onih ko ji u ne kim na stav nim pred me ti ma 
ostva ru ju oce nu 3 i ni že. 

Za klju čak: U skla du sa re zul ta ti ma, nad pro seč na in te li gen ci ja sa ma po se bi ni je 
ga ran ci ja vi so kih škol skih po stig nu ća. U kon tek stu mak si mal nog ostva ri va nja po-
ten ci ja la nad pro seč no in te li gent nih uče ni ka, im pli cit na je po tre ba za po dr škom i 
do dat nom in ter ven ci jom u raz li či tim obla sti ma u po čet nim go di na ma ško lo va nja 
ovih uče ni ka.

Ključne reči: natprosečna inteligencija, školski uspeh, podrška, darovitost
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abstract 
This paper presents a comparative overview of legal instruments regulating the 

rights of gifted students from various legal systems, including both Continental 
and Anglo-Saxon Law. Moreover, the paper aims to illustrate how the rights of 
gifted children are regulated in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, the 
Netherlands, Germany, Turkey, Austria, Denmark, Hungary, the United States 
and the United Kingdom. Also, this paper addresses the concept of the rights of 
gifted students to inclusive education in the legal acts of the Republic of Serbia, 
with a terminological clarification of the concept of inclusive education in different 
countries, such as the United States, Great Britain, Turkey, and the Netherlands. 
The authors used a comparative method, focused on Continental and Anglo-
Saxon Legal systems. The aim of the paper is to show that inclusive education can 
also be applied to gifted children, although prevailing opinion in most countries is 
that the concept of inclusive education primarily referes to children with special 
needs. During the drafting process of this scientific paper, the authors came up 
with a conclusion that it is possible to apply the inclusive education approach to 
the gifted, as a contemporary social phenomenon.

Keywords: rights of the gifted, inclusion, legal systems, education.

Introduction
One of the most important basic human rights is the right to edu-

cation. Thanks to this human right, we are able to understand the world 
around us, explain different phenomena and express our interests. In or-
der to explain the syntagm ‘the right to education’ as precisely as possible, 
we need to take a look at Article 26 of the Declaration on Basic Human 
Rights (1948), and Article 5 of the Convention against Discrimination in 
Education (1960). Here, it is clearly and concisely explained that educa-
tion should be free, compulsory, and available to all, under equal con-
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ditions. Education should focus on the full personality development and 
strengthening the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
As it is known, human rights are primarily universal moral norms that 
bind all people on the planet; consequently, we observe them through the 
prism of internationally recognized conventions that legally grant these 
rights (Gordon, 2013).

In the first part of the paper, the term “gifted children” is used as it 
applies to particular countries. After that, an overview of legal acts regu-
lating the rights of gifted students within various legal systems is given. 
The second part of the paper addresses an interpretation of the concept 
of inclusive education in the Republic of Serbia, as well as the comparison 
of the definition of the concept of inclusion in the United States, Great 
Britain, Scotland, Turkey and the Netherlands. Final considerations are 
provided at the conclusion of this paper.

In the widest sense, the principles of education rest on the idea that 
children should be provided with all resources necessary to fulfill their 
dreams (Hodges, Tay, Naeda, & Gentry 2018). Applying the logical interpre-
tation, education should meet numerous and various needs students usual-
ly have. According to abovementioned, educators should have both profes-
sional and moral obligation to provide students with various stimuli, and 
to be able to meet diverse needs of students who show signs of giftedness 
during early development. When referring to giftedness, there are different 
theoretical perceptions and doubts on the term and concept itself. Namely, 
Terman, as one of the pioneers in this field, and he considers students who 
rank within the top 1% on standard intelligence tests to fall under the “gif-
ted” category (Ameroglu, Sarikaya, Daglioglu, Kilic, & Cakmak, 2017).

This interpretation started to fall out of favor during the mid-20th 
century, when it was believed that the determination of intelligence, as 
kind of a guideline for revealing the degree of giftedness, cannot be sub-
ordinated to standardized tests.

Furthermore, based on the Marland Report (1972), gifted children 
were defined as: “Children who perform well in one or more of these six 
areas, including general mental ability, special ability in a certain academic 
field, creative and productive thinking, leadership ability, talent in visual 
performing arts, and psychomotor ability.” 

According to Woods (2016), gifted and talented children are defined 
as children who are distinguished from their peers by their general and/
or special abilities.

Gifted children are rare, while the adults’ ability to perceive giftedness 
is often pretty limited. In a majority of cases, it is difficult to recognize gif-
ted children; even when they are perceived as such, parents and teachers 
often do not know how to develop and improve the innate giftedness of 
the child in the best possible way (Kelemen, 2018). At the first glance, it is 
quite easy to recognize giftedness in the fields of art, music and sports. 
These categories enjoy benefits of sports classes, arts and music schools, 
where classes are organized. The alarming issue is that there are other 
gifted children who do not demonstrate these clearly visible talents, but 
who require an active and planned strategy for the emergence of their 
particular gifts.
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More importantly, giftedness and talent are not static categories, but 
rather continuous processes created as a result of the interaction of dif-
ferent factors, such as individual predispositions, one’s ability to influence 
his/her own development, and the influence of upbringing (Ozcan, & Gun-
duz, 2016). Quiet often, educational support for gifted children is neglec-
ted by inertia, since it is considered that these children already differ from 
their peers, and additional stimulus is not necessary. Giftedness implies 
high degree of individual achievements in specific areas, in comparison to 
child’s peers.

According to all abovementioned, it is necessary to provide gifted 
children with full support up to the maximum when developing their ca-
pacities. The reason for this ground is that a tremendous advantage over 
others can easily be turned into a disadvantage, especially when the label 
of a “special needs” child is given to these children, due to an inadequate 
awareness of the importance of fostering such a gift or talent. 

Work methodology
The authors used a comparative method while writing this paper. 

Also, the authors believe it is not possible to form and base the opinion 
and ground on the legal aspects of inclusive education for gifted children 
without the comparative research. The subject of the research is the si-
milarities and differences of the rights of gifted and inclusive education 
observed through various legal systems. 

Results and Discussion
An adequate education policy and legal regulations are foundations 

of the development of gifted children and adults. Each country individual-
ly needs to find suitable measures and a manner of enabling the develop-
ment and empowerment of gifted children, in accordance with specific 
abilities, talents and needs every gifted child have.

It is widely known that the education of the gifted, as well as their 
general status in the education system, is one of many burning issues. 
Bearing this in mind, as well as aspirations of a modern state and society 
that thinks about its future, we need to comprehend that there are no 
clear legal guidelines, measures and action plans for the education of gif-
ted students both in our country and the region. 

To illustrate this, the Framework Law on Primary and Secondary Edu-
cation in Bosnia and Herzegovina (2003) has guidelines for the education 
of children with special needs, and does not recognize gifted students as a 
category at the same time. Article 4 of the Framework Law on Primary and 
Secondary Education of Bosnia and Herzegovina stipulates that every child 
has the same right to access and equal opportunity to appropriate educa-
tion without any discrimination. The Law on Education in Elementary and 
Secondary School in the Republic of Croatia (2017), recognizes the category 
of gifted students, instructing schools to monitor and encourage these stu-
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dents through additional assignments according to their preferences, abi-
lities and interests, as more precisely defined by the Ministry of Education.

According to the Law on the Foundations of the Education and Up-
bringing System of the Republic of Serbia (2017), as the part of the pre-
school, primary and secondary education systems framework, as well as 
adult education, special attention is paid to work with gifted children. Thus, 
Article 3 of the aforementioned law stipulates that persons with exceptio-
nal abilities have the right to education and upbringing with the respect to 
their special educational and upbringing needs, in terms of special classes 
or special schools, in accordance with this and other specific laws. Further-
more, Article 56 provides the possibility of organizing individual programs 
for exceptional students, both at the elementary and secondary levels of 
education. In addition, according to the Law on the Basis of the system of 
education and training, the educational institution can adapt the school 
program to students who achieve outstanding results in the field of educa-
tion, which includes adoption of an individual educational plan. This plan 
is a special act aimed to satisfy educational needs of the child and the 
student. It is endorsed by the pedagogical collegium of the institution, to 
the suggestion for the inclusive education, ie the team for providing the 
additional support to the children and students and consists of a teacher, 
professional associate, associate, parent or other legal representative. Ac-
cording to Article 76 the IOP3 is aimed at deepening and expanding the 
content of educational activities of children with exceptional abilities.

Even though we consider Western European countries as these with 
more modern or advanced approach to a number of fields in economy, 
social policy, and education; while researching educational models in 
Netherlands, we came up with a conclusion that this is usually not the 
case. Namely, the education system in the Netherlands is quite good be-
cause it relies on a “broad middle group” so that there is no clear student 
selection - very “weak”, less capable, or struggling on the one hand, and 
the gifted, highly advanced or excellent students, on the other. Also, this 
fact comes from the national creed (Greet, Minnaert, & Kamphof, 2013, p. 
134): “Do not stand out” and “Good is good enough”. 

However, we often encounter the situation when students are not 
parted according their ability level, and teachers themselves were not “gif-
ted students” back then in their early education process. In other words, 
a group of gifted students emerges, being superior to their (average) tea-
chers, both in intelligence, way of thinking and metacognitive skills, which 
leads to a disagreement between students and teachers (Greet, Minnaert, 
& Kamphof, 2013, p. 135).

The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science of the Netherlands 
went an extra mile, overcoming the inclusion of gifted students and pos-
sibly gravitated towards positive discrimination in manner of segregation. 
To illustrate, the Ministry developed plans and measures, and founded 
schools with gifted educational profile and plan, and schools with the Leo-
nardo concept (school-within-a-school).

Although the idea was fantastic, it had different outcome in practice. 
One of the most pronounced problems was that the teachers did not re-
cognize the number of gifted students as critical. Moreover, there was 
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quiet often a lack of challenging teaching materials for gifted students, 
while students with special needs received disproportionately more at-
tention than gifted ones (Greet, Minnaert, & Kamphof, 2013, p. 138).

As the additional wind at one’s back, the Government of the Nether-
lands, together with numerous scientific institutions, carried out series 
of projects from 2000 to 2010 in order to clearly define talents of gifted 
students – it is a gift, a natural ability that needs to be developed, directly 
depending on an exceptionally stimulating environment (Greet, Minnaert, 
& Kamphof, 2013, p. 139). In 2009, after the internal economic crisis and 
the progress of countries on other continents, the Netherlands become 
aware of its vulnerability and encouraged the development of gifted and 
talented students. The guidelines for Primary and Secondary education, 
including the “Leonardo” (school-within-a-school) model, so-called ‘Tech-
nasiums’ (pre-university education focusing on science), bilingual edu-
cation, and “younger faculties” (a partnership between universities and 
several secondary schools) have resulted in as much as 60% of schools 
choosing the separate approach.

As it can be expected, another Western European country which for 
many years nurtured an opinion that children with special needs deser-
ved attention is Germany. Gifted children were considered as capable of 
handling the learning process with an ease and not in a need of additio-
nal support (Fischer, & Muller, 2014). Nevertheless, comparing to the si-
tuation in our country, a remarkable improvement is clearly visible in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. Surprisingly, pioneers in the new wave are 
organizations and institutions outside the school system, such as parents’ 
associations and foundations, which is completely opposite to tendencies 
in another Western European country - the Netherlands, where the fo-
cus is on the school system as the bearer of change. There are visible 
differences in the gifted education approach in Germany, where two mo-
dels stand out - the “accelerated learning”, which requires a high ability 
of quick data processing, while the “enrichment” (the extensive learning) 
requires a high ability of huge amount of data processing. 

Namely, as already mentioned, the pioneers of gifted inclusion in 
Germany were associations and foundations. Some of the most impor-
tant associations are: Bildung & Begabund, parents’ associations as pri-
mary observers of gifted children such as Deutsche Gesellschaft für das 
hochbegabte Kind (German Association for Gifted Children), Hochbegab-
tenförderung e.V (Society for Gifted Education), and “Mind - Mensa in 
Deutschland e.V” (Mensa in Germany). Some of the most famous founda-
tions in Germany are the Karg-Stiftung für Hochbegabtenförderung - Karg 
(Foundation for Gifted Education) and the Stifterverband für die Deutsche 
Wissenschaft (Association of Foundations for Science in Germany). Also, 
there is the German Government Foundation (Deutschlandstipendium), 
as well as the Foundations of the Catholic (Cusanuswerk) and the Prote-
stant Church (Evangelisches Studienwerk Villigst). One of the most impor-
tant foundations is the ‘Deutsches Schülerstipendium’ (German Student 
Scholarship), which supports highly capable students from poor families. 
All of this gives us a conceptual model that could be adopted in our coun-
try, beyond the framework of measures and action plans of the Govern-
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ment of the Republic of Serbia. We proudly emphasize that there is an 
association in our country which encourages the development of the gif-
ted - the National Talent Center, therefore we do not fall far behind the 
Western European model. 

Moreover, in 2012, the Grand National Assembly of Turkey (TGNA) 
formed a working group focused to improve the status of gifted children, 
while keeping in mind that these children represent the largest source of 
country’s immaterial wealth. Consequently, they are the basis of future 
developement and will shape the future of the state, if they receive ade-
quate and timely support during their education.

To continue, as far back as in 1962 in Austria, it was explicitly mentioned 
that the gifted should be provided with the adequate protection. In 1970, 
the practice that students who exhibited talent had the possibility to skip 
a grade was introduced. In 1990, the gifted were recognized as the special 
category, with all rights which belonged to children with learning difficulties 
or disabilities. In 1999, a special Austrian Center for Research and Support 
for the Gifted and Talented was established in order to support both gifted 
children and their parents and teachers (Reid, & Boettger, 2015). 

If we take a look at the Hungarian educational system, we will see 
that gifted students receive excellent treatment and quite good starting 
point to develop their talents even further. This system recognizes gif-
ted students as those who require special treatment (Reid, & Boettger, 
2015, p.164). What particularly stands out in the Hungarian Education Law 
(2011) is the application of “enriched” teaching, which comprises additio-
nal classes, custom assignments, and various external competitions, while 
skipping classes or sharing classes with older students is a rarity. More 
and more teachers take part in trainings in gifted education on a daily 
basis, with the ultimate goal to train one teacher who specializes in gifted 
students per school to coordinate the work and progress of these stu-
dents (Monks, & Pfluger, 2015). 

In the United States, we find the extraordinary situation where gifted 
students, as well as their education, have been nurtured since the 1920s 
and 1930s. The pioneers in this field, including Terman and Hollingwor-
th, expanded this movement and conducted the first research on gifted 
children which was widely publicized. According to National Association 
for Gifted Children during the 1970s the movement received support in 
the form of statutory regulations when the federal government dealt with 
gifted issues specifically and introduces the National Standards in Gifted 
and Talented Education (2013). An extremely important legal act in this 
field is the so-called Javits’ law (1994), named after Senator Jacob Javits 
for his role in promoting gifted education. The original 1988 law was re-
vised in 1994 to create the opportunity for primary and secondary schools 
to meet the needs for educating gifted and talented students. Due to its 
importance, this law has been accompanied by numerous congressional 
activities, among which is the financing of the Javits program for gifted 
students. Although, in 2003 and 2006 an impressive $11.2 million and $9.6 
million were allocated, scientific circles in the United States consider these 
figures as insufficient to educate and stimulate the gifted. Another very 
important legal act is the No Child Left Behind Act (2002) which requires 
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state schools financed from the federal budget to implement yearly stan-
dardized knowledge and skills tests among all students. This equalizes in-
itial possibilities of gifted students, from middle and upper-class families 
with students from lower income families. 

Moreover, the Department for Children, Schools and Families in the 
UK (2008, p.6) has implemented series of actions and measures aimed 
to support gifted education, including the National Programme for Gif-
ted and Talented Education, clearly defining that the program encompas-
ses children and young people with one or more abilities developed far 
beyond their age group. The United Kingdom went above and beyond 
when the Government established a national strategy and national stan-
dards in order to improve the education of gifted and talented children in 
schools. The Institution Quality Standard (IQS) is set up to make it easier 
for schools to plan gifted education, while the Classroom Quality Standard 
(CQS) is designed to help educators teach gifted students (Pfeifer, 2002).

When it comes to the rights of the gifted, it is necessary to address 
the very current topic of inclusive education, which not only refers to edu-
cation of children with disabilities as the inclusion into the regular educa-
tional system, but also to quality education for all children. Every demo-
cratic society firstly needs to emphasize tolerance as a basic prerequisite 
to respecting diversity, in order to be able to implement and accept inclu-
sive practice (Velisek, 2013).

According to research the authors made on this topic, inclusion is 
best defined as an inclusion process. Regardless the diversity, inclusion 
of every child into the educational system should be developed in parallel 
with social inclusion. It is necessary to observe the concept of inclusive 
education from linguistic and logical interpretation, as a wide spectrum 
concept without any obstacles gifted students may encounter. If inclusive 
classrooms are planned for all students, this kind of education has to be 
applied analogously to the most extreme examples of gifted students, as 
well as to those with the most severe shortcomings and difficulties (Kea-
rney, 1996). The very concept of inclusive education implies an education 
system tailored to a child in accordance with its needs. More importantly, 
inclusive education is most frequently associated with students with de-
velopmental disabilities, and the adaption of educational programs to this 
student category. Some authors, as Gordon and other opponents to “full-
inclusion”, argue that not all children with developmental disabilities can 
be part of an inclusive education system. He points out that it is comple-
tely unreasonable to expect, for example, deaf students to participate in 
classes and share classrooms with pupils who do not have this disability. 
Also, it is unrealistic for inclusive education to be compulsory if parents 
estimate that a special mode of education will be of the greater benefit 
to this vulnerable group of children (Gordon, 2013, p.755). In accordance 
with the abovementioned, it is important to envoke the Law on the Pro-
hibition of Discrimination (2009) which implies direct and indirect discri-
mination. According to Article 6 of the aforementioned law, direct discri-
mination exists if a person, or a group of persons are due to his/her or 
their personal characteristics, in the same or similar situation, placed in a 
more unfavorable position, or could be placed in a more unfavorable po-
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sition. Article 7 states that indirect discrimination exists when a person, or 
a group of persons, is placed in an unfavorable position by an act, action 
or omission that is apparently based on the principle of equality and non-
discrimination, unless justified by a legitimate goal, while the means to 
achieve that goal are appropriate and necessary. Envoking the provisions 
of the aforementioned law, it can be concluded that gifted students do not 
appear to be placed in an unequal position compared to other students. 
Opening the door to inclusive education implies that regular education 
should be available to children, while the teaching staff has to adapt their 
mode of teaching to the individual needs of children according to the Om-
budsman (2017). Inclusion means providing support to both employees 
and students, while the product of all of that is a community that encou-
rages and respects their achievements (Booth, & Ainscoll, 2002).

On the other hand, the definitions of the concept of inclusion and 
inclusive education in a number of different countries present an intere-
sting comparison.

To begin, in the United States, inclusion is defined as providing ser-
vices to students with disabilities, including those with severe disabilities, 
to ensure child’s social adaptation (Frederickson, & Cline, 2002, p. 66).

Moreover, in the UK, we find several definitions and grounds created 
by different organizations and institutions. To illustrate, the Ministry of 
Education states in its official document “Inclusive education” that schools 
which are supported by a local education authority should actively seek 
to remove barriers to learning and participation that can hinder or exclu-
de learners with special needs (DfES, 2001, par. 7). The Center for Studies 
on Inclusive Education (CSIE), an organization promoting the growth of in-
clusive schools in the UK, sees that inclusion enables all students to fully 
participate in life and work, regardless of their needs; it is also a perma-
nent process for removing the barrier to learning and participation for all 
children and young people. The Equity Group Association from Scotland 
believes that inclusive education recognizes that children have equal rights 
and equal value. This should be a fundamental starting point for education 
and social policy in modern society. Interestingly, the concept of inclusive 
education in Turkey, as established by the Rulebook on Special Education 
of the Ministry of Education, implies that inclusive education is a special 
educational practice based on the principle that the education of individu-
als with special needs continues with peers without disabilities in state and 
private schools, pre-school, elementary school, adult education, providing 
them with educational support services (Melekoglu, Cakiroglu, & Malm-
gren, 2009, p.1). Finally, in the Netherlands, inclusive education is called 
“the appropriate education” (Thijs, van Leeuwen, & Zandbergen, 2016, p.1).

Conclusion
Based on extensive research and all aforementioned in this paper, 

the authors conclude that inclusive education implies students with spe-
cial needs, as it is interpreted by countries such as Turkey, Great Britain, 
and the United States. The authors believe that it is necessary to state 
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explicitly in the legal acts of all countries that the concept of inclusive edu-
cation applies to the gifted as well. This is crucial in order to ensure further 
legal acts to regulate the position and further treatment of gifted students. 
It is important to point out those legal acts of Croatia, Netherlands, Ger-
many, Turkey, Austria, Hungary, United States, Great Britain, and Republic 
of Serbia regulate the rights of the gifted.

Since the educational system in the Republic of Germany has been 
thoroughly examined and presented in this paper, it can be concluded that 
this system is the most developed in the area of education of gifted. We 
believe inclusive education in the Republic of Serbia can also be extended 
to the category of the gifted. The numerous measures and action plans 
from a number of countries can also serve as a model for the Serbian 
Government. For this premise to be accepted, both on the theoretical and 
practical level and without any exception, it is necessary to understand 
that the essence is not only to agree on differences, but to stimulate the 
individuality and diversity of the gifted at all levels, because the greatest 
gem of each country is, truly, its educated children. 
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ANALIZA KONCEPTA PRAVA DAROVITIH NA 
INKLUZIVNO OBRAZOVANJE
Ivona Ninkov, Jovana Vajdić i Kosa Protić

Udruženje “Rights4All”, Balzakova 17, Novi Sad, Srbija

apstrakt
U ra du je dat upo red ni pri kaz prav nih aka ta raz li či tih prav nih si ste ma, kon ti-

nen tal nog i an glo sak son skog pra va, ko ji se od no se na pra va da ro vi tih. Pri ka za no 
je na ko ji na cin su su re gu li sa na pra va da ro vi tih u Bo sni i Her ce go vi ni, Hr vat skoj, 
Sr bi ji, Ho lan di ji, Ne mac koj, Tur skoj, Austri ji, Dan skoj, Ma đar skoj, SAD i Ve li koj Bri-
ta ni ji. Do ta kli smo se kon cep ta pra va da ro vi tih na in klu ziv no obra zo va nje u prav-
nim ak ti ma Re pu bli ke Sr bi je, a uz to smo na ve li i ter mi no lo ška raz ja šnje nja poj ma 
in klu ziv nog obra zo va nja u raz li či tim ze mlja ma, po put SAD, Ve li ke Bri ta ni je, Tur ske, 
Ho lan di je. U to ku iz u ča va nja na ve de ne te ma ti ke, ko ri šćen je kom pa ra tiv ni me tod 
pri če mu smo se fo ku si ra li i na kon ti nen tal ni i na an glo sak son ski prav ni si stem. 
Cilj ra da je da pri ka že da se in klu ziv ni pri stup obra zo va nja mo že pri me ni ti i na da-
ro vi te, iako je uvre že no shva ta nje da se u ve ći ni ze ma lja pod poj mom in klu ziv nog 
obra zo va nja pr ven stve no mi sli na de cu sa smet nja ma u raz vo ju i in va li di te tom Pri 
iz ra di ra da do šli smo do za ključ ka da je mo gu će pri me ni ti in klu ziv ni pri stup obra-
zo va nja, kao sa vre me nog dru štve nog fe no me na, na da ro vi te.

Ključne reči: prava darovitih, inkluzija, pravni sistemi, obrazovanje.
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abstract
The aim of this paper is to point out the importance of continuous professional 

development as a reinforcement of teachers for work with gifted students due 
they do not feel competent enough for that kind of engagement. In addition, we 
wanted to point out the main conditions for that kind of educational work which 
is given by laws in our milieu. For the purpose of this paper we analyzed available 
results of studies, concerning the development of teachers’ competencies for 
work with gifted students, and also the current legislative conditions and other 
capacities in Serbia needed for this specific kind of educational work. We reviewed 
studies which were dealing with the development of teachers’ competencies for 
work with gifted students. Most of the researchers find out and conclude teachers 
need additional professional development opportunities in teaching skills and 
behaving, in tandardr students and parents, and in assessing student’s abilities, in 
order to understand the development of gifted pupils, advance own pedagogical 
knowledge and attitudes toward gifted and talented students. Teachers of the 
gifted must be open-minded, flexible, knowledgeable in varied disciplines, have to 
use effective classroom management techniques, but also to be highly intelligent. 
A professional standard system of work with gifted students and gifted education 
standards must be created. In the process of analyzing the legislation on the 
education of gifted students, we have considered the set of five new educational 
laws and their content related to gifted students. Analyze showed that regulations 
are positive but not concrete enough, teachers have not enough knowledge, 
experiences and professional training and programs in this field, they are not 
motivated to engage themselves, and there are no created professional standards 
and gifted education standards on the national level. All participants in school life 
will gain benefits by changing in this field in the close future, but others will, also.

Keywords: gifted student, teacher, competences, legislation, standards. 
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Introduction
The aim of this paper is to point out the importance of continuous 

professional development as a reinforcement of teachers for work with 
gifted students due they do not feel competent enough for that kind of 
engagement. In addition, we wanted to point out the main conditions for 
that kind of educational work which is given by laws in our milieu. 

In Serbia inclusive education started in 2009 when new Law of Educatio-
nal System (The Law on Foundations of Educational System, 2009) claimed 
every child can attend nearest or school chosen by parents and school has 
to make adaptations of program for all exceptional pupils, even to create 
individual educational plans in order to satisfy children’s special educational 
needs (this refers to pupils with disabilities and also to gifted ones). 

After nine years of formal implementation of inclusive education, we 
wanted to see how it relates to gifted children and students in schools and 
kindergartens and whether there has been a positive change during this 
period. Therefore, we conducted a review of the literature and analysis of 
the applicable legislation regarding the competencies of teachers and the 
conditions for the implementation of inclusion in Serbia. 

method
Firstly, for the purpose of this paper we analyzed available results of stu-

dies conducted in our country and wider, concerning the development of tea-
chers’ competencies for work with gifted students, and also the current legis-
lative conditions and other capacities in Serbia needed for this specific kind of 
educational work. We reviewed professional and scientific studies which were 
dealing with the development of teachers’ competencies for work with gifted 
students. Studies were selected across the known searching services and on-
line scientific bases. Most studies were selected using search words: teachers, 
competences, professional development, and gifted students. Terms of the 
search were: limitations to full text and peer-reviewed works published in aca-
demic journals in the last ten years. In the process of analyzing the legislation 
on the education of gifted students, we have considered the set of five new 
educational laws and their content related to gifted students. 

On the other hand, an analysis of the current legislation was made, 
especially of five new education laws that were passed in 2017 and came 
into force immediately. The research task was to find out whether the new 
laws improved the conditions for inclusive education, and in particular 
whether conditions for working with gifted students were improved. In 
addition, the analysis also took into other resources that can be of use to 
children and students in Serbia, such as special centers.

Results and Discussion
Intellectual capital is important for any country; nurtured, it will be-

nefit both the individual and the whole population (Koshy, & Pinheiro-
Torres, 2013). According to Passow (2003), some nations consider the 
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education of gifted students as a basic need of the state, whereas others 
have an intention to provide for the development of each individual’s self-
fulfillment through equal educational opportunity. 

Our laws, as the main policy documents, emphasize inclusive educa-
tion for all students with special educational needs, including gifted and 
talented. Šćepanović (2018 a) on the education of not-the-same students 
emphasizes the importance of the moral aspect of accepting not-the-sa-
me ones in their own environment, and the fact that such children were 
found, under the cover of inclusive education, in one common educational 
system ‘which one was not morally mature, and also not ready for them’.

The Law on the Foundations of the Education System (2009) introdu-
ced inclusive education without mentioning of it directly but stipulating 
that every child can be enrolled in the nearest or selected school and that 
for children with disabilities and children with exceptional abilities indi-
vidual educational plans could be created. Schools, kindergartens, edu-
cators, teachers and professional associates have been trained in short 
seminars for working with children with developmental disabilities and 
that was how inclusion began. Employees in the education system were 
practically inadequately prepared to work with children of atypical deve-
lopment due they had not enough basic knowledge about these groups of 
children and their educational needs. At the beginning of the application 
of inclusive education, full attention was paid to working with children 
with disabilities. Gifted children and students did not have almost any ad-
ditional support in education, which was required by their specific needs. 
The exceptions are students gifted for music and ballet, who could have 
been educated in separate conditions, in special music and ballet schools.

In autumn 2017, a set of five new laws regulating the work of the edu-
cational system in Serbia was adopted. These are the Law on Preschool 
Education and Upbringing, the Law on the Foundations of the Education 
System, the Law on Primary Education and Upbringing, the Law on Se-
condary Education and Upbringing, the Law on Dual Education and the 
Law on Higher Education. A completely new one is the Law on Dual Edu-
cation, while the other four existed formerly under the same names and 
now they appear to have significantly changed.

The Law on the Foundations of the Education System in part General 
principles of education, say that the system must provide for all children 
ten principles; in implementing the principles, special attention is paid to 
several things, and among them on „ ... 5) reducing the rate of abandon-
ment of the education system, especially persons from socially vulnerable 
categories of population and underdeveloped areas, persons with disabi-
lities and disabilities and other persons with specific learning disabilities 
and supporting their reintegration into the system, in accordance with 
the principles of inclusive and intercultural education and upbringing;“. 
The same law mention, as previous, obligation of forming Inclusive Edu-
cation Team tandard needed and new task for professional associates: 
„... working on the development of the inclusiveness of the institution“ 
(Šćepanović, 2018 b). 

Laws regulating the work of the education system in Serbia do not 
tandar provide for the possibility of forming special classes for students 
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with exceptional abilities, but a specialized school can be established and 
schools can work with a sample curriculum, while students with disabili-
ties can be recommended to attend a specialized school for the educati-
on of such pupils in separate conditions. The special Commission makes 
recommendations for health, social and educational support measures, 
which include directing students to specialized departments and schools. 
This commission exists in every municipality and it employs a tandardrsn, 
a psychologist, a social worker and a special educator, and other peop-
le and experts may be involved in the work if they are proposed by the 
parent or guardian of the student.

The Commission’s opinion describes what kind of support is neces-
sary and needed to be provided to a student for his optimal and suc-
cessful education. The opinion of this commission is only applicable when 
it is confirmed and accepted by the parent or guardian of the student. 
In any case, the law stipulates that an individual education plan may be 
created for students only if it is one of the proposed measures provided 
by the aforementioned Commission. Before drafting such a plan, teachers 
should apply individualization measures in their work, such as different 
differentiated approaches and methods, but can not change the content 
and expected outcomes of the curriculum.

Serbia does not have a strategy for work with gifted students, nor 
any similar document as an action plan or agenda for the development of 
education of gifted or similar activities. Stamenic (2018) also finds that in 
Serbia, there is no adequate strategy for the education of gifted students. 

The results of the research by the Provincial Protector of Citizens – 
Ombudsman (2017) on support to students with exceptional abilities have 
shown that certain forms of support are applied in working with students 
with exceptional abilities, but that the implemented measures and activi-
ties are often insufficient. The results of the research also show that the-
re are difficulties to identify students with exceptional abilities and that 
teachers and professional workers in schools need additional education 
in terms of knowing the phenomenon of giftedness, the needs of gifted 
students and working with them.

It is necessary to note that, in accordance with the new Law on the 
Foundations of the Education System, which entered into force in 2017, 
IOP3 [Individual Education Plan 3 – for students with exceptional abilities] 
refers only to pupils with exceptional abilities, but does not refer to pre-
school children with such abilities. Namely, by the Law on the Foundati-
ons of the Education System (2009) that was put out of service, IOP3 was 
defined as enriching and expanding the contents of educational work for 
children and students with exceptional abilities. Based on the above, it 
is concluded that for the new legal solution children of pre-school age 
with exceptional abilities are “invisible”. Analyzing the Law on Preschool 
Education and Upbringing (2017), it was concluded that it does not reco-
gnize gifted children as children who need special educational support 
and an individualized approach in achieving educational work (Provincial 
Ombudsman, 2017). 

The Rulebook on Detailed Instructions for Determining the Right to 
an Individual Education Plan, its Application and Evaluation (2010) details 
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the users of this right, the content of the IOP and the procedure for exer-
cising the right to the IEP, the manner of issuing, evaluating and amending 
the document, and the like.

Although the law of 2009 foresees the introduction of a customized 
and individualized way of working with students of exceptional abilities, 
this measure has been used only sporadically and with a certain reserve 
over the past years. According to the Ministry of Education, according 
to the enriched and expanded program that applies to students with 
special abilities (IOP 3), there are 513 pupils in elementary and 207 in 
secondary schools, but there are no precise data from which subjects 
and areas are most developed IEPs 3 In the report on the realization 
of the final exam, we found that 89 students were educated in the last 
year’s generation of 8th grade students according to IEP3, and most of 
them were in the North Banat District (33) and the West Bačka District 
(20) (Stamenic, 2018).

The Institute for the Advancement of Education and Education (foun-
ded by the Government) in 2016 published the monograph ‘Education 
of students of exceptional abilities: the scientific basis and guidelines for 
school practice’ (Altaras & Tatić Janevski, 2016). The monograph can also 
serve teachers and schools as a manual for individualizing work with gif-
ted and talented students, as it also contains examples for the preparati-
on of an individual education plan for students with exceptional abilities 
(IEP3). Judging by the news about the activities of the Institute, it seems 
that Institute is trying to closely connect schools with ten active regional 
talent centers in Serbia in order to contribute to the improvement of the 
education of the gifted. There are thirteen regional centers for talents in 
Serbia (but ten of these are active), one National Center and the Network 
of Regional Talent Centers. These centers are supported in their work 
by the republic and local governments and the focus of their work is the 
preparation of pupils for competitions in the country and abroad. Cen-
ters were established long before the introduction of inclusive education, 
which did not bring about changes in their work. 

The need to improve or modify the work of the present talent centers 
needs to be analyzed when drafting a strategic act that will deal with the 
education of gifted. In the study dealing by historic strategic document for 
education of gifted in USA, the Javits Act, Renzulli, Callahan, and Gubbins 
(2014) got Rankings of Categories of Items on National Needs Assessment 
Survey about The National Research Center on the Gifted and Talented. 
Ranking list has twenty-one item, but in the third place, it is the item: Tea-
cher training/staff development necessary for curriculum modification or 
development. More important were only Impact of gifted programs on 
student outcomes (longitudinal), and Regular curriculum modification. 
This example also points to the necessity of analyzing the needs of gifted 
which should be evidence-based, and before making strategic decisions 
and documents.

Analyze of the current legislative conditions and other capacities in 
Serbia showed that regulations are positive but not concrete enough, and 
above all, that existing positive provisions and legal possibilities, unfortu-
nately, are not sufficiently used in practice. 
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Through analyzing the selected studies, we found many similar opini-
ons and conclusions about teacher’s competences. According to Stamenic 
(2018) the serious problem is the lack of knowledge and skills of experts 
who need to deal with gifted students in Serbia. 

Based on the results of the research about the inclusive education, 
Šćepanović (2018 b) points out the respondents’ proposals regarding 
concrete measures, and in particular the introduction of more expert for 
work with children and pupils of atypical development in schools and kin-
dergartens (45.7%), as well as providing more professional development 
and training for teachers and other employees (21.3%).

Šćepanović and Kalinić (2018 b) carried out the above-mentioned 
research activities questioning employees in the educational system – 
teachers, special teachers, professional associates and other educators 
working with children of atypical development – about inclusive educati-
on. Most respondents (51.6%) believe that inclusive education in Serbia 
is not successful. In the opinion of 63.2% of the respondents, teachers 
are not prepared to work with children of different abilities. Only 16.9% 
of the respondents rated the work with children with exceptional abilities 
as very good and excellent, and 33.7% of the respondents rated this work 
with the lowest marks. While 75.8% of respondents participated in the 
development of individual education plans for students with disabilities, 
only 4.3% of them participated in the development of individual educatio-
nal plans for students with exceptional abilities, and more teachers (5.5%) 
were not even aware that there is such a thing at all. 

In terms of teachers who are not familiar with or not trained to reco-
gnize giftedness, it is an illustrative example of a research finding carried 
out by Mhlolo (2017), who found that in 63% of the micro-moments stu-
dents’ creative ideas were considered disruptive and were therefore not 
recognized.

For advisory work with gifted pupils are prepared professional as-
sociates something better than teachers in schools and kindergartens, 
but they also lack continuous professional training in this field. According 
to Olszewski-Kubilius, Subotnik, and Worrell (2015), apart from advisory 
work, expert associates should also work on developing special programs 
that would be useful and adapted to gifted students.

Two of the major concerns in the use of teacher rating scales appear to 
be related to the general lack of training of teachers to allow for the appro-
priate identification of the different manifestations of giftedness, and a com-
mon reliance by teachers on personal conceptualizations of giftedness which 
may not reflect the adopted definitions of giftedness (Cao, Jung & Lee, 2017). 

The suggestions and proposals of the respondents obtained in the 
study of attitudes towards inclusive education conducted by Šćepanović 
and Kalinić (2018 b) related to the inclusive education and upbringing 
show that 45.7% of the respondents think that more professionals for 
work with children of atypical development need to be introduced in the 
institutions. The next 21.3% of the respondents consider that the employ-
ees in the educational system need more professional training, and some 
consider that it is necessary for children of atypical development to be 
directed to specialized departments and schools.
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The findings of the research conducted by Bruria, Hagar, Bertha, and 
Eun-Sung (2015) demonstrate that many teachers oppose the separation 
of mathematically talented students into special classes believing that the 
nurturing of these gifted students can be applied within a mixed-ability 
class. That results also may point to that teacher belief may inhibit his/her 
development as he/she may believe to already possess skills for use of 
more effective tools, teaching skills, and knowledge needed for effective 
educational work with gifted students. On the other side, same authors 
concluded that teachers with any mathematical background and who teach 
smaller classes displayed higher self-competence in nurturing mathemati-
cally talented students, which is equivalent to the previous assertion.  

Studies conducted in both Australia and the United States have found 
that providing in-service to teachers in topics relating to gifted education 
can result in significant improvements to teacher attitudes toward gifted 
and talented students (Geake & Gross, 2008). Likely, Gross (1994, in Geake 
& Gross, 2008) finds that in the case of teachers who have chosen additio-
nal education in the field of work with gifted, there are positive changes 
in relation to the usefulness of gifted people which teachers can better 
recognize now. Also, Geake and Gross (2008) found that teachers who had 
completed a professional development program in gifted education were 
significantly less wary of their gifted students than teachers who were still 
at the beginning of such a program.

Regarding the characteristics and necessary competences of suc-
cessful teachers of gifted children, Miedijensky (2018) finds all the tea-
chers stressed that teachers of the gifted must be open minded, flexible, 
and knowledgeable in varied disciplines. Also, is noted in the literature 
that teachers teachers of the gifted must be highly intelligent and excee-
dingly proficient in their specific field. Such expertise allows teachers to 
be creative and thus provide suitable learning experiences for their gif-
ted students. Nevertheless, teachers acknowledged that intelligence and 
expertise in various realms does not, in and of itself, suffice. Teachers 
of gifted children must be able to draw meaningful connections between 
diverse fields and give attention to meeting society’s needs (Miedijensky, 
2018). In other words, to educate gifted students toward their future roles 
as citizens and potential leaders of their communities, there is a need to 
develop empathetic attention, the ability to listen, sensitivity, and aware-
ness of others’ needs (Croft, 2003; Renzulli, 2002; Van Tassel-Baska and 
Johnsen, 2007; Whitlock and DuCette, 1989, all in Miedijensky, 2018). Can 
our teachers achieve this with their current knowledge, readiness, skills 
and motivation? Some of them can certainly. But most of the others need 
additional support, help, additional professional training and guidance 
and tandardrs to carry out this task. 

On the contrary, there are frequent findings of more researchers 
(Gentry & Fugate, 2012; Ford, 2015; Mansfield, 2016; Wright & Ford, 2017) 
regarding the discrimination of gifted students derived from racial, cultu-
ral, religious, gender and other differences and prejudices, which primari-
ly come from teachers of gifted students and their attitudes.

Some researchers have demonstrated success in developing tea-
chers’ abilities to implement specific curriculum (Reis et al., 2005; Van-
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Tassel-Baska, Zuo, Avery, & Little, 2002; all in DeVia Rubenstein, 2013) or 
specific components of gifted pedagogy (e.g., compacting; Reis & West-
berg, 1994, in DeVia Rubenstein, 2013). But, McCoach and Siegle (2007), 
on the contrary, found that training in gifted education had no effect on 
teachers’ attitudes toward the gifted population or gifted education in 
general. Teachers trening for gifted education were considered in many 
other researches (Brulles, & Winebrenner, 2011; Mammadov, 2015; Edin-
ger, 2017; Berman, Schultz, & Weber, 2012).

When mentioning collaboration with parents at all, Šćepanović and 
Kalinić (2018a) stress constant need to improve it developing professio-
nal capacities of all school staff members and to buils up staffs’ commu-
nicational skills. Important parental involvement can be also increased 
through adequate education and preparation of the staff (George and 
Hancock, 1993, in Šćepanović and Kalinić 2018a). As Peterson (2015) noti-
ced, tandardrs working with parents of gifted students can acknowledge 
that parenting gifted children and teens is likely quite challenging, and 
they can help parents to use a developmental framework to make sense 
of their children’s tandardr, but only if they have needed competencies. In 
addition, the literature related to social and the emotional development 
of gifted youth is not well known within and outside of the gifted educati-
on field, including in the field of tandardrs.

The results of the research by the Provincial Ombudsman (2017) on 
support to students with exceptional abilities have shown that teachers 
and other professionals in schools need additional education in terms of 
knowing the phenomenon of giftedness, the needs of gifted students and 
knowing methods of how to work with them. It is necessary to continuous-
ly monitor and educate the teaching and professional staff of educational 
institutions in relation to inclusive education; the results of this research 
coincide with the findings of previous research and experiences in educa-
tional work with gifted students, first of all those who say that there are 
difficulties in identifying, ie, recognition of gifted students, especially gif-
ted pupils and children and early and younger pupils, as well as insuffici-
ent education and motivation of teaching and professional staff in schools 
to work with them (Provincial Ombudsman, 2017). 

However, some notions and actions must necessarily be distin-
guished as a priority in relation to others in the education of gifted child-
ren and students. It is therefore important to conduct a good analysis of 
the current situation in this area, to set priorities, goals and tasks, and 
then to go engage in the business. All those involved in the education 
system would have important responsibilities and tasks, and we would, 
in this way, stop all concerned with all aspects of the education of gifted 
children and students with the insufficient success of doing that. The ex-
periences of others can teach us how to do this without mistakes, as in the 
following example. 

We identified a need for further professional development for tea-
chers and for challenging the policy’s over-emphasis on identifying and 
tandard gifted and talented pupils. We posit whether the gifted and ta-
lented education policy would have been better introduced and enjoyed 
greater success by leaving the identification of pupils to one side and by 
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placing greater emphasis on developing effective learning and teaching 
strategies instead (Koshy, & Pinheiro-Torres, 2013).

Mammadov (2015) stresses a lack of coherence in definition, identifica-
tion, and placement concerns, as well as teacher training and personnel pre-
paration in education of gifted in Turkey. The lack of enhanced and imple-
mented education models; limited scientific research; a shortage of experts, 
teachers, and administrators with expertise relevant to gifted education; 
and insufficient funding can provide some important elements that under-
pin the weaknesses of the policies and practices (Mammadov, 2015). We 
are prepared to recognize most of previous mentioned as a features of our 
inclusive reality, especially those related to the gifted and talented students.

Ho Seong (2016) deems nation-wide professional standards system is 
needed to be developed in order to further education of gifted. Research 
of Johnsen (2012) indicates that standards have a positive effect on pro-
fessional competence. Trained teachers incorporate more differentiated 
practices from standards into their classrooms. For example of standards, 
Mammadov (2015) explains the lack of sufficient teacher preparation and 
in-service teacher training programs for educating gifted students as a 
critical problem in Turkey, but says that although some policy documents 
emphasized the importance of teacher preparation there is no legislati-
on that delineates any requirements for teachers of gifted students. The 
establishment of standards for professional development is a solid star-
ting place; however, without systematic provision of pre- and in-service 
support, it is difficult to establish a community of practicing professionals 
(Coleman, Gallagher, & Job, 2012).

Gifted education standards are a necessity in developing professio-
nally competent educators. Practitioners who have attained the relevant 
theory and research, an understanding of the developmental levels of gif-
ted and talented students, a foundation in content and pedagogical know-
ledge, and classroom instructional management techniques ultimately 
strengthen the quality of services for gifted and talented students. Mo-
reover, standards legitimize the field of gifted education; build consensus; 
offer guidance for developing programs at the university, state, and local 
levels; and may be used for evaluation and advocacy (Johnsen, 2012). We 
believe that this author explained in the best possible way the need for 
the establishment of uniform gifted educational standards for working 
with gifted children and students, which would be of great benefit.

We believe that three activities are central to expanding capacity for 
professionalism within gifted education: establishing long-term commit-
ment and planning (Gallagher, 2006), creating fidelity approaches that ho-
nor flexibility of implementation (Coleman & Shah-Coltrane, 2011), and 
integrating practices within a collaborative framework of support (Kirk, 
Gallagher, Coleman, & Anastasiow, 2009) (all in Coleman, Gallagher, & Job, 
2012). In addition, it is necessary to consider the current approaches to 
the education of gifted people in the world, and those who come out of 
the box of expectations, such as one created by Ziegler and Phillipson 
(2012), based on the actiotope model of giftedness. 

Taking into account the experience of other countries and educatio-
nal systems, but the specifics of our state and our education system, it 
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is necessary to take the first but decisive steps in introducing a systemic 
relationship towards the education of gifted children and students in Ser-
bia. One of the first steps should be, in addition to analyzing the situation 
and needs, defining the standards of education for gifted children and 
students, and establishing a system of professional standards for working 
with gifted people. These are the steps that must be taken by the compe-
tent institutions of the state, in collaboration with all other stakeholders, 
which we expect soon.

Conclusion
Analyze of the current legislative conditions and other capacities in 

Serbia showed that regulations are positive but not concrete enough, and 
above all, that existing positive provisions and legal possibilities, unfortu-
nately, are not sufficiently used in practice. 

Most of the researchers find out and conclude teachers need addi-
tional professional development opportunities in teaching skills and be-
having, in counselling students and parents, and in assessing student’s 
abilities, in order to understand the development of gifted pupils, advan-
ce own pedagogical knowledge and attitudes toward gifted and talented 
students. Teachers of the gifted must be open-minded, flexible, knowled-
geable in varied disciplines, have to use effective classroom management 
techniques, but also to be highly intelligent. Also, in-services to teachers 
can be useful to help to change present predominantly low knowledge 
and understandings functioning of gifted students, and education, abili-
ties, needs, and development of these students. A professional standard 
system of work with gifted students and gifted education standards must 
be created because researches indicate their usefulness and positive ef-
fects on the professional competencies of teachers-

By noting the crucial role of political, scientific and educational-tea-
ching factors in curriculum design, the curriculum differentiation shows 
the possibility of further integrating individual and social needs, as well as 
the possibility of achieving self-actualization that is necessary to the lear-
ner in the learning process. Achieving such goals requires the additional 
education of teachers, both those who work and those who are just prepa-
ring for work at school, through special courses for working with gifted stu-
dents (Djordjevic and Djordjevic, 2016, in Provincial Ombudsman, 2017). 

We have tried to make the case for a renewed commitment to pro-
fessionalism at the individual and institutional levels...Through professio-
nalism we can forge and strengthen linkages with other stakeholders who 
are committed to excellence in education for all learners (Coleman, Gal-
lagher, & Job, 2012).

We can say that teachers have not enough knowledge, experiences 
and professional training and programs in the field of gifted education, 
they are not motivated to engage themselves, and there are no created 
professional standards and gifted education standards on the national le-
vel. All participants in school life will gain benefits by changing in this field 
in the close future, but others will, also.
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Taking into account the experience of other countries and educatio-
nal systems, but the specifics of our state and our education system, it 
is necessary to take the first but decisive steps in introducing a systemic 
relationship towards the education of gifted children and students in Ser-
bia. One of the first steps should be, in addition to analyzing the situation 
and needs, defining the standards of education for gifted children and 
students, and establishing a system of professional standards for working 
with gifted people. These are the steps that must be taken by the compe-
tent institutions of the state, in collaboration with all other stakeholders, 
which we expect soon.
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ZAKONSKI USLOVI I NASTAVNIČKE 
KOMPETENCIJE ZA RAD SA DAROVITIM 
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Marinela Šćepanović1 i Tanja Kalinić2
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apstrakt
Cilj ovog ra da je is ti ca nje va žno sti kon ti nu i ra nog pro fe si o nal nog raz vo ja kao ja-

ča nja na stav ni ka za rad sa na da re nim uče ni ci ma zbog to ga što se oni ne osjećaju 
do volj no kom pe tent nim za ta kav an ga žman. Po red to ga, že le li smo da is tak ne mo 
glav ne uslo ve za ova kav obra zov ni rad ko ji su da ti za ko nom, u na šem mi ljeu. Za 
po tre be ovog ra da ana li zi ra li smo do stup ne re zul ta te stu di ja spro ve de nih u na šoj 
ze mlji i ši re, u ve zi sa raz vo jem kom pe ten ci ja na stav ni ka za rad sa da ro vi tim uče-
ni ci ma, kao i po sto jeće za kon ske uslo ve i dru ge ka pa ci te te u Sr bi ji po treb ne za 
rad u ovoj spe ci fič noj vr sti obra zo va nja. Pre gle da li smo struč ne i na uč ne stu di je 
ko je su se ba vi le raz vo jem kom pe ten ci ja na stav ni ka za rad sa da ro vi tim uče ni ci-
ma. Većina is tra ži va ča ot kri va i za klju ču je da na stav ni ci ima ju po tre bu za do dat nim 
mo guć no sti ma za struč nim usa vr ša va njem u na stav nim ve šti na ma i po na ša nju 
pri sa ve to va nju uče ni ka i ro di te lja i pri li kom pro ce nji va nja spo sob no sti uče ni ka, 
ka ko bi bo lje raz u me li raz voj da ro vi tih uče ni ka, una pre di li svo je pe da go ško zna nje 
i sta vo ve pre ma da ro vi tim i ta len to va nim uče ni ci ma. Na stav ni ci da ro vi tih uče ni ka 
mo ra ju bi ti otvo re ni, flek si bil ni, po se do va ti mno ga zna nja u raz li či tim di sci pli na-
ma, mo ra ju bi ti spo sob ni da ko ri ste efi ka sne teh ni ke upra vlja nja u uči o ni ci, ali i bi ti 
ve o ma in te li gent ni. Po treb no je stvo ri ti Si stem pro fe si o nal nih stan dar da ra da sa 
da ro vi tim uče ni ci ma i Stan dar de za obra zo va nja da ro vi tih. U pro ce su ana li ze za ko-
na o obra zo va nju da ro vi tih uče ni ka raz mo tri li smo pet no vih obra zov nih za ko na i 
nji hov sa dr žaj ve zan za da ro vi te uče ni ke.  Ana li za tre nut nih za ko no dav nih uslo va i 
dru gih ka pa ci te ta u Sr bi ji po ka za la je da su pro pi si po zi tiv ni, ali ni su do volj no kon-
kret ni, da na stav ni ci ne ma ju do volj no zna nja, is ku sta va i struč nog usa vr ša va nja i 
pro gra ma u ovoj obla sti, ni su mo ti vi sa ni da se an ga žu ju, a ne ma kre i ra nih pro fe-
si o nal nih stan dar da i stan dard za obra zo va nje da ro vi tih na na ci o nal nom ni vou. 
Svi uče sni ci u škol skom ži vo tu ima će ko ri sti od pro me na u ovoj obla sti u bli skoj 
bu dućno sti, ali i dru gi, ta ko đe.

 
Ključ ne ri je či: da ro vi ti uče nik, na stav nik, kom pe ten ci je, za ko no dav stvo, stan dar di..
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abstract
Giftedness is a complex term that is not easy to define. Most of the research is 

focused on discovering giftedness and examining its structure and a small number 
of research deals with the issues of the process of the development of giftedness 
and the problems in practice which gifted children encountere and ways to 
overcome them. In the study we should start from the closest social environment 
of the gifted: family, school and peers. It is necessary to determine how gifted 
students are socialized and how they are accepted in the group in which they spend 
most of their time. To understand the complexity of social relations in a class we 
conducted a survey in which we used the sociometric method and obtained results 
on the status of a gifted student in the class. Research tasks determined is there a 
difference in the sociometric status of boys and girls in the class;in the sociometric 
status of students identified as gifted and others; are gifted children more often 
chosen for friends between themselves. The survey was conducted on a suitable 
sample, so the obtained results can not be generalized to the general population. 
However, they can be a significant complement to previously conducted research 
and starting point for new research into the sociometric status of gifted students. 
Sociometric status can greatly contribute to identifying and working with gifted 
students, but it is necessary to be supplemented with the results of other research 
techniques, and problematics is examined in a network of influences on a gifted 
child, as well as through the prism of all participants in the process of supporting 
a gifted child.

Key words: giftedness, socialization, sociometry.

1  Ovaj rad je nastao u okviru projekta Kvalitet obrazovnog sistema Srbije u evropskoj 
perspektivi koji je finansiran od strane Ministarstva prosvete, nauke i tehnološkog 
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Introduction
A school that seeks to respond to the demands of today’s society 

must be inclusive, which means that its practice is to include all students - 
regardless of their talent, difficulty, origin or socio-economic background. 
It is an educational system that recognizes the individual potentials that 
students have and respond to all their individual needs, which is especially 
important when talking about gifted (Petković, 2009, cited in Momčilović, 
2017). The determinants of giftedness are numerous and range from the 
equalization with high general intelligence (Terman, 1926, cited in Altaras, 
2006) to contemporary theories according to which giftedness is seen as a 
multidimensional construct, composed of dynamic interaction of specific 
abilities, environmental factors and personality traits (Dai &Renzulli, 2008; 
Renzulli, 2012, cited in Nikolić, Grandić, Pavlović, 2017). One of the more 
general determinations is that giftedness (Čudina-Obradović, 1990, cited 
in Popović, Lazović, Milosavljević, 2016) is unusual and exceptional beha-
vior, which is reflected in better, and significant results than other indivi-
duals with similar characteristics. When determining talent, Maksić (1998) 
points out that giftedness is a characteristic of personality, and that, in 
addition to intellectual abilities, also means creativity, concept of self, 
activity and commitment to a certain area, motivation (Popović, Lazović, 
Milosavljević, 2016). The authors (Ganje, Koren, Feldman) make the diffe-
rence between giftedness and talent. According to them, talent is a type 
of developed talent in a particular area. Children can be both gifted and 
talented, but they can be both gifted without talent and conversely. Da-
browski claims that the potential for giftedness is inherited, but empha-
sizes the social role as an important factor for the occurrence and main-
tenance of giftedness (Tiller, 2002; Velb, 1988, cited in Milanović, 2017). 
Based on the aforementioned expert opinions, it can be concluded that 
talent is easier to identify in the artistic domain (visual, music and theater) 
and sports. Developing talents in all areas in which it is recognized implies 
systematic monitoring and encouragement, so that gifted people can gain 
competences that allow them to direct their abilities to a creative and high 
level of productive functioning (Arsić, 2016).Gifted children are children 
with special needs because their needs are different from the needs of 
their peers. For that reason, care for gifted children should be provided 
on all the levels – it should connect the whole living space of the pupil, 
meaning family, school and environment (Blažić, Stanojević, 2014).

Socialization in School Context

The peer community is a very important social environment in which 
a child lives and develops, and with his maturation, this world becomes a 
more important factor of his development. In the peer group, child learns 
to respect rules, learns how to share, helps and cooperates, achieves per-
sonal independence, develops socially acceptable behavior, teaches them 
how to accept socially acceptable goals. Students in socialisation pro-
cess also meet the need for intimacy, acquire social skills and also form 
a picture of itself (Klarin, 2006). From all of the foregoing it is clear that 
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the child in the peer group is socializing, and that it is invaluable for his 
social and emotional development. In achieving satisfactory interaction 
between people from social environment, person must have developed 
social competences. Gifted children do not have relationships with their 
peers and schoolmates because of the very often expressed developmen-
tal differences, and therefore they have been denied the acquisition of 
social competences (Blažić, 2005). Some forms and mechanisms of psy-
chosocial interaction during socialization have incentive or inhibitory in-
fluence to the manifestation of various activities. Facilitating indicates the 
positive effect of the presence of others, i.e. that the presence of groups 
or individuals leads to the improvement of individual activities, and inhibi-
tion is a form of interaction when the presence of others causes braking 
and regression in the realization of activities (Krneta i Krneta, 2005).The 
position of the child in the peer group and its sociometric status are of 
great importance for the development of every child, and in this paper we 
specifically based on the socialization of the gifted pupil and his specificity 
and characteristics as well as his sociometric status.

Klarin (2006) shows the model of Bukowski and Hosa who propo-
se a model of peer relationships based on two dimensions, popularity 
and friendship in the peer group. Popularity refers to a one-way process 
and group relationships with peers and is defined as a “general, group-
oriented and one-way construct that reflects peer’s relation to a particular 
child” (Klarin, 2006, p. 56). On the contrary, friendship is a two-way pro-
cess that is a mutual. A child has a need for belonging and proximity. The 
need for belonging is satisfied in the peer group, and the need for pro-
ximity in a relationship to a friend. The popularity of acceptance of a child 
by peers is described by two dimensions, acceptance and rejection. The 
degree of liking and attraction determines the acceptance and rejection, 
is determined by the degree of not liking and no sympathy. Klarin (2006) 
lists the division given by Newcomb and Bukowski, which refers to the de-
gree of acceptance and rejection of a child by the peers. According to this 
division, there is a distinguished child, an isolated child, a controversial 
child, and a child “star”. The rejected child has a lot of negative nomina-
tions, isolated a little negative, but few positive, and the child “star” quite 
positive nominations.

Gifted children are often isolated from their environment, because 
children look at them differently and often happens that they are truly iso-
lated. While they are still in puberty and incompletely confident in their va-
lues, we should help gifted students to build a strong system of values and 
strong self-confidence that will enable them to boldly walk through life 
believing in themselves and the correctness of what they do, regardless of 
the reaction of the environment. Because the gifted are often unaccepted 
because of the lack of harmonization with the time in which they live and 
the fact that they practically live in front of their time” (Tomić, 2012, p. 57).

Cvetkovic Lay and Sekulic Majurec (2008) state that gifted children 
are often unfairly considered more popular in the group they belong to, 
while shy children are not often wrongfully included in the gifted indivi-
duals. The fact is that many gifted children have higher social intelligence, 
but not all gifted ones are the same. Among the gifted children, as well 
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as among others, there are those who fail to achieve good social rela-
tions with other children. Once a child is identified as gifted, it may be-
come labeled in some way, which may also have a negative impact on 
their socialization. The positive characteristics of the gifted child are not 
always welcomed. Therefore the gifted child received the “gifted” label, 
the others received the label “average”. Children who are not labeled as 
“gifted” can easily develop group solidarity, which can additionally have a 
bad influence on their relationship and socialization with gifted (Cvetković 
Lay, Sekulić Majurec, 2008).

Gifted children are aware of their difference, they are isolated, indi-
viduals and also often introvert. Often, inadequate socialization results in 
unaccepted behavior of gifted students. Such behavior is reflected in the 
fact that a gifted person is not able to develop all his potentials because of 
disturbed relationships with peers and other people, which is detrimental 
to both him and the environment. Analyzes of the maladjusted behavior 
of gifted people shows that it is most often caused by inadequate attitu-
des of the environment, leading to a crisis of identity. Anxiety that arises 
as a result of incompability to the environment can also be seen in mature 
individuals, but it is not a lasting character, because mature individuals 
are able to successfully find a solution to the discrepancy between perso-
nal needs and the demands of the environment. But in the period of ado-
lescence, a child who is unable to adequately solve such requests often 
begins to behave improperly (Kostović, Đermanov, 1996).

Other problems which gifted encountere with are related to norms 
and standards that according to which the social community functions. 
Because of social pressure gifted become conformists, resulting in the 
loss of personal identity and creativity (Krneta, Krneta 2005). A gifted child 
can function at an intellectual level higher than his peers, but his emotio-
nal development may be at the level of his peers, which is why gifted child 
more often falls into the development crisis. Helping to get out of this 
crisis to a gifted child also refers to indicating that it is quite right to be dif-
ferent from his peers (Milutinović, Zuković, 2008, cited in Stojaković, 2001). 

It is necessary to be cautious in using methods such as acceleration 
and skipping classes which, with all the benefits, can also have an adverse 
effect on the socialization of gifted children. Gifted children should have 
contact with peers by mental age and peers by calendar age. In socializing 
with their peers in mental age, they can further develop their specific in-
terests, and in socializing with their peers of the calendar age, they realize 
the need for acceptance and the proximity that is very important for their 
socialization, because in this way they work with children of lower abilities 
and develop social skills (Tadić, 2016).

methodology
Giftedness is a complex phenomenon and more and more attention is 

being given to it. However, despite the popularity of this problem and the 
number of authors dealing with this issue, the practice and concern for gif-
ted individuals are still not at such a high level. It often happens that gifted 
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students, because of their talent, greater social and emotional maturity, are 
rejected both in society in general and in their classes among their peers. 
Gifted students, just like everyone else, want to be accepted, they feel the 
need for belonging and for communication with their peers. They want to 
participate and share roles. It is in a group of peers that they acquire social 
skills, develop and form their self-image. Gifted individuals are the basis for 
social and cultural prosperity and progress, and in order to treat them ap-
propriately in a society, it is necessary for them to have an appropriate so-
cial status in groups in which they spend time, as well as in the wider social 
community. Bearing in mind the complexity of this issue, the subject of the 
research was to look at the sociometric status of a gifted student in a class.

Research goals and character: The research is empirical, and its goal 
was to look at the sociometric status of a gifted student in a class.

Research tasks: The aforementioned research goal was achieved on 
the basis of data obtained in accordance with the following tasks:

1.  Determine whether there is a difference in the sociometric status 
of boys and girls

2.  Determine whether there is a difference between the sociometric 
status of gifted students and students who are not identified as 
gifted

3.  Determine whether gifted children choose other gifted children 
for their friends more often than children who are not identified 
as gifted.

4.  Determine whether gifted children are more likely to be chosen 
by other gifted children rather than by children of lower abilities. 

Methods, procedures and instruments: The research used the descrip-
tive method. A survey technique was used to collect data, using a socio-
metric questionnaire with criteria of positive and negative choice.

sample description: The research was conducted in June of the school 
year 2015/2016 on a random sample of 28 students of the second-grade 
class of gymnasium. In identifying the gifted students of our sample re-
search, we used the data obtained from school’s professional associates 
considering that giftedness is a complex phenomenon that requires long-
term monitoring and analysis by multiple criteria. In “Svetozar Markovic” 
gymnasium special attention is devoted to the continuous work on identi-
fication of gifted and their development by including in enriched programs. 
The identification process is preceded by the phase of recognizing potenti-
ally gifted students. The carriers of this process are the school pedagogue 
and psychologist. There are differences among the gifted children, some of 
them are multitalented, and some are superior in certain areas, so a wider 
analysis is needed. Areas of study of giftedness are: general intellectual 
abilitiy, specific school abilities, creativity, leadership abilities, artistic abili-
ties. Student data is obtained on the basis of school achievement, results 
in competitions, activities in which students achieve above-average results, 
essays, presentations, checklists, questionnaires, observations, interviews 
with teachers, parents, students, school documentation. In the second 
phase, process of identification, different types of testing are used, for ex-
ample, intelligence test, test of specific abilities, psychometric tests, indivi-
dual tests, group tests. This phase aim is to single out individuals for which 
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we can with high probability claim that they are gifted. The third phase is 
working with gifted through an individualized program, additional classes, 
participation in sections, extracurricular activities, electoral programs, ac-
tivities in cooperation with other institutions. Obtained data about gifted 
students were determined on the basis of the mentioned identification 
and monitoring phases within the school.

Data processing: The obtained data was processed by the procedure 
of descriptive statistics, and is interpreted according to the items from 
the instruments and presented in tabular manner using the NxN matrices 
and sociograms. 

Results and interpretation
The obtained data was first processed and brought into relation with 

the set tasks, and for the sake of transparency, we determined that the 
data should be displayed through the NxN sociometric matrix, on the ba-
sis of which we calculated the indexes of the sociometric status for each 
student and also showed them in tables. On the basis of sociometric ma-
trices for the criteria of learning and socializing, we made sociographs 
with categories of positive and negative selection.

As we already mentioned, the sample consisted of 28 students, one 
class of second grade of Gymnasium “Svetozar Markovic” from Novi Sad. 
Share of female respondents were 18 students (64%) and share of male 
respondents were 10 students (36%). Based on the results, it can be con-
cluded that girls and boys have a balanced sociometric status. We have 
expected such results, because it is known that students of this age often 
choose children of the same sex for their friends.

Table1. NxN The sociometric matrix of socializingTable1. NxN The sociometric matrix of socializing 

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 + - 
1         -    +                1 1 
2         -          +          1 1 
3                   +       -   1 1 
4                     +     -   1 1 
5                  +     -      1 1 
6                 -   +         1 1 
7                 -  +          1 1 
8                             1 0 
9                 +            1 0 
10        +                    - 1 1 
11            +                 1 0 
12           +                  1 0 
13 +               -             1 1 
14    +             -            1 1 
15                       -  +    1 1 
16        +                     1 0 
17         +                    1 0 
18         - +                   1 1 
19  +               -            1 1 
20      +            -           1 1 
21    +           -              1 1 
22      +                    -   1 1 
23         -                   + 1 1 
24  +       -                    1 1 
25          +                -   1 1 
26       +          -            1 1 
27 +                         -   1 1 
28            +     -            1 1 
+ 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 28  
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 0 1  22 
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The second research task was to determine the social acceptance 
or rejection of gifted students within the class. Table1. NxN The sociome-
tric matrix of socializing represents the presentation of mutual selection of 
students within the class according to the criteria of socializing. The table 
1. shows the total number of positive and negative choices made by each 
pupil, as well as the total number of positive and negative choices for each 
individual by the other students in the classroom. Based on the sum of 
positive and negative choices for the socialization criteria, presented in 
the sociometric matrix, the acceptance index (AI), the rejection index (RI) 
and the social status index (SSI) for each student in the class are calculated 
and shown in Table 2. Sociometric indices of socializing.

Table 2. Sociometric indices of socializing.

In table 2. are shaded rows which represents gifted indices and num-
bered with: 2, 19, 22 and 28. In the methodological part of this paper is 
described how gifted are identified. Based on the data of the indices of ac-
ceptance, rejection and social status of gifted students for socializing as a 
selection criteria, it can be concluded that gifted students under numbers 
2 and 19 have a high sociometric status, the social rejection index is equal 
to 0 while the pupil under the number 22 is neutral, no social rejection or 
acceptance, and the pupil under number 28 has an equal index of accep-
tance and rejection from peers in the classroom. If the indices of the social 
status of gifted students are compared with the indices of other students, 
we can conclude that there are no significant differences.

Table 2. Sociometric indices of socializing 

N AI RI SSI 
1 0.07 0 0.002 
2 0.07 0 0.002 
3 0 0 0 
4 0.07 0 0.002 
5 0 0 0 
6 0.07 0 0.002 
7 0 0 0 
8 0.11 0 0.004 
9 0.04 0.18 -0.005 
10 0.07 0 0.002 
11 0.04 0 0.014 
12 0.07 0 0.002 
13 0.04 0 0.0014 
14 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 
16 0 0.04 -0.001 
17 0.07 0.3 0.002 
18 0.04 0 0.014 
19 0.11 0 0.004 
20 0.04 0 0.0014 
21 0.04 0 0.0014 
22 0 0 0 
23 0 0.07 -0.025 
24 0 0 0 
25 0.04 0 0.0014 
26 0 0.18 -0.006 
27 0 0 0 
28 0.04 0.04 0 
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Table 3. NxN The sociometric matrix of learning

Table 3. NxN The sociometric matrix of learning represents an over-
view of the mutual selection of students within the class according to the 
learning criteria. Based on the sum of positive and negative choices, the 
sociometric learning indices are calculated and shown in Table 4. sociome-
tric Learning Indices. 

Table 4. Sociometric Learning Indices. 
Table 4 Sociometric indices of learning 

 

N AI RI SSI 
1 0.04 0 0.0014 
2 0.22 0 0.008 
3 0 0 0 
4 0.04 0.04 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 0.04 0 0.0014 
7 0 0 0 
8 0 0.04 -0.0014 
9 0 0.04 -0.0014 
10 0.04 0.04 0 
11 0.04 0 0.0014 
12 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 
14 0.04 0 0.0014 
15 0 0 0 
16 0.04 0 0.0014 
17 0 0.04 -0.0014 
18 0 0 0 
19 0.04 0 0.0014 
20 0.07 0 0.0025 
21 0.07 0 0.0025 
22 0 0.07 -0.0025 
23 0 0.07 -0.0025 
24 0 0 0 
25 0.04 0 0.0014 
26 0 0.11 -0.004 
27 0 0 0 
28 0 0.04 -0.0014 

Table 3. NxN The sociometric matrix of learning 

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 + - 
1  +                        -   1 1 
2                   +          1 0 
3                    +         1 0 
4                     +       - 1 1 
5                +       -      1 1 
6                    +  -       1 1 
7  +                           1 0 
8                             0 0 
9                     +        1 0 
10    -                     +    1 1 
11                             0 0 
12                             0 0 
13  +        -                   1 1 
14           +      -            1 1 
15 +                          -  1 1 
16                             0 0 
17          -                   0 1 
18        -   +                  1 1 
19  +                           1 0 
20                             0 0 
21    +                  -       1 1 
22      +                       1 0 
23                             0 0 
24  +                           1 0 
25                             0 0 
26                             0 0 
27              +            -   1 1 
28  +                     -      1 1 
+ 1 6 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 19  
- 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 3 0 1  13 
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By looking at sociometric indices for the learning criterion, we can see 
that a pupil with identified giftedness has the highest acceptance index in 
the classroom (0.22). Therefore, this student was most often referred by 
the classmates for a person with whom they want to study. As a reason 
for that students emphasized that this student is good at explaining and 
knows how to pass the knowledge. In general, we can conclude by looking 
at the table 4. that there is no statistically significant difference between 
the social status of students identified as gifted and other students in the 
classroom, which once again confirmed that there is no statistically signi-
ficant difference between the sociometric status of gifted students and 
those students who are not identified as gifted.

By the third research task, we wanted to investigate whether stu-
dents often choose those students who are identified as gifted for their 
friends, rather than those who are not. And this is also linked to the fourth 
research task by which we wanted to examine whether gifted children 
are more often chosen by other gifted children for friends rather than by 
other students of lower abilities. In order to answer this question, we will 
focus on analyzing the socializing sociogram for both positive and negati-
ve choice. The analysis of choices in sociograms follows here.

Sociogram 1. Socializing (positive choice)

In Sociogram 1. Socializing (positive choice) we can see that the high-
est number of positive votes (3) is given to a student under the number 
19, female. This is a student that is identified as gifted and for whom we 
have seen, through an insight into sociometric indices, there is a highest 
index of sociometric acceptance. Positive choices for this student were 
from the same sex persons. There were 6 mutual choices (4 and 21; 6 
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and 20; 11 and 12; 1 and 13; 17 and 9 and 2 and 19). It is noticed that one 
of the mutual choices was between students under numbers 2 and 19, 
both identified as gifted. We can see that a student marked by number 22, 
identified as gifted is also a female and had no positive choices. Our first 
research task positive choice between persons of the same gender was 
confirmed and we can clearly state for that on the basis of sociograms. 
The sociometric position of the male student under the number 14 is neu-
tral in the group, and he had no positive or negative choices, and gave his 
positive choice to the female student under number 4. The student mar-
ked by number 19 had the largest number of positive choices (3), also as 
the student number 8, male gender. By analyzing the sociograms, we can 
conclude that students who are identified to be gifted (2, 19 and 28) in the 
overall ratio of positive choices are often chosen by other students, and 
the student marked by number 22 also identified as gifted did not have 
any positive choice.

Sociogram 2. Socializing (negative choice).

In order to get a more complete data for the criteria of socializing, 
we analyzed Sociogram 2. Socializing (negative choice). If we start from the 
students who were identified to be gifted (2, 29, 22 and 28), on the basis 
of the sociogram we can conclude that the student marked by number 19 
has no negative choices, as well as the student marked under number 2. 
Student marked under number 28 has one negative choice from a student 
of the opposite gender, and that is the boy at number 10. When it comes to 
the student marked by number 22, who did not have any positive choice, 
the same case is with the negative choices. These data can be identified 
analyzing Sociogram 2. Socializing (negative choice), and once again we can 
say that students who are identified as gifted have no negative choices, 
only one of the gifted students, numbered with 28, has a negative choice.
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Sociogram 3. Learning (positive choice)

In order to see the sociometric status of both gifted and other 
students from our sample better, we consider it is useful to also analyze 
the data that can be found on the basis of sociograms related to the 
learning criteria. In the analysis of Sociogram 3. Learning (positive choice), 
we notice that the most positive choices had the pupil marked by number 
2 (6), that is a girl who is identified as gifted. There were two mutual 
choices (4 and 21; 2 and 19). We can see that mutual choice was between 
students marked under number 2 and 19 who are identified as gifted. 
And this was expected because gifted children are more inspired to work 
with children of similar intellectual abilities and tendencies. We can see 
that the student marked under number 28, who is also labeled as gifted, 
has no positive choices, but that her choice was the student at number 
2. The student marked by number 22 has no positive choices, and later, 
through negative choices analysis, we shall see that she had even two 
negative choices. Based on other students states, and allegations of that 
student, as well we conclude that she prefers individual work more than 
teamwork. We see that positive choices for the criteria of learning of boys 
correlate fairly with their positive choices when it comes to the criteria 
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of socializing and that they prefer to study with students whom they are 
friends with. Among the boys, the student at number 10 has the largest 
number of positive choices, later we shall see, through the analysis of the 
data of the assessment of giftedness done by students, that he was often 
seen as gifted by other students, although he was not identified as gifted.

Sociogram 4. Learning (negative choice)

By examining the negative choices of students through Sociogram 
4.Learning (negative choice), we notice that the student at number 26, who 
had the largest number of negative choices also for the criteria for socia-
lizing, has the largest number of negative choices for the learning criteria 
(3) as well, follows, students marked by number 23 (2) and 22 (2) and have 
the largest number of negative choices. Therefore, the student at number 
22, marked as gifted, has two negative choices, both from the students 
of the same gender. Attention is drawn to the fact that she received a 
negative choice from the student marked under number 6, whom she 
gave a positive vote. The reason for this can be the fact that she likes the 
independent work a lot, and that she is not ready for cooperation in a 
team work.

Discussion
In a critical review of the conducted research, we point out that limi-

tation is that this research was conducted on a suitable sample. Namely, 
the sample consisted of only 28 students, one class of the second grade 
of High School. Therefore, when analyzing and interpreting the results 
obtained, one should be very careful and bear in mind that they can not 
be generalized to the general population. Therefore, in order to generali-
ze the obtained results widely, it is recommended that a more represen-
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tative sample should be included in future research, as well as a larger 
number of subjects in the sample, i.e. that they are not limited to only 
one classroom and to students of only one school. Such research is more 
suitable for conducting in schools where it is known in advance that the-
re are gifted children in the classes. Usually such research is conducted 
among students of lower grades of elementary school, but it is necessary 
to also pay attention to this problem among secondary school students. It 
is well-known that gifted students are separated in homogeneous classes 
in some schools, so it would be interesting to look at this issue in such 
classes, and then compare the difference in the sociometric status of gif-
ted students in homogeneous and heterogeneous classes. Also, it would 
be useful to complete such research with research related to teachers’ 
attitude towards giftedness. Although they can not be ignored and consi-
dered insignificant, we consider that these shortcomings do not, however, 
diminish the value of the conducted research and the usefulness of the 
results obtained. One should not neglect the practical contribution of this 
research, i.e. the fact that the obtained results can have great practical 
implications at school, they can be used for the work of teachers and pe-
dagogues with gifted children, as well as for new guidelines for identifying 
gifted students. We believe that it can nevertheless be not only an additi-
on to some previously realized research, but also a starting point for some 
new research into the sociometric status of gifted students, and also in 
general research of the sociometric status of students in a group.

When it comes to the difference between the sociometric status of 
boys and girls, our assumption that there are no significant differences in 
the sociometric status turned out to be true. Such results were expected, 
as students of this age usually have friends of the same sex.

When it comes to the difference between the sociometric status 
of gifted students and those whose giftedness is not determined, after 
examining the sociometric matrices of the NxN for both of the selection 
criteria contained in our questionnaire and the sociogram analysis for 
the criteria of socializing and learning, it was established that there is no 
statistically significant difference between the sociometric status of gif-
ted students and those in whom no giftedness has been established. The 
obtained results are contrary to the authors’ assumptions that we stated 
in the theoretical part of the paper, which emphasized that giftedness si-
gnificantly influenced the acceptance or rejection of gifted students in the 
peer groups. Of course, the results of the research depend on the group 
of students we are examining, from the culture of the school itself and 
from the sincerity of the students that can be difficult to influence.

When it comes to our third hypothesis that students choose gifted 
children for friends more often, it is partly confirmed, because with the 
insight into the sociogram of socializing it can be noticed that one of the 
students who falls into the category of gifted students has most positive 
choices, two students from this category have two positive choices, while 
one of the gifted students does not have any positive choice. When it co-
mes to the learning criteria, distribution of positive choices is similar. 

By the fourth hypothesis in the research, we have assumed that gif-
ted often choose other gifted children for friends. This hypothesis is also 
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partly confirmed, by analyzing the sociogram of socializing we can see 
that there is just one of the reciprocal choices between the two students 
who are in the gifted group, while the other two students from the gifted 
group have directed their positive choices to other students in the class.

Although the sample of the conducted research is small for genera-
lization, it is assumed that the research on the larger sample would have 
the same conclusion , which is confirmed by the data of the Majstorović 
research (2015). The sample of this research was 122 students in the third 
and fourth grade of primary school in Zagreb and the conclusions reached 
by the author are that: 1) there are no statistically significant differences in 
the sociometric status of boys and girls, 2) there is no difference between 
the status of gifted and those who have not been determined to be gifted, 
3) that students prefer to choose friends more often because they give 
high societal status to students they consider gifted. The first two conclu-
sions are the same as conclusions which we obtained from our research 
results, while the third is partially same.

The recommendation for further research is to examine whether pu-
pils for gifted estimate those children who are identificated as gifted. Also 
we should considere special categories of giftedness that fall into the art 
are neglected, as well as work on the identification of gifted students in 
these categories.

Conclusion 
Socialization lasts throughout our whole life and is one of the basic 

factors for the development of a healthy personality. The peer world is 
a very important social environment for every child. In relationship with 
peers, the needs for closeness, socializing and belonging are met. In the 
paper we presented some of the problems and characteristics of the 
socialization of gifted children, as well as the causes of problems in their 
socialization. 

When it comes to the socialization of gifted students, we consider 
that the underdeveloped techniques and research instruments of this is-
sue are still a major problem. We were convinced of these difficulties by 
conducting this research. Bearing in mind all its limitations, we consider 
that this research can be a starting point for some other research and ob-
servations of this problem, and in the concrete practice in a school it can 
make a great contribution to identifying and working with gifted students. 

Taking into account the data we have come up with as one of the 
questions that arises and which should be answered in future research is 
whether the practice is still such that the attention is focused exclusively 
on intellectual abilities and that they are at the first place, and that the spe-
cific categories of giftedness which fall into the arts are neglected. In the 
research we dealt with the socialization of students in a class, and it would 
also be useful to examine whether there is a difference in the socialization 
of gifted students in homogeneous and heterogeneous classrooms.
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apstrakt
Da ro vi tost je kom plek san po jam ko ji ni je jed no stav no de fi ni sa ti. Ve ći na is tra-

ži va nja je usme re na na ot kri va nje da ro vi to sti i is pi ti va nje nje ne struk tu re, a ma li 
broj is tra ži va nja se ba vi pi ta nji ma sa mog pro ce sa raz vo ja da ro vi to sti i pro ble ma 
sa ko ji ma se u prak si su sre ću da ro vi ta de ca i na či ni ma za nji ho vo pre va zi la že nje. U 
pro u ča va nji ma tre ba kre nu ti od naj bli žeg so ci jal nog okru že nja da ro vi tih: po ro di ce, 
ško le i vr šnja ka. Po treb no je utvr di ti ka ko su da ro vi ti uče ni ci i na ko ji na čin so ci ja-
li zo va ni i pri hva će ni u gru pi u ko joj pro vo de naj vi še vre me na. Ka ko bi smo uvi de li 
slo že nost so ci jal nih od no sa u ode lje nju, spro ve li smo is tra ži va nje u ko me smo ko-
ri sti li so ci o me trij sku me to du i do bi li re zul ta te o sta tu su da ro vi tog uče ni ka u ode-
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lje nju. Za da ci ma is tra ži va nja smo hte li da utvr di mo po sto ji li raz li ka u so ci o me trij-
skom sta tu su de ča ka i de voj či ca u ode lje nju; po sto ji li raz li ka u so ci o me trisjkom 
sta tu su uče ni ka ko ji su iden ti fi ko va ni kao da ro vi ti i osta lih uče ni ka, da li da ro vi tu 
de cu za pri ja te lje če šće bi ra ju dru ga da ro vi ta de ca od uče ni ka ni žih spo sob no sti. 
Is tra ži va nje je spro ve de no na pri god nom uzor ku, pa smo sto ga sve sni da se do bi-
je ni re zul ta ti ne mo gu ge ne ra li zo va ti na op štu po pu la ci ju. Me đu tim, mo gu bi ti ne 
sa mo zna čaj na do pu na ra ni je oba vlje nim is tra ži va nji ma, već i po la zna tač ka no vim 
is tra ži va nji ma so ci o me trij skog sta tu sa da ro vi tih uče ni ka. So ci o me tri ja mo že da ti 
ve li ki do pri nos iden ti fi ka ci ji i ra du sa da ro vi tim uče ni ci ma, ali je nu žno da bu de 
do pu nje na i re zul ta ti ma dru gih is tra ži vač kih teh ni ka, kao i da se ova pro ble ma ti ka 
sa gle da u mre ži uti ca ja na da ro vi to de te kao i kroz pri zmu svih uče sni ka u pro ce su 
po dr ške da ro vi tom de te tu.

Ključne reči: darovitost, socijalizacija, sociometrija. 
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Does perfectionism have a good face?
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abstract
Perfectionism in psychology is most commonly defined as a personality trait 

characterized by striving to achieve extremely high standards accompanied 
by accentuated self-criticism and fear of negative external evaluation. As a 
multidimensional construct, perfectionism has its positive and negative aspects. As 
maladaptive and negative, perfectionism is recognized through person’s needs to 
achieve the unachievable, thus, person develops certain form of psychopathology 
(depression, anxiety, OCD etc.). Adaptive and positive, it appears as a stimulus and 
motivation of a person to progress, advance and strive to fulfill highly set goals 
and ideas, thus the person feels satisfaction along the process.

In a group of gifted, perfectionism is often seen as a consequence of awareness 
of their own developed intellectual characteristics or the experience of high 
achievements in a particular domain. Awareness of person’s high potentials, leads 
towards achieving high goals. In that sense, perfectionism in gifted often appears 
as an adaptive mechanism, based on the real assessment of one’s capabilities. 
Requiring the gifted to achieve high results, to be better and / or do better is most 
often a way to motivate and bring feeling of happiness to a person while working 
and advancing. Setting high expectations is never a demotivating or depressing 
factor. 

The aim of this paper is to point out the relationship between perfectionism and 
giftedness and to explain positive aspects of perfectionism. Simultaneously, while 
analyzing positive aspects, methods in which children and young adults can learn 
how to set realistic expectation from themselves and others will be highlighted 
as well as methods on how to learn not to be afraid of mistakes, but to expect, 
respect, investigate and correct them. The role and importance of adults in this 
process is necessary.

Key words: perfectionism, adaptive perfectionism, giftedness, fear of mistakes, fear 
of failure 
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Introduction
To have high expectations, from oneself or others, to achieve highly 

set goals in a way which will satisfy our inner standards of sufficiency 
and the sense of success of achieved, for different persons represents 
different process with various outcomes. For ones, it is a way to feel 
good, enjoy the work and enjoy trying out advanced and different ways 
to achieve something, learn and in that manner, improve themselves, 
while for the others, that same process represents only the beginning 
and the source of suffering, loss of self-confidence, constant concern, 
dissatisfaction and non-productivity. Messages like: “Be perfect, “I have 
to be perfect” as opposed to “Strive for better, strive for finding different 
solutions”, represent the difference in cognitive styles and are messages 
we direct to ourselves, which will later form and be the foundation of the 
type of our perfectionism. 

Perfectionism is most commonly defined in psychology as a perso-
nality trait characterized by the pursuit of achieving extremely high stan-
dards, followed by accentuated self-criticism and fear of negative external 
evaluation. As a multidimensional construct, perfectionism has its own 
positive and negative aspects. As a maladaptive and negative, it is reco-
gnized through person’s requests to reach unattainable, thus, a person 
develops some form of psychopathology (depression, anxiety, OCD, etc.). 
As adaptive and positive, for a person it represents as stimulus and mo-
tivation to progress, strive to achieve high goals and ideas, and he feels 
satisfaction along the process.

In a group of gifted, perfectionism is often seen as a consequence of 
awareness of their own developed intellectual characteristics or the expe-
rience of high achievements in a particular domain. Awareness of person’s 
high potentials, leads towards achieving high goals. In that sense, perfec-
tionism in gifted often appears as an adaptive mechanism, based on the 
real assessment of one’s capabilities. Requiring the gifted to achieve high 
results, to be better and / or do better is most often a way to motivate 
and bring feeling of happiness to a person while working and advancing. 
Setting high expectations is never a demotivating or depressing factor. 

The aim of this paper is to point out the relationship between per-
fectionism and giftedness and to explain positive aspects of perfectio-
nism. Simultaneously, while analyzing positive aspects, methods in which 
children and young adults can learn how to set realistic expectation from 
themselves and others will be highlighted as well as methods on how to 
learn not to be afraid of mistakes, but to expect, respect, investigate and 
correct them. In addition, goal of this paper is to indicate the characteristic 
of perfectionism in gifted and the possibility of educational influence of 
the environment on the development of perfectionism that does not lead 
to the abandonment of goals, the fear of error and failure and other unde-
sirable psychological and psychopathological manifestations of behavior. 
The role and importance of adults in this process are unavoidable.

Even though, perfectionism is often defined as an individual’s tenden-
cy to set unrealistically high and unachiavable goals in various domains, 
its other side is unfairly neglected (Hewitt & Flett, 1991. in Kolić-Vehovec 
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2003). This paper will depict and explain perfectionism as a personality 
trait that does not necessarily have to be seen in negative light.

What Do We Know about Perfectionism

Perfectionism, we can undoubtedly say, has two faces. One that 
shows high, but unrealistic expectations from one self, from others and 
focus on mistakes. And other face, the one that reflects high expectations 
for which person makes additional effort, continues to work on the pro-
blem despite mistakes and feels satisfaction, regardless of the achieve-
ment of the goal – which in this case is usually attained.

In professional literature, perfectionism is recognized not only as 
a characteristic of human behavior that is related and visible in various 
fields of action, clinical manifestations, psychological and physical health 
disorders, but also as a characteristic and trait that does not have only 
negative connotation but has adaptive manifestations as well.

As any other personality trait or manifestation of human behavior, 
perfectionism also contains a whole spectrum of characteristics that vary 
from person to person and can, in different combinations of individual 
traits, have positive and negative sides. 

Unlike the initial and traditional concept of perfectionism as a one-
dimensional construct and personality trait that manifests itself predomi-
nantly through negative cognitive emotional and behavioral characteri-
stics, from the end of 20th century, perfectionism is more and more con-
sidered as a multidimensional construct/multidimensional characteristic. 
It is considered as a much more complex concept, and recently even as a 
construct that has positive manifestations. Thus, Slaney, Ashby and Trip-
pi (Slaney, Ashby & Trippi, 1995), indicate that it is necessary to examine 
the positive sides of perfectionism. Hamachek (Hamachek in Flett, Hewitt, 
2002), introduces differentiation between so called normal and neurotic 
perfectionism. “Normal perfectionists” set realistic, and attainable goals, 
whilst feeling satisfied and staying confident. “Neurotic perfectionists” set 
extremely high and unattainable goals; their standards of achievement 
are estimated through the prism of constant fear of failure, and through 
concerns about possible negative assessment of others.

Even when they reach a certain goal, they do not feel the satisfaction, 
but they judge themselves, considering they could have and should have 
done better.

As a multidimensional construct, perfectionism can be perceived 
through several dimensions and factors. Their number varies from author 
to author. Frost (1990, in Flett, Hewitt, 2002) notes six dimensions: high 
personal standards, insecurity in person’s own activity, constant concern 
about the possibility of mistake, desire for order and structure, high pa-
rental expectations and parental criticism. It is apparent that first four fac-
tors depict our traits, while the role and significance of immediate environ-
ment and parenting styles are reflected in the last two. Other authors (in 
Flett, Hewitt, 2002) cite three dimensions of perfectionism: Self -oriented, 
Other-Oriented, and Socially Prescribed. The essential difference between 
these dimensions is the direction of behavior. Self- Oriented perfectio-
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nism, refers to the setting of unrealistic goals, doubt in one’s actions and 
focus on errors and failures. This dimension is more related to the desire 
for achievement than to the fear of failure. Other-Oriented perfectionism 
refers to unrealistic beliefs in the abilities of others and high expectations 
of them, as well as to an extremely rigorous assessment of what has been 
done. This form of perfectionism is visible through the expectations and 
beliefs that person has about others. High expectations are set for others, 
they are expected to be perfect, and they are being sharply criticized for 
any deviation from the set goal. Socially Prescribed Perfectionism repre-
sents a consequence of the fear of failure that is connected to the negati-
ve evaluation from others and social anxiety. It includes beliefs that other 
have unrealistic expectations from us, fear of negative social evaluation 
and strong need to be recognized by others as good and successful (Lauri 
Korajlija, 2005., in Grabar, 2005.). Socially Prescribed Perfectionism refers 
to beliefs that others have unrealistic expectations from a person. In that 
case, the person has the feeling that he must attain the goals in order to 
get the approval and acceptance. Person with this dimension of perfec-
tionism has the feeling of the lack of control, pressure to satisfy others’ 
expectations and he consequently develops low self-esteem whilst iden-
tifying the achievement and high results in some work domain with his 
own value as a human being. Some petdond, nevertheless see this form 
of perfectionism as a motivation for improvement (Hamachek, 1978.; Ro-
edell, 1984.).

Hewitt and Flett (1991. in Kolic-Vehovec 2003) are establishing cer-
tain connections between self-oriented perfectionism and resourceful-
ness and general and constructive aspirations. On the other hand, this 
dimension of perfectionism may, in interaction with experiencing frustra-
tion and failure, form depressive reactions and depression.

One other aspect of understanding perfectionism is important for 
this topic. Namely, studies on this topic demonstrate that perfectionism 
could be viewed as a generalized characteristic but also as a specific form 
of relationship towards one’s achievements only in certain aspects of life. 
Mitchelson and Burns (1998, in Flett, Hewitt, 2002) asked the respondents 
to evaluate perfectionism related to work and family relationships. It was 
statistically shown that levels of perfectionist dimensions were significant-
ly higher for work related activities rather than perfectionism that respon-
dents demonstrated in relation to family relationships and behavior at 
home. This practically means that it is possible to be a perfectionist in re-
lation to certain spheres of life and activities, as well as that perfectionism 
as a feature can be expressed only in certain roles and situations in which 
a person operates. 

What is also confirmed by the laic understanding of this concept is 
that perfectionism can be a consequence of low self-confidence.

Perfectionists are mostly recognized through self-criticism which is 
shown in regards to each of their actions and the belief that nothing is 
and never will be good enough. The words: „ I should have “, I had to “, „ I 
shouldn’t have” are a direct introduction to the feeling of inferiority, over-
generalization in concluding and other unconstructive and unpleasant 
feelings.
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adaptive and maladaptive / Desirable and undesirable / 
Healthy and unhealthy Form of Perfectionism

Unlike observing perfectionism solely as an undesirable characteri-
stic, today, different authors, label with different names two modalities in 
which perfectionism can be manifested. First, they call neurotic, maladap-
tive, dysfunctional and second adaptive.

Hamachek (1978) suggested that two forms of perfectionism can be 
differentiated: a positive form labeled „normal perfectionism “, in which 
individuals enjoy pursuing their perfectionistic strivings and a negative 
form, labeled „neurotic perfectionism “, in which individuals suffer from 
their perfectionistic strivings. 

Even though these two forms have different labels, namely positive 
strivings and maladaptive evaluation concerns (Frost, Heimberg, Holt, Mat-
tia, & Neubauer, 1993 in Stoeber, 2006)), active and passive perfectionism 
(Adkins & Parker, 1996. in Stoeber, 2006)), positive and negative perfectio-
nism (Terry-Short, Owens, Slade, & Dewey, 1995. u Stoeber, 2006)), adapti-
ve and maladaptive perfectionism (Rice, Ashby, & Slaney, 1998. u Stoeber, 
2006), functional and dysfunctional perfectionism (Rhéaume, Freeston, et 
al., 2000. in Stoeber, 2006), healthy and unhealthy perfectionism (Stumpf 
& Parker, 2000. in Stoeber, 2006), personal standards and evaluative con-
cerns perfectionism (Blankstein & Dunkley, 2002. Stoeber 2006), and cons-
cientious and self-evaluative perfectionism (Hill et al., 2004, in Stoeber 
2006), there is agreement that perfectionism can also be positive.

Two basic dimensions of perfectionism are common: perfectionistic 
strivings and perfectionistic concerns, and both can be healthy or unhealthy. 

Normal perfectionists are individuals who show high levels of perfec-
tionistic strivings, but are not overly distressed by the issues that are com-
bined in the dimension of perfectionistic concerns, namely concerns over 
mistakes, doubts about actions, feelings of discrepancy between actual 
achievements and high expectations, self-criticism, and the fear of failure 
to live up to one’s own standards and to the high expectations of others 
(Stoeber, 2006). In contrast, neurotic perfectionists show high levels of 
perfectionistic strivings and are overly distressed by the issues combined 
in the dimension of perfectionistic concerns. Thus, perfectionistic con-
cerns may be the factor that distinguishes clinical forms of perfectionism 
from a healthy pursuit of excellence (Shafran et al., 2002; see also Dunkley 
et al., 2006. in Stoeber, 2006).

It is visible that there are components of perfectionism that have po-
sitive and adaptive function as well as ones that contain neurotic and ma-
ladaptive function. Characteristics of adaptive perfectionism are existence 
of high personal goals, discipline and focus on work and structure. It is 
particularly emphasized that setting high goals with belief that the person 
has the abilities for their achievement is a fundamental distinction in re-
lation to maladaptive perfectionism. In the study of Pajares and Kranzler, 
(1995., in Kolić-Vehovec 2003) it is proven that students who have develo-
ped a positive attitude towards their abilities, and handlining school tasks 
are achieving better results. In addition, if the goals are set in terms of 
desire and not in form of the imperative “having” to meet the goal, inve-
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sting in the process of solving a task represents a new challenge rather 
than a source of fear, anxiety and a cause of loss of self-confidence. 

Per Pyryt (2004) a typical sign of perfectionistic thinking is dichotomous 
(all-or-nothing) thinking in which a person wants a project to be either perfect 
or considers it worthless. Further indicators of perfectionistic thoughts are 
transforming desires (wants) into demands (musts), and focusing on unmet 
goals and challenges rather than successes. These characteristics may be 
combined with intense anxiety and fear of making mistakes, preoccupation 
of deceiving others, as well as doubts about actions

Perfectionism in its negative form is to a large degree related to 
the fear of mistaking. Subjective perception that we haven’t in sufficient 
measure achieved preset (unrealistic goals) represents an additional 
source of stress, so it further continues to have a negative effect on our 
health, both physical and mental. Numerous studies, in that sense, confirm 
the liaison between perfectionism, depression and anxious disorders 
(Hewitt, Dyck, 1986), between perfectionism and eating disorders (Lask, 
Bryant, 1992), between perfectionism and suicide (Callahan, 1993). But it 
would be wrong to conclude that perfectionism itself is the answer to the 
question of what is the cause of mentioned disorders, mental states and 
behaviors. 

Neurotic perfectionists are focused on imperfections and failures 
from the past, they exaugurated them and are very self-critical, and they 
compare their own personal value with the success in task fulfillment (On-
wuegbuzie & Daley, 1999., Hayard &Arthur, 1998. in Kolić-Vehovec, 2003). 
Because of the above mentioned, they have low self-confidence. 

There is a clear connection between neurotic perfectionism with low 
self-esteem, feeling of shame and guilt, indecisiveness, lack of social skills 
and anxiety (Hayward& Arthur, 1998, in Kolić-Vehovec, 2003).

Positive perfectionists do not estimate their value in accordance to the 
result of their activities, and they do not consider failure as a sigh of their 
weakness or flaws. Failure for them represents the need to improve their 
investment, concentration, effort, or to change the approach strategy in 
achievement of goals (Slade & Owens, 1998 in Grabar, 2005). It has been 
shown that people who achieve high performance results approach the task 
relaxed, they execute it with attention and they stick to their plan. Also, they 
accept their mistakes, and they are not rigid in relation to the pre-set goal. 
They constantly adapt the criteria for their success to the given situation, 
but are also realistic in observing their own abilities (Flett & Hewitt, 2002).

Positive perfectionism is in a positive correlation with school grades 
(Brown et al. 1999). Namely, besides high goals it is necessary that a person 
believes in the possibility of reaching the goal. Students who consider that 
they are highly effective and believe in their abilities, accomplish better 
school results (Pajares, Kranzler, 1995).

How Do We Become Perfectionists?

The idea that perfectionism is most probably learned and formed 
in the earliest childhood under the influence of significant adults in the 
child’s environment, is encouraging because it leaves the possibility of 
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preventive work. Model of the development of perfectionism which is sug-
gested by Flett and associates (Flett & assoc. 2002), indicates the impor-
tance of parental and environmental influence but also personal charac-
teristic such as temperament and forming style of affective attachment. 
Differences in the expression of these elements lead to differently deve-
loped earlier mentioned dimensions of perfectionism. Most researchers 
have stressed that the family environment, and particularly the parents, 
play a crucial role in the development of perfectionism (e.g., Blatt, 1995; 
Hamachek, 1978; Pacht, 1984; Shafran & Mansell, 2001.in Stoeber, Otto, 
2006). Besides parental influence, other adults as teachers, professors, 
tutors and wider social community, as well as its values, play an important 
role. This comprehensive model of development of perfectionism inclu-
des self-activity of the child in setting goals as well as seeking feedback on 
their success from others.

Harsh parenting (parental overprotection, lack of care, critical paren-
ting, and parental pressure to be perfect) emerged as a developmental 
antecedent of negative perfectionism. Perfectionistic parenting (parental 
pressure to be perfect and high parental standards) emerged as a deve-
lopmental antecedent of both positive and negative perfectionism (Stoe-
ber, Otto, 2006).

Studies have found that children with high levels of perfectionistic 
strivings (personal standards, self-oriented perfectionism) tend to have 
parents who also show high levels of perfectionistic strivings. This relati-
onship seems particularly strong when parent and child are of the same 
gender (Frost, Lahart, & Rosenblate, 1991; Soenens, Elliot, Goossens, Van-
steenkiste, Luyten, & Duriez, 2005; Vieth & Trull, 1999 in Stoeber, Otto, 
2006). This may indicate that modeling by parents may play a role in the 
development of positive perfectionism (Hamachek, 1978), but genetic fac-
tors should not be overlooked either as a recent twin study found high 
heritability values for perfectionistic personal standards (Tozzi et al., 2004 
in Stoeber, Otto, 2006).

From the angle of psychodynamic theory and Transactional analysis 
as psychotherapeutic modality, perfectionism is visible in the life script of 
a person, through drivers, unconscious initiators of transactions or be-
haviors which are formed in the early childhood under the influence of 
messages received from important adults, most commonly parents. “Be 
perfect”, “Try hard” and other unconscious initiators of our behaviors are 
forming convictions that no matter how hard we try and work, achieved 
success is never good enough, thus a person aligns his own value as a 
being with achievement in certain domain. Such setting leads to perfectio-
nism that is maladaptive. However, theory of transactional analysis also 
takes into the consideration that there is a difference between driven be-
havior and life script repetition from healthy and authentic drive to achie-
ve high results (Clarkson, 2002). Main difference is defined only through 
the attainment. Unhealthy perfectionism is reflected in constant dissatisf-
action with achievements, while healthy perfectionism is reflected in sa-
tisfaction with the process of improvement despite mistakes, as well as in 
satisfaction that is brought to the person while working on the solution of 
the problem or movement towards the set goal. 
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When a person is under the influence of driver: be perfect, he strives 
for perfection, or he expects the same from others. He can easily be reco-
gnized for saying more than needed or what is expected of him believing 
that in that way he is ensuring enough information so that others would 
understand completely. He believes that if he is not perfect, he is not OK. 
Thing that can enable the change of this conviction is a message to the 
person that he is OK just the way he is. A person does not identify himself 
(as a being) with what he achieves (doing), (Clarkson, 2002).

Perfectionism in Gifted 

Persons with highly developed abilities are setting high expectations 
for themselves, but the environment itself is expecting from them more than 
from persons with average abilities. There is a question on how to measure 
what is the unrealistic goal for gifted children? Different studies which 
examine perfectionism in gifted give different results. Besides the opinion 
that this trait is often demonstrated in gifted (Webb, Meckstroth and Tolan 
1982 in Heller at al. 2000), numerous others are indicating that even though 
tendency to perfectionism in gifted can exist, it will by preference be healthy 
and positive motivation for achievement which doesn’t trigger depression, 
but the feeling of content while advancing (in Flett, Hewitt, 2002).

Considering that gifted become aware of their own high abilities 
at a very young age, it is most probable that they will start developing 
high expectations from themseves at this early age . However, gifted are 
often not gifted in all areas of their functioning, so high expectations in 
one area can be conveyed to expectations to be successful in all fields, 
which can become a source of frustration. Silverman (1995, per Peters 
1996., in Kolić-Vehovec, 2002) considers perfectionism as a result of 
those  inconsistencies. It is not easy to show excelence in one field and to 
be like the mayority in others, or even below average. This is not easy to 
accept neither to cognitive nor intellectually advanced children. 

With gifted children, perfectionism is visible in their reliability, cons-
cientiousness, organization and planning. These children learn very early 
how to systematically approach the sphere of their interest. 

A particularly important field is the relationship of parents towards 
the high abilities they recognize in their children. Ablard and Parker (Ablard, 
Parker, 1997) confirmed that parental perfectionism is responsible for 
perfectionism of gifted children. It is not rare that parents of gifted are 
very demanding and they expect perfect results from their child, which 
child later identifies with parental acceptance (Leroux, 1989). Believing 
that child should work hard in order to use his talent, or gift, his time is 
organized solely with the goal of advancement in the area of giftedness, 
while other needs are being put aside. Consequently, child starts believing 
that hard work and improvement can be confirmed through achievement, 
which will be rewarded with parental love. Child could, at the same time, 
give up on his own authentic wishes and aspirations and work only for the 
external praise. Unreasonably high expectations and insensitivity to other 
children’s emotional needs or interests, even by the pedagogue that works 
with the child, can form perfectionist expectations with the child itself. 
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As the result, of all things mentioned, gifted see their goals as 
something they must achieve, and not as their wishes that could be achie-
ved. Constant request for excellence which is forced upon them, brings 
them to being overloaded, tired and resistant towards the gifted field, and 
they even refuse to engage in any other activities that require any kind of 
effort or engagement. Sometimes, gifted can develop a belief that they are 
not that successful and that their mediocrity will eventually be uncovered. 

In this case, perfectionism can bring the child to the fear of failure, 
causing a child who is genuinely gifted to avoid engaging in solving even 
an easy task. Gifted can sometimes, before answering, ask for numerous 
details, to be sure that they understood all elements in order to be able to 
give an adequate answer, which makes them shy and withdrawn in social 
situations. Their reaction to criticism can be turbulent, even aggressive, 
because they are experiencing it very personally. Developed sensitivity to 
justice, to good and bad, and the ability to perceive and understand pro-
blems in their environment can make them introvert, closed, sometimes 
even depressed.

Nevertheless, studies of the frequency of perfectionism in gifted 
children and children with average abilities show that there are only very 
small differences. Perfectionism is even somewhat less demonstrated 
in the group of gifted (Parker and Mills. 1996., per Flett, Hewitt, 2002., 
in Kolić-Vehovec 2002). Also, no significant differences between genders 
were found. It is confirmed that one part of children who have perfec-
tionism which represents a problem, with time become perfectionist of 
maladaptive form (Parker, 1997., per Flett, Hewitt 2002). In most of the 
cases, gifted, however, manage to bear the burden of their gifts without 
expressing fear of failure and development of, above all, a perfectionistic 
attitude towards themselves.

The influence of parents on the development of perfectionism

Parental behavior, value modeling, attitude towards work, achieve-
ments, mistakes and failures is highly important in forming the perfec-
tionism in children. High parental expectations often create pressure on 
the child and increase his anxiety (Siegel 1987, inFlett, Hewitt 2002). Thus, 
the parental upbringing style largely influences the formation of this trait. 
Messages that child explicitly or implicitly receives from his parents, will 
form his attitude towards success and failure. What kind of confidence 
will the child have while working on achievements of his goals depends 
on whether the child is going to think of mistakes and misunderstandings 
as expected and constituent parts of the progression process in achieving 
results, or he will look at mistakes and failures as inadmissible or even 
“obvious” indicators of his successes or inadequacies - what is my talent 
when nothing I do goes easily, nor successfully?

In that sense, we can distinguish focus on development, growth, lear-
ning and process or focus on results, grades, awards. 

Like the influence of parents, the influence of institutions such as 
school emphasizes one of mentioned focuses. It is obvious, that the one 
which steers to processes and not results is the one that builds healthier, 
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more preferable and adaptive forms of perfectionism. Unfortunately, 
competences and focus on results are still dominating the educational 
system.

The question whether parents should seek professional help, if their 
child is inclined to develop a maladaptive form of perfectionism depends 
on the degree of perfectionist demand and to what extent this tenden-
cy leads to other problems in emotional sphere - development of some 
psychopathological personality disorders such as, social isolation, panic 
attacks, eating disorders or depression.

How to Prevent Development of Dysfunctional Perfectionism 
and Fear of Failure and Error

In order to create healthy attitudes towards oneself, one’s abilities, 
persistence in achieving set goals, to realistically perceive mistakes and 
to adequately respond to failure, it is primarily important to form healthy 
attitudes to oneself, belief of self-esteem and self-confidence. For basic 
confidence, it is necessary that a person believes he is valuable regardless 
of the results and achievements, and to at the same time be motivated for 
self-improvement and advancement in accordance with his own abilities. 

Therefore, two tasks are important: one to build a positive attitude 
toward one’s being, and the other to adopt the skill of setting realistic 
goals and relations to the process of progress as a path where success 
and failure take turns. For a child, it is important to receive unconditional 
messages of accepting him as he is, but it is also important to receive mes-
sages about realistic attitude toward failure. This can easily be illustrated 
in examples of messages that can be heard from parents on the play-
ground. Message “Let’s do it again” is different than the message “Come 
on do it differently”. “You will fall” against “Watch it”, “It’s okay to be sad/ 
angry. You can continue to try ... “,” bravo, you’re a genius “vs.” bravo, 
you’ve worked hard and you did it”, “ you can do it. “ These messages teach 
the child various important lessons for healthy self-confidence and moti-
vation towards achievement

Perfectionistic thinking is manifested through so called: „ I have to 
– I must “. „all or nothing” thoughts and overgeneralization (“Everything 
has failed”, “I can never do anything right”, “I never succeed”). Instead of 
using these phrases, it is important for a person to learn how to diffe-
rently address himself: „ I will do it the best way that I can“, „ it is okay to 
make mistakes“, „not all is bad“, „ something is good, something should be 
corrected“, „ I can go step by step from the beginning“, „ I will do it again“, 
„ if I continue to grow, chances are I will succeed“. Phrase where words 
„should” and „must“ are replaced with „ I want“, „ I’d like to“ , immediately 
get a motivational signification and the person takes authentic responsi-
bility for what he has said. 

Attitude towards mistakes is particularly problematic for perfectionists. 
For that reason, it is important to teach a child that mistakes are expected 
and to teach him to consider mistakes as an unavoidable step in the process 
of learning and advancement. Mistakes are meant to be examined and it is 
important for a child to comprehend how the mistake occurred; whether 
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he made a mistake, or he just did not take into account some important 
circumstance or, it was the case of a series of circumstances that in that 
particular moment led to not such a good result. The most important step is 
to teach a child to stay motivated to correct the mistake. One thing that seems 
as a mistake to a perfectionist in one moment (due to overgeneralization), 
can ruin all the effort, sometimes life, could be just in few days or years 
perceived completely differently. Therefore, it is important to learn that 
mistake assessment and their meaning change over the time. 

In addition, another characteristic of perfectionists is to unfairly 
neglect the successes and positive aspects of their actions. While thinking 
“all or nothing”, one mistake can prevail over numerous positive elements 
of invested effort. Using the conjunction “but” after every statement that 
evaluates the failure, can be of help in changing this way of thinking (“Today 
I was really bad at training, but… it’s good that I exercised because it affects 
my general physical condition”). Or, after positive self-evaluation, where 
we would use the self-critical “but” it is important to end the sentence. For 
example: “Today I was perfect, but I must’ve done more”, person can end 
the sentence before the but part.

To set a realistic, achievable, and attainable goal is the prerequisite 
for success. Belief in the possibility of achieving a goal set that high is a 
part of motivation for continuous achievement of success: sometimes- for 
a lifetime. Without goals set high, and the persistency of working on their 
realization, our world would be denied different inventions and lasting ci-
vilizational values. And the persons who indebted us with them would be 
denied the experience of mistakes, failures, suffering, pain, tournaments 
and effort which were repeatedly their motivation for moving forward but 
also the source of inner contentment which was brought to them by tri-
umph over external challenges, and mostly by triumph over themselves. 
To work, to try, to strive for excellence and resist the challenges of unsuc-
cessful attempts and mistakes are characteristics of successful and satis-
fied persons who are aware of their own potentials and limitations. In that 
sense, messages from adults should encourage the young adults to set 
high goals, and in the process on working on their fulfillment, to evaluate 
their own strengths and abilities. Studies on resilient persons confirms 
that young people who had the authorities that sought more and better 
of them were attaining greater emotional stability and developed greater 
self-confidence than those who were satisfied with meeting the average 
achievements or were praised for minimal effort.

Particularly powerful context for learning healthy self-confidence is 
the classroom. In addition to numerous ways how an adequate assessment 
of person’s capabilities in pedagogical work can be stimulated: by varying 
the tasks and challenges that have different complexity, the possibility 
for a child to choose the pace of his own progress, individualized method 
teaching, etc., use of humor can be a very useful tool in dealing with 
children who are prone to perfectionism. Powerful messages that bring 
perfectionistic behavior to the absurdity can be expressed through humor. 
In that manner, a slight dosage of easiness is introduced while talking 
about failures, about the fact that sometimes we are all prone to over self-
criticizing and generalization that make it harder for us to stay motivated 
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while facing the challenges brought to us – by school or ourselves. 
Specifically, it is possible to create different displays with pictures or 
caricatures, jokes on the account of high expectations, “all or nothing” way 
of thinking, overgeneralizing etc., and examples that show that combination 
of challenges and realistic expectations makes learning be comprehended 
more as a positive challenge, rather than as an experience to be avoided.

Conclusion
As a conclusion of aspects of perfectionism that were presented here, 

we consider appropriate to cite the words of Petruska Clarkson, (1992) 
psychotherapist and clinical psychologist about the naturally present 
perfectionism in all of us: „The perfection is already inherent in every human 
being according to his or her capacities or gifts. Every human being is at this 
moment already being as perfectly himself or herself as is possible “. 
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PERFEKCIONIZAM KOD DAROVITIH 
Ima li perfekcionizam svoje dobro lice?

Lada Marinković
Visoka škola strukovnih studija za obrazovanje vaspitača, Novi Sad

apstrakt
Per fek ci o ni zam se u psi ho lo gi ji naj če šće de fi ni še kao cr ta lič no sti ko ju od li ku-

je stre mlje nje ka do sti za nju iz u zet no vi so kih stan dar da, pra će no na gla še nom sa-
mo kri tič no šću i stra hom od ne ga tiv ne spolj ne eva lu a ci je. Kao mul ti di men zi o nal ni 
kon strukt, per fek ci o ni zam ima svo je po zi tiv ne i ne ga tiv ne aspek te. Kao ne a dap ti-
van i ne ga ti van pre po zna je se kroz zah te ve oso be da do stig ne ne do sti žno, a kao 
re zul tat to ga oso ba raz vi ja ne ki ob lik psi ho pa to lo gi je (de pre si ja, an ki o znost, OKP i 
sl.). Adap ti van i po zi ti van, ja vlja se kao pod strek i mo ti va ci ja da se na pre du je, te ži 
ka ostva re nju vi so ko po sta vlje nih ci lje va i ide ja, te oso ba ose ća za do volj stvo to kom 
tog pro ce sa.

U gru pi da ro vi tih, per fek ci o ni zam se ne ret ko sre će upra vo kao po sle di ca sve-
sno sti o svo jim sop stve nim raz vi je nim in te lek tu al nim ka rak te ri sti ka ma ili is ku stvu 
vi so kog po stig nu ća u ne koj od re đe noj obla sti. Sa zna nje o svo jim vi so kim mo guć-
no sti ma oso bu na vo di na do sti za nje vi so kih ci lje va. U tom smi slu, pe fek ci o ni zam 
se kod da ro vi tih če sto po ja vlju je kao adap ti van me ha ni zam, za sno van na re al nim 
pro ce na ma svo jih mo guć no sti. Zah te va nje od da ro vi tih da ostva re vi so ke re zul ta-
te, da bu du bo lji i/ili naj bo lji naj če šće de lu je mo ti vi šu će i do no si ra dost pri ra du i 
na pre do va nju, ne de mo ra li še i ne de pri mi ra ih. 

Cilj ovog ra da je da se uka že na ve zu iz me đu per fek ci o ni zma i da ro vi to sti i da se 
obra zlo že po zi tiv ni aspek ti per fek ci o ni zma. Isto vre me no, go vo re ći o po zi tiv nom 
per fek ci o ni zmu bi će is tak nu ti i na či ni na ko je se mo že de lo va ti na de cu i mla de da 
na u če da po sta ve re al na oče ki va nja od se be i dru gih, te da se ne pla še gre ša ka, već 
da ih oče ku ju, po štu ju, is tra že i ko ri gu ju. Ulo ga i zna čaj od ra slih u ovom pro ce su 
je ne za o bi la zna.

Ključ ne re či: per fek ci o ni zam, adap tiv ni per fek ci o ni zam, da ro vi tost, strah od gre ške, 
stah od ne u spe ha.
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WHat DoES HumoR HavE WItH 
CREatIvItY?

Lada Marinković
Preschool Teaching Training College, Novi Sad

abstract
Contemporary trends in the field of work require changes in the process of 

preparation for work as well as in the field of education. Considering the fact that 
knowledge and data are maximally available on the Internet, what is nowadays the 
demand for employers in different fields is creativity, new ideas, different views 
on the work demands and problem solutions. So, the creativity is what will be 
increasingly demanded by the workers. The ability to put the well known facts in 
different contexts, that bring new quality, is that what will determine the choice 
of job candidates. Creativity as the mental process of creating something new, 
different, involves the ability for divergent thinking and at the neurological level 
it is visible as the activity of the right brain hemisphere. Humor is also defined as 
a mental process in which the right hemisphere dominates, also is based on the 
ability of divergent thinking and equally represents the ability to find something 
new and unusual, unexpected in the known constellation of terms.

The aim of the paper is to point out the possibility of recognizing children’s 
interest and expression of humor as a potential giftedness of children. Also, that 
adults who are working with children have to devote significantly more attention 
on this kind of behaviour, recognising the indisputable connection between 
children’s play, as the basic activity through which the child learns about the world 
and others, and laughter and humor as the ability to bring problem situations or 
forbidden topics into a new relationship, and that the potential for creativity use 
for its further development.

Using humor children and adults achieve mutual understanding at a level that 
is not direct, but it has the ability to communicate at a psychological level that 
involves much more than just sharing ideas and information. Includes the work of 
both cerebral hemispheres and in one kind of play context allows the production 
of unusual, new solutions that have the potential for creativity.

Key words: humor, creativity, early development, potential giftedness
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Introduction
The scientific field of researching psychological and physiological 

effects of humor and laughter indicates their complex cognitive functions 
involving both brain hemispheres. Especially that kind of humor in which 
we do not laugh to others but with them, helps establishing friendships, 
builds a team atmosphere and increases creativity. In today’s business 
world, in which the importance of team work is emphasized, encouraging a 
relaxing and cheerful atmosphere shows excellent results in the increasing 
of creativity. Research on the development of child’s understanding of 
humor also shows that this ability is often associated with creativity and 
potential giftedness. 

A visible demonstration of the work and activities of the right he-
misphere is humor. The ability to put a situation into a new context, to 
combine different elements to create something new, to look at the wi-
der picture of the problem situation, are all elements of combining in the 
expression of humor. In addition, humor frees tensions, stress, allows 
more honest expression of criticism and helps to communicate sensitive 
or complicated messages, to talk about taboos. For all this undoubtedly 
requires a certain kind of creativity, plasticity in thinking and good intellec-
tual abilities. Numerous research on creativity has shown that humor has 
a positive impact on the quantity of ideas and the quality of the creative 
process in the group / team, resulting in a variety of innovative outcomes. 
As in the children’s world, laughter and humor are inherent in adults, who 
in a relaxed atmosphere, like a gameplayer, can “play” working and crea-
ting.

In this paper, we aim to point out certain connections between hu-
mor and creativity in order to recognize children with these potentials 
trough educational process, and be able to stimulate creative potentials 
of all children.

about Humor and Its Development

In this paper, we consider humor as general cognitive ability to create 
or notice the incongruency of certain facts, regarding usually expected, 
and what as a result produces laughter as an expression of the under-
standing of that observed incongruity. The operationaliyation of all seg-
ments of the humorous situation can lead us into a multitude similar but 
different terms (laughter, joke, humor, …). Also, there will be no conside-
ration of the general terms of humor and the sense of humor, as it is well 
discussed in the professional literature (Martin, 2003; Cann, Collette,2014; 
Cann, Etzel, 2008; Ivković, Brdarić, 2014). In contrast to other psychological 
constructs (eg. intelligence or extraversion) there is no standard concept 
of the sense of humor upon which the researchers generally agree (Mar-
tin, 1998). In this article, therefore, we look at humor as an ability to create 
unpredictable from predictable, that such situation is understood and co-
gnitively processed, whereby the reaction to such a situation is laughter, 
joy and play. In that sense, humor is, according to Incongruity Theory of 
Humor, cognitive ability, capacity, characterized by the fact that when two 
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or more things combine in a way that is not expected, a reaction of laugh-
ter and the experience of a humorous arises. (Keith-Spiegel, 1972).

Martin (2007) speaks of many ways of perceiving humor, and cites 
several concepts in the definition of humor. A sense of humor as a beha-
vioral habit (the tendency to tell jokes, a person often laughs, (Craik, Lam-
pert, & Nelson, 1996); humor as an attitude (enjoyment in humor; Svebak, 
1996); humor as a coping strategy (the tendency to preserve a humorous 
perspective in dealing with negative events (Lefcourt & Martin, 1986); hu-
mor as a cognitive ability (the ability to create, understand and remember 
the joke (Feingold & Mazzella, 1991).

So far, the sense of humor has been best studied as a cognitive abi-
lity to produce humorous content, then as an aesthetic response, as a 
habit of behavior, a temperamental characteristic, as an attitude, and as a 
coping strategy (Martin et al., 2003).

In the scientific literature, it can be found that theories of humor can 
be divided into three most influential groups. These are theories of supe-
riority (the supremacy), the theory of relief (or excitement) and the theory 
of incongruence, or unexpected outcome (Mulder & Nijholt, 2002). Alt-
hough not strong scientific theories, they represent a useful framework 
for the systematization of the explanation of distinctive characteristics of 
humor. Theories of superiority are based on the feeling of superiority to 
others manifested through humor. The relief theories relate to the phy-
siological release of tension and are focused on the consideration of the 
function of humor. Groups of the theory of incongruence are interested 
in the type of stimulus that provokes humor and are based on the contra-
dictions between the expected and real experience (Wilkins & Eisenbraun, 
2009).

Neuro-imaging technology revealed that the left side of the frontal 
lobes is responsible for laughter (Fried, Wilson, MacDonald, & Behnke, 
1998), while the right part of the frontal lobes is responsible for humor 
processing (Shammi & Stuss, 1999).

It is considered that individuals with a pronounced sense of humor 
better agree with other people, more easily overcome stressful situations, 
have better general physical and mental health (Lefcourt, 2001).

Humor has not only positive aspects. Research shows that its aggres-
sive characteristics are visible in the “laughing at the other” versus the one 
who “laughs with the other” (Martin, 2007). 

Possible reasons for the lesser interest of the researchers on the 
subject of humor are most likely to be the elusive nature of humor and 
the lack of conformity regarding the basic characteristics of this phenome-
non, the lack of a generally accepted definition, and the difficult creation 
of experimental research conditions (Dixon, 1980).

Development of Humor

From the perspective of developmental psychology there are two 
ways of children communication with the world around in their earliest 
days of life. These ways are laughing and crying. A smile, a social smile 
that appears as a form of interaction with the persons with whom the 
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child comes in contact, approximately in the third month of life, is a sign 
of adequate emotional and intellectual development. The next develop-
mental period is developing of language and symbolic games, which make 
more complex the child’s ability to communicate and interact. The ability 
of making jokes, and the ability to understand them, confirm that there 
are two different abilities that are gradually evolving. In clarifying their 
origin, a cognitive theory of understanding incongruency is dominant. The 
childs ability to perceive and understand, and then creates unexpected 
situations, logical incongruences, significantly depend on cognitive de-
velopment, intellectual abilities, abilities for symbolic thinking and other 
cognitive abilities. In addition to the above mentioned factors, for the de-
velopment of humor, in the broadest sense, the social environment, social 
perception of humor is also significant. In relation to this factor, research 
also points certain cultural differences. Freud’s psychoanalytic theory of 
humor sees the potential for catharsis, the release of tension, especially 
in terms of taboo themes.

In order to understand the child’s development and the appropriate 
educational strategy it is important to know the stages in the development 
of a child’s understanding of humor. What children consider funny, words 
that they use and understand, can be used in an educational context. The 
ability of a child to understand the difference between the familiar norms, 
whether social or linguistic, and violating them, results in laughter, a reac-
tion that indicates that the child recognizes that difference.

The earliest form of humor can be seen in a child of about six months, 
but real forms can only be seen at the beginning of primary school. Accor-
ding to McGhee (2002), who in his book “Understanding and Promoting 
the Development of Children’s Humor” describes what children laugh at 
in various stages of development, says that in order for humor to appear, 
the child needs to have a certain understanding the way the world works. 
Only then a child can notice the incongruities and understand them not 
only as new information, but rather as a “how-to” situation, or a situation 
that distorts the familiar patterns and aims to interact with another per-
son through laughter and a new shared emotional experience. McGhee 
claims that the earliest form of humor is actually the child’s reaction to 
something, not the child’s creation.

Humor contributes to children’s development by building children’s 
vocabulary, pre-reading and reading skills, spreading children’s know-
ledge, encouraging creative thinking, improving social skills and self-con-
fidence, developing strategies for overcoming stress. The child’s sense 
of humor also reflects his intellectual achievements because humor is a 
form of intellectual play, playing with ideas, symbols, abstractions.

According to McGhee, humour is a function of the child’s level of co-
gnitive development. Especiallyhis ability to deal with symbols(McGhee, 
1988).He proposed four stages of humour development, based upon 
Piagetian theory of development. Humour begins when the capacity for 
fantasy and make-believe develops (late in the second year). In the first 
stage (approx. 18 to 24 months) children substitute one object for ano-
ther. Putting a shoe on the head, if a child knows that shoe are wearing 
on feat can cause laughter. Second stage (approx. 2 to 3 years) is when 
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verbal jokes emerges. Though very simple, they represent a higher level 
of cognitive function, requiring more abstract thought. It is represented 
by calling the well known objects with different names (mom for dad for 
example, with correct understanding that “something is wrong. Also, in 
this stage the object of humor doesn’t need to be present. At third stage (3 
to 5 years), the child requires more distortion for a humourous effect. The 
child has increased knowledge of the world and the incongruity that cau-
ses humour is visual, not logical. If the picture looks different from what 
the child expects or that with which he is familiar, there is humour. Until 
the age of 6 or 7 years, the sense of humour will resemble the humour of 
adults. This stage is characterised by the child’s ability to understand the 
double meanings that words and sentences can have. A sense of humour 
does not operate within a narrowly specified range, but increases and ex-
pands to appreciate a broader field of types of humour (McGhee, 1979).

How does Humor Support Creativity?

One of the ways is emotional distancing from the problem. Most 
people can think creatively when not expressed and seriously focused 
on the task. Also, humor fosters creativity by offering the skill to find 
something meaningful in something that is incomprehensible, difficult to 
understand. Finding meaningful links between seemingly unconnected 
ideas or concepts is also a matter of creativity, and surprising crafts are 
often the essence of humor.

By using the humor, children and adults achieve mutual understan-
ding at a level that is not direct, but has some kind of psychological level 
that involves much more than just sharing ideas and information. Inclu-
des the work of both cerebral hemispheres and in a play context allows 
the production of unusual, new solutions that makes the potential for 
creativity.

about Creativity

As in the case of humor, also it is the case of creativity, there is no 
unique definition. But most researchers in this area agree that creativity is 
a process of producing something that is original and worthwhile (Stern-
berg, 1996., in Arar, Racki, 2003). Creativity can not be reduced to one 
characteristic or general ability. It is the product of several factors and 
above all the characteristics of personality, cognitive abilities and social 
environment (Amabile 1983). It includes flexibility, originality and sensiti-
vity for ideas coming out of the “out-of-the-box” thinking, where the pro-
duct or activity is not only original, but also appropriate to the problem 
being solved (Arar, Racki 2003). In recent times, some marks creativity as 
one of the most important economic resources (Kaufman and Beghetto, 
2009 in jubota ...)

The basis of creativity is the ability to make non-obvious connections 
between seemingly unrelated things (Koestler, 1964). This is also believed 
to be the basis of humor or more specifically wittiness (Oquin, Derks, 1999). 
Creative act depends on discovering analogies between two or more ideas 
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previously thought unrelated. In accordance with the Associative Theory 
of Creativity, creativity is “the forming of associative elements into new 
combinations which either meet specified requirements or are in some 
way useful (Mednick, 1962).

Divergent thinking and Creativity

According to Guilford and other authors, divergent thinking is at the 
heart of creativity, but they are not synonymous (Runco, 2007). Divergent 
thinking is characterized by finding more solutions to a problem and it 
is undeniable to encourage the creation of diverse responses, but only 
by itself, it does not have to make a creative solution.All inventions and 
innovations are creative, but not all creations are innovative or inventive. 
All innovations start from inventions, but not all inventions become 
innovations (Kudrowitz, 2006).

The assessment of creativity in the terms of a scientifically 
operationalized concepts is not an easy task, either because of the lack of 
a basic definition, and because of the multi-dimensionality of the notion 
itself and the interdependence of all three previously listed factors that 
are the core of creativity and its potentials. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) stated 
that highly successful and creative people are able to show at the same 
time the opposite characteristics: they can be very disciplined and playful, 
feminine and masculine, realistic but also prone to fantasy.

Some studies on correlation between creativity and school success 
show that such a connection depends on the type of school subject, the 
content of the course, but also on the characteristics of the teachers 
and the teaching strategies he/she uses. Humor increasingly appears as 
a high-ranking feature that contributes to school success, motivation to 
learn, and to a certain extent encouraging students to develop their own 
creativity. 

about the Relationship of Humor and Creativity

Two theories, the one that deals with the explanation of humor and 
the other that deals with creativity, seem to overlap to a great extent. These 
are Associative Theory of Creativity and Incongruity Theory of Humor. 
What makes a joke funny is the amount that the punch line violates the 
recipient’s expectations while assuming the recipient is still able to make 
sense of the information. 

There have been several researchers and philosophers that have 
theorized connections between humor and creativity (Kudrowitz, 2006). 
There have also been several experimental studies that have specifically 
dealt with correlating humor and creativity (Smith, 1965) and most have 
found moderately positive correlations. Many studies attempt to correlate 
general humor with general creativity; however, “not every creative 
solution is humorous, and many instances of humor are far from creative” 
(Babad, 1974).
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Humor and Creativity in Education

Although the term education carries the connotation of something 
very serious and important, it does not necessarily mean that it must 
be deprived of joy, jokes and satisfaction. Namely, everyone knows how 
much attention children can bring to learning through laughter and play. 
A funny lesson holds their attention to the material being taught and im-
proves the chances they will learn. An appropriate dose of humor that 
is responsive to children’s capacities to understand it, involves pleasant 
emotions in the learning process, which can additionally positively moti-
vate students to memorize the content being taught. Also, encouraging or 
accepting children’s spontaneous jokes at the expense of the material or 
the situation in which they learn, helps not only the memory, but also the 
relationship that is created between teacher-student or student-student.

According the findings that humor does not have a purely genetic 
basis (Martin, 1988) and evidences that humor can be learned (Carson et 
al., 1986), and that it represents a predisposing that can be developed, the 
educational system, in addition to the family system, can have a large sta-
ke in encouraging the development of this ability. Through play and verbal 
interaction, adults can foster understanding and creating humor (Honig, 
1988). Humor as a teaching strategy is an effective mean of teaching and 
can be used as helpful for giving feedbacks to students. Although it has 
only recently been discovered (in educational context), the use of this 
strategy keeps pace with the contemporary needs and expectations of 
students who grew up with moving images, rapidly replacing visual and 
audio content offered by the Internet. Teachers therefore have to find 
ways not only to gain, but also maintain the attention of their students, 
but also to make teaching content acceptable for them. Keeping the ten-
dency to teach students to be creative and active in their own learning, the 
teachers should be creative as well. Humor is shown to be a good strategy 
in relation to both requirements.

How to Encourage Humor and How to Develop Creativity 
through Humor?

Humor in educational settings serves a variety of positive functions 
beyond simply making people laugh. Above all it creates group cohesion 
so the pupils respond more positively to each other when humor is pre-
sent. Some researchers also find that humor helps individuals cope with 
stress. 

There are many different types of humor that have been identified 
as useful in the classroom. It can be humor related to class material, fun-
ny stories as example of content, humorous comments, self-disparaging 
humor, unplanned spontaneous, unintentional humor and visual illustra-
tions like cartoons, comics, or video clips.

Humor positively affects levels of attention and interest. It’s a way 
to keep students engaged and involved with the content of their lessons. 
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Researchers agree that children who laugh in the classroom develop 
strong communication and critical thinking skills, become more creative, 
and easily cope with stress. Laughing together means making team at-
mosphere and strong bond between pupils and teacher. Humor is a na-
tural icebreaker and reduces classroom conflict, tensions, and increases 
pupils’ attention and participation. Some of the good examples for encou-
raging creativity are the use of funny ways for greeting each other (daily 
or weekly), using funny quotes for introducing content of lessons, encou-
raging students to find or share jokes related to the content, or to create 
their own jokes, using funny literature, playing with words and so on.

But not all the use of humor is positive. If humor is used divisively or 
to disparage others, it weakens group cohesion. Humor can have negative 
impacts when it is used as a means of control. It is highly inappropriate for 
teacher to target students by making fun of their ignorance or beliefs. And 
some kinds of humor are never appropriate, such humor that manipula-
tes, denigrates, ridicules, or mocks others and offensive humor that is ra-
cially or sexually based. Using too much humor, negative and aggressive 
humor, and humor disparaging to students damages credibility. Teachers 
should utilize humor that laughs with students rather than at them (Banas 
et. al., 2011).

As Charlie Chaplin said: “A day without laughter is a day wasted”.
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ŠTA TO HUMOR IMA SA KREATIVNOŠĆU?
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apstrakt
Sa vre me na kre ta nja na po lju ra da, zah te va ju pro me ne i na pla nu pri pre me za 

rad-obra zo va nja. S ob zi rom na či nje ni cu da su zna nja i po da ci mak si mal no do-
stup ni pu tem In ter ne ta, ono što da nas po sta je zah tev po slo da va ca u raz li či tim 
obla sti ma je kre a tiv nost, no ve ide je, dru ga či ji po gle di na re še nja po sta vlje nih pro-
be ma. Da kle, kre a tiv nost je ono što će se sve vi še tra ži ti od rad ni ka. Spo sob nost da 
se či nje ni ce po sta ve u raz li či te kon tek ste ko je do no se no vi kva li tet je ono što će u 
mno gim si tu a ci ja ma opre de li ti iz bor kan di da ta za po sao. Kre a tiv nost kao men tal-
ni pro ces stva ra nja ne čeg no vog, dru ga či jeg, uklju ču je spo sob nost za di ver gent no 
mi šlje nje a na ne u ro lo škom ni vou vi dljiv je kao ak tiv nost de sne mo žda ne he mis fe-
re. Hu mor se ta ko đe de fi ni še kao men tal ni pro ces u ko jem je do mi nant na de sna 
he mis fe ra, ta ko đe po či va na spo sob no sti di ver gent nog mi šlje nja i jed na ko pred-
sta vlja spo sob nost da se u po zna toj kon ste la ci ji poj mo va pro na đe ne što no vo i 
neo bič no, neo če ki va no i ne sva ki da šnje.

Cilj ovog ra da je da uka že na mo guć nost da se po sma tra njem deč jih in te re so-
va nja i iz ra ža va nja hu mo ra pre po zna po ten ci jal no da ro vi to de te i nje gov kre a tiv ni 
po ten ci jal. Ta ko đe, da od ra sli ko ji sa de com ra de, ovoj te mi po sve te zna čaj no ve ću 
pa žnju, s ob zi rom na neo spor nu ve zu deč je igre kao osnov ne ak tiv no sti kroz ko ju 
de te sa zna je svet, se be i dru ge i sme ha i hu mo ra kao spo sob no sti da se poj mo vi, 
pro blem ske si tu a ci je ili za bra nje ne te me do ve du u no vu ve zu i mo gu će ta kav po-
ten ci jal is ko ri sti i za raz voj kre a tiv no sti.

Upo tre bom hu mo ra de ca i od ra sli po sti žu bo lje raz u me va nje n ni vou ko ji ni-
je di rek tan i eks pli ci tan, već je ko mu ni ka ci ja na jed nom psi ho lo škom ni vou, ko ji 
uklju ču je vi še od sa me raz me ne ide ja i in for ma ci ja. Uklju ču je ak tiv nost obe mo-
žda ne he mis fe re, em pa ti ju kao i jed nu vr stu igro li ke ak tiv no sti u kon tek stu ko ji 
do zvo lja va pro duk ci ju neo bič nih, no vih re še nja i vi đe nja si tu a ci ja a ko je ima ju po-
ten ci jal za kre a tiv nost.

Ključ ne re či: hu mor, kre a tiv nost, ra ni raz voj, po ten ci jal na da ro vi tost
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abstract
By analyzing students’ achievements in republic competitions in mathematics and 

informatics in the Republic of Serbia in the last three years, and in physics in previous 
years, it has been found that the greatest number of awards have been won by 
students from large cities (university centres). This is proportionate to the number 
of inhabitants, but it also raises the question of the quality of additional support to 
students from smaller communities. Therefore, the aim of this research was to identify 
the educational needs of gifted students at the local level. The research was conducted 
in a smaller city environment, a semi-structured interview with six students of the 6th, 
7th, and 8th grade who achieved placement on the republic’s competition from two 
of the three (or all three) areas, an individual interview and a focus group interview 
with the parents of the students and three subject teachers, were applied. In order to 
achieve the research aim the following tasks were set: 1) to determine the contribution 
of school, parents and other individuals in working with these students; 2) to identify 
possible difficulties encountered by teachers and parents in the process of providing 
support to gifted students; 3) to identify preferred forms of additional support. The 
results of the research indicated that, apart from the contribution of some subject 
teachers, great contribution is given by parents/teachers of related subjects, mentors 
in the place and outside the place of residence of students and peer mentors. 
Teachers emphasize that poor motivation (due to lack of financial stimulation), but 
also insufficient knowledge of some teachers for preparing students for high levels of 
competitions represent serious difficulties in providing additional support to students. 
Parents face the problem of finding an adequate mentor, as well as significant financial 
investments. Additional support at the local level should be based on the identification 
of the gifted, financial stimulation of teachers/mentors as well as giftedness experts 
(psychologists) who would be associates of the Regional Centre for Talents, but also 
requires significant financial resources from the city budget.
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Introduction
Giftedness is not an unambiguous phenomenon. In the literature in 

this field, we find a number of theories of giftedness and the gifted - from 
those that equate giftedness with high general intelligence (for example, 
Terman, according to Altaras, 2006), to modern theories that see giftedness 
as a multidimensional construct, composed of dynamic interaction of 
domains of specific abilities, personality traits, environment factors, etc. 
(Dai & Renzulli, 2008; Renzulli, 2012). There are numerous attempts to 
define giftedness that relate to specific domains (mathematics, language, 
art, etc.) and indicators that would help identify children (later students) 
who demonstrate high abilities in a given domain.

The needs of modern society are increasingly focused on discovering 
and continuing support for students who show IT giftedness (Nikolić, 
Nikolić & Subotic, 2018). However, IT giftedness is not easy to identify in 
the adulthood. Therefore, some scientists have tried to identify a set of 
abilities that imply success in this area. Some have found that program-
ming skills are correlated with high academic achievement in mathema-
tics (Coates & Stephens, 1990; Overton, Harms, Taylor & Zickar, 1997; 
Zickar, Overton, Taylor, & Harms, 1999; Dudgale, 1994), while others have 
claimed that the programming skills are related to mathematical abilities, 
but in the applied sense (Tseitin, 1979), and that constructive engineering 
skills and aesthetic views are as important for IT giftedness as logical and 
mathematical reasoning (Erhsov, 1972). In addition, there is a belief that 
programmers should also possess skills such as: verbal and non-verbal 
intelligence at a high level, cognitive flexibility, critical thinking, advan-
ced abilities for abstraction and interpersonal relationships, readiness to 
update knowledge, good social skills, i.e. personality traits (Babaeva and 
Voiskounsky, 2002).

The understanding of mathematical giftedness as a complex pheno-
menon (independent of other areas such as IT giftedness, for example) 
involves several dimensions: specific mathematical abilities - the ability to 
think in mathematical symbols, the ability to quickly generalize mathema-
tical relations and operations, the flexibility of mental processes during 
exercising mathematical activities, the pursuit of simplicity, clarity and lo-
gic in problem solving, reversibility of mental operations in the context 
of mathematical reasoning, affective-motivation factors, positive attitudes 
towards mathematics and a positive self-concept in the sense of assessing 
their own mathematical abilities (Wieczerkowski et al., 2000, according to 
Štula, 2006). In the relevant literature we have not found any studies that 
would explain the giftedness in the field of physics. However, students 
who demonstrate exceptional abilities and achievements in the field of 
mathematics are also quite often successful in physics, especially in the 
period of elementary education. Experts explain this by the fact that phy-
sics content can be operationalized due to mathematical apparatus, along 
with understanding of some relationships in nature that enable under-
standing of tasks.

Educational support for students who are gifted in the field of mathe-
matics, physics and informatics (programming) is based on known strate-
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gies that imply acceleration, enrichment and separation (Grandić & Letić, 
2009). Gifted students (and their families) who show giftedness in these 
areas are increasingly determined to continue their education in specia-
lized high schools (Mathematics High School in Belgrade, High School “Jo-
van Jovanović Zmaj” in Novi Sad, High School “Svetozar Marković” in Niš 
and Gimnasium in Kragujevac, 1th) from the seventh grade, in order to get 
the opportunity to work according to enriched programs with the support 
of professional staff. By analyzing the achievements of the students of the 
6th, the 7th and the 8th grade at the republic competitions in mathematics 
and informatics in the Republic of Serbia in the last three years, (and in 
physics in the previous years), it was found that students from large cities 
(university centres), and especially students attending specialized high 
schools win a significantly higher number of awards than students from 
other cities (Table 1).

Table 1.  Analysis of the results of the students of the VI, VII and VIII grade at 
the republic competitions in mathematics and informatics in the last 
three years

The result in Table 1 show the tendency that in the sixth grade the 
ratio of IT awards in all three years and in mathematics (in the school 
year 2015/2016) is mildly in favor of students from university centres. In 
the 7th grade, the number of awarded students from university centres 
is significantly higher (almost 80% of the awarded), both in mathematics 
and informatics. In the 8th grade, about 70% of the awarded were from 
university centres. The data clearly indicate that since the 7th grade, a 
significantly higher number of students are studying in large university 
centres and/or attending specialized gymnasiums have won one of the 
first three awards at the republic competitions in mathematics and in-
formatics. These data can, in only one aspect, be explained by a larger 
number of residents in large university centres, and hence students who 
potentially participate in the competitions. It seems there are other re-
asons, too. As it has been already mentioned, an increasing number of 
students from cities across Serbia are opting for specialized Gymnasiums 
from the 7th grade. Also, students who attend these Gymnasiums, or live 
in large cities, have the opportunity to work with experts, who become 
their mentors. It has long been known that mentoring is an optimal way of 

Fields
mathematics Informatics

 % awarded 
from university 

Centres

% awarded 
from other 

cities

% awarded 
from university 

Centres

% awarded 
from other 

cities
VI VII VIII VI VII VIII VI VII VIII VI VII VIII

2017/18. 60 81 72 40 19 28 58 77 68 42 23 32

2016/17. 72 80 77 28 20 23 57 65 68 43 35 32

2015/16. 53 71 58 47 29 32 56 60 66 44 40 34
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providing additional support to pupils who show outstanding giftedness 
in a particular field (Alibabić, 2004). Students who live and study in smaller 
environments, and especially those who demonstrate exceptional abilities 
and results in the field of mathematics and informatics up to the 5th and 
6th grade, can face the problem of adequate additional support in their 
further education. However, some students manage to maintain outstan-
ding achievements by the end of elementary education, even though they 
live in smaller environments. On the other hand, there is a risk that many 
other students, of similar or same abilities, fail to achieve the same results 
because they lack additional support, or professionally qualified staff to 
work with them. Therefore, the aim of this research was to identify the 
educational needs of gifted students from a smaller urban environment 
and to create a model of additional support at the local level. In order to 
achieve the research aim, the following tasks were set: 1) to determine 
the contribution of school, parents and other individuals in working with 
exceptionally gifted students; 2) to identify possible difficulties encounte-
red by teachers and parents in the process of providing support to these 
students; 3) to identify preferred forms of additional support at the local 
level from the perspective of teachers and parents.

method
Sample Research

The survey was carried out in a smaller urban environment, on a 
sample that included six students (five boys and one girl) of the 6th, 7th 
and 8th grade who entered republic competition from at least two of the 
three areas (mathematics, physics, informatics ) in the current school year 
(2017/18). The sample also includes parents of children (both parents), 
and one subject teacher from each area, who worked with students.

Table 2. Description of sample of students by gender, grade and areas:

As it can be seen in Table 2, all six students have entered the republic’s 
competition in mathematics and physics, and two students have also en-
tered the republican IT competition.

Students’ initials 
and gender

Grade mathematics Physics Informatics 

N.m. - male VI YES YES -

j.N. - male VI YES YES YES

B.P. - male VII YES YES YES

t.S. - male VII YES YES -

S.N. - male VIII YES YES -

E.t. - female VIII YES YES -
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Table 3. Description of the sample of parents: education and occupation

Table 3 indicates that five fathers have higher education; two are tea-
chers of mathematics, physics, technique and informatics (relevant fields 
of research). Four mothers have higher education (one with a doctorate, 
professor in higher education).

Table 4.  Description of the sample of teachers: length of service, area and 
previous results

Students’ 
initials

the level of 
mother’s 

education
mother’s 

occupation
the level 

of father’s 
education

Father’s occupation

N.M. IV Tourism 
technician

VII Teacher of 
mathematics and 
physics

J.N. VIII Professor of 
psychology

VII Teacher of technique 
and informatics

B.P. VII Teacher of art VII Telecommunications 
engineer

T.S. VII German 
teacher 

VII Doctor 

S.N. IV Interpreter IV Programmer

E.T. VII Lawyer VII P.E. teacher 

teachers’ 
initials

length of 
service

area Previous results 

V.Đ. 25 Physics More republic awards of students, 
which ranked the teacher third in 
the list of all physics teachers in the 
Republic of Serbia 

V.P. 30 Mathematics One student - III award at the 
republic competition, a number 
of students who entered republic 
competition

Ž.N. 15 Informatics One pupil (now a student): several 
first republic awards and 3rd 
award at the Serbian Informatics 
Olympiad ; Second pupil (now VI 
grade): II Republic Prize in the V 
grade, I Republic and II prize at the 
Serbian IT Olympiad  in the VI grade; 
More students who entered district 
competition
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Procedure 

The research was carried out in a city school that provided adequate 
conditions for conducting the research. In the first phase, an individual 
interview was conducted with each student, then with each pair of 
parents, and each of the teachers. Interviews with students and teachers 
lasted 30 minutes, and interviews with parents lasted about 45 minutes. 
In the second stage, the focus group was formed by parents (one from 
the parental couple and three teachers). The research/interview was 
conducted by two psychologists, and with the consent of the participants 
an audio recording was made. Data on results achieved by students on 
the Republic competition in the mentioned areas were also collected.

Instruments

For the needs of the first phase of the research, a semi-structured 
interview for students, parents and teachers was created.

Questions for students:
1)  Can you tell who you are studying with/preparing for competitions?
2)  Can you evaluate how much each of the individuals with whom 

you study/prepare contributed to your success guided by the 
following scale: 1-minimal contribution; 2-significant contribution; 
3-extraordinary contribution.

Questions for teachers:
1)  How do you organize additional support for extremely gifted 

students within your area?
2)  Do you encounter some difficulties in working with these students? 

Or some other difficulties?
Questions for Parents:
1)  Are you involved in preparing your children for the highest levels 

of competition? In what way?
2)  Do you encounter some difficulties in supporting children in their 

work? Can you specify what the difficulties are?
Questions for a focus group interview for teachers and parents
1)  Do you have any suggestions on how to organize additional work/

support for students who demonstrate outstanding abilities in 
mathematics, physics and informatics within the school?

2)  Do you have proposals for organizing additional support at the city 
level? Who should work with students, in what way, under what 
conditions etc.?

Data analysis

A transcript of conducted interviews (individual and in focus groups) 
was made, and then the answers were classified and sorted into catego-
ries.
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Results

the contribution of school, parents and other individuals to 
working with gifted students

In response to the first set task of the research: to determine the 
contribution of school, parents and other individuals in the work with stu-
dents who have entered two or three republic competitions in the field 
of mathematics, physics and informatics an interview with students, tea-
chers and parents was conducted. Firstly, an analysis of the responses 
made by students will be presented (Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7).

Table 5.  Students’ evaluation of the contribution of school/teachers, parents 
and other individuals in the field of mathematics

In the field of mathematics, as it can be seen in Table 5, additional 
support for students is mainly provided by parents or a close family mem-
ber (grandfather, retired teacher of mathematics and physics). Three 
students (50%) emphasize the contribution of parents and close family 
members as significant. The teacher’s contribution is generally assessed 
as minimal, except for one teacher whose contribution is assessed as si-
gnificant. The mentor’s support outside the place of residence in private 
work is also emphasized (two students - 33.33%). If we look at the results 
of the students at the republic’s competition, it can be noticed that the two 
students with whom mentors worked outside the place of residence (uni-
versity professor of mathematics and mathematics professor in higher 
education) received awards. One of the two award-winning students had, 
as he/she estimated it significant support of the subject teacher as well as 
the parent (teacher of technique and informatics).

Students’ 
initials

Subject 
teacher 

Parent / 
teacher 

(or a close 
family 

member / 
teacher)

mentor/
private 
teacher 
in the 

place of 
residence

mentor 
/ private 
teacher 

outside the 
place of 

residence

award at 
the Republic 
competition

N.M. 1 3 2 - -

J.N. 2 3 - 3 III award

B.P. 1 - - 3 III award

T.S. 1 - 2 - -

S.N. 1 - 2 - -

E.T. 1 3 - - -
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Table 6.  Students’ evaluation of the contribution of school/teachers, parents 
and other individuals in the field of physics

As far as the physics field in Table 6 is concerned, it is clearly noted 
that the contribution of one subject teacher, who works with all the stu-
dents in the city, is particularly significant. In addition, three students also 
had additional support from parents (teacher of mathematics and phy-
sics, and teacher of technique and informatics) and grandfather – retired 
teacher of mathematics and physics. Out of six students, five won one of 
the three republic awards.

Table 7.  Students’ evaluation of the contribution of school/teachers, parents 
and other individuals in the field of informatics 

In the field of informatics, one teacher worked with both students on 
the territory of the city. The teacher of technique and informatics worked 
with one student from the role of a parent, and a student/former compe-

Students’ 
initials

Subject 
teacher 

Parent / teacher 
(or a close 

family member / 
teacher)

a teacher who 
additionally 

works with all the 
students in the city

award 
at the 

Republic 
competition

N.M. 3 3 3 – and a subject 
teacher

II award

J.N. 1 3 3 I award

B.P. 3 - 3 – and a subject 
teacher

-

T.S. 1 - 3 III award

S.N. 1 - 3 III award

E.T. 1 3 - III award

Students’ 
initials

Subject 
teacher

Parent / 
teacher 

(or a close 
family 

member / 
teacher)

a teacher 
who 

additionally 
works with 

all the 
students in 

the city

mentor - 
student of 
the faculty 

(former 
competitor)

award at 
the Republic 
competition

J.N. 3 3 3 – subject 
teacher and 
a parent 

3 
(preparations 
for the 
Serbian 
Informatics 
Olympiad , 
where the 
student won 
the II prize)

I and  
II prize at  
Serbian 
Informatics 
Olympiad

B.P. - - 2 - -
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titor who won the republic awards and awards at the Serbian Informatics 
Olympiad was involved in the work. The student who had the support of 
the parents/teachers and the student won the I Republic Prize and the II 
prize at the Serbian Informatics Olympic, while the other student entered 
the republic competition.

The results of interviews with teachers in order to define how the 
teachers involved in the research provide additional support and work 
with extremely gifted pupils in the field they teach, are presented in the 
next part. 

Table 8. Self-assessment of teacher’s contribution

teachers 
involved 

in 
research

Subject Self-assessment of personal contribution to 
working with gifted students

V.Đ. Physics During regular classes - enrichment of the curriculum: 
During additional classes - working with all students in 
the city’s territory who are interested in physics  
Mentorship - with students who show great interest 
and abilities for physics 
All activities are carried out at school during the school 
year in accordance with the schedule of additional 
classes and intensified two months prior to the 
competition 
Working with a group of students especially interested 
in physics within the Regional Centre for Talents 
All activities outside regular assignments are carried 
out voluntarily

V.P. Mathe-
matics

During regular classes - enrichment of the curriculum 
During additional classes - working with students at 
school who are interested in mathematics 
Additional classes are organized according to schedule 
and teacher’s assignments, and mentoring is done 
at school, via e-mail, intensively, a month before the 
competition, voluntarily 
Mentorship - with students who show great interest 
and abilities for mathematics

Ž.N. Informa-
tics 

During regular classes - enrichment of the curriculum 
During additional classes - working with all students in 
the city’s territory who are interested in informatics  
Additional classes are organized twice more often than 
planned by teacher’s assignments, mentoring activities 
are continuous throughout the year 
Mentorship - with students who demonstrate 
extraordinary interest and ability for informatics at 
school, via e-mail, active participation in the buble bee 
platform for teachers and students. 
All activities outside regular assignments are carried 
out voluntarily

Students’ 
initials

Subject 
teacher

Parent / 
teacher 

(or a close 
family 

member / 
teacher)

a teacher 
who 

additionally 
works with 

all the 
students in 

the city

mentor - 
student of 
the faculty 

(former 
competitor)

award at 
the Republic 
competition

J.N. 3 3 3 – subject 
teacher and 
a parent 

3 
(preparations 
for the 
Serbian 
Informatics 
Olympiad , 
where the 
student won 
the II prize)

I and  
II prize at  
Serbian 
Informatics 
Olympiad

B.P. - - 2 - -
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It can be concluded that two teachers (physics and informatics) orga-
nized additional classes for students from all schools in the city (and not 
only students of the school where teachers work). Teachers organized this 
form of additional support on their own initiative, and the number of stu-
dents (not only of students with exceptional abilities and results in these 
fields), who are interested in these areas is significant. All three teachers 
work more with students, especially with students with outstanding abili-
ties, preparing them for high levels of competition as mentors, regardless 
of the fact that these activities are not evaluated additionally.

The results of interviews with parents focused on looking for the ans-
wer to the question of whether parents are involved in preparing children 
for the highest levels of competition, and in what way, are shown in Table 
9.

Table 9. Self-assessment of parental contribution

Students’ 
initials

Father’s 
occupation

additional 
support form

mother’s 
occupation

additional 
support form

N.M. Teacher of 
mathematics 
and physics

Direct work 
with a student 
in the field of 
mathematics 
and physics

Clerk Emotional 
support; contact 
with mentor/ 
private teacher

J.N. Teacher of 
technique 
and 
informatics

Direct work 
with a student 
in the field of 
mathematics, 
physics and 
informatics   
roviding contact 
with a student/
past competitor 
and a student 
who has a 
mentor role

Professor of 
psychology

Emotional 
support, 
arranging 
contact with 
mentor outside 
the place of 
residence/
mathematics 
teacher  in 
higher education

B.P. Telecom- 
munications 
engineer

Contact with 
a mentor-
university 
professor 
outside the 
place of 
residence

Teacher of 
art

Emotional 
support

T.S. Doctor Contact with a 
mentor/private 
teacher

German 
teacher 

Emotional 
support
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It can be concluded that three fathers worked directly with children 
- one only in the field of informatics, one in the field of mathematics and 
physics, and one in all three fields. Fathers’ engagement is also aimed at 
providing mentors/private teachers, while mothers are mainly focused on 
providing emotional support. All parents are, therefore, directly or indi-
rectly involved in providing additional support to children.

Difficulties in providing additional support to students from 
the perspective of teachers and parents

Excerpts from interviews with teachers:
Physics teacher: Students of high interest and abilities come to additio-

nal classes that are organized for all children from the territory of the munici-
pality. However, in additional classes attention cannot be paid only to pupils 
of exceptional abilities, so they need mentorship. The concept used to function 
in the Centre for Talents, but voluntarily (another colleague was working, an 
outstanding teacher). Considering that in the Centre for Talents, according to 
the regular concept there is a mentor work (also voluntarily), a number of 
students opt for physics (some of them choose this field not because they are 
really interested, but because there are no available mentors in other fields), 
so it is difficult to work with so many students.

Teacher of Mathematics: Continuous work is required to prepare stu-
dents with outstanding abilities for high levels of competition, which exceeds 
the number of additional classes. Also, additional classes are provided for stu-
dents with high abilities and interests, and mentors should work with students 
with outstanding abilities. This requires extraordinary preparation of teachers/
mentors, following contemporary trends, demands that are becoming more 
complex, high motivation, dedication etc. This kind of work is not evaluated in 
any way, so the motivation to work with the students (but above all on their 
own improvement) is becoming lower.

Informatics teacher: the basic problem is the lack of competence of 
the teachers themselves for the field of competitive programming. The situa-
tion is similar in other areas; the problem is to find a mentor/teacher whose 

S.N. Electrical 
technician

Direct work 
with a student 
in the field of 
informatics; 
Contact with a 
mentor/private 
teacher

Programmer Emotional 
support, work 
in the field of 
mathematics at 
lower levels of 
competition

E.T. PE teacher Emotional 
support

Lawyer Emotional 
support; 
providing 
conditions for 
working with a 
grandfather – 
retired teacher 
of mathematics 
and physics
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knowledge includes the contents of the highest levels of competition (Serbian 
Informatics Olympiad, Junior Balkan Olympiad ...). Lately, students of enginee-
ring faculties prove to have this knowledge, but also former competitors, and 
current competitors (now high school students), who are mostly students of 
the Mathematical Gymnasium. A small number of teachers are also motivated 
to study this field, even though a group of experts organized free trainings for 
teachers and students (in June), and worked on designing the bubble bee plat-
form in order to systematize tasks from competitive programming.

Based on interviews with parents, the difficulties faced by all parents 
involved in the research are identified:

-  The problem of finding mentors in the field of mathematics and 
informatics who would work with students at the highest levels of 
competition;

-  Financial investment in additional private classes with mentors/
teachers who can work with children. Sometimes they are mentors 
outside the place of residence, so investments are not only financial 
but also organizational.

-  Insufficient knowledge about the developmental characteristics of 
children, occasional problems in work and further advancement, 
the ways of supporting children, not putting pressure on them. 

the opinions of teachers and parents about  
preferable forms of additional support

Teachers and parents agree that a strategy that has been practiced by 
a physics teacher for many years and, recently by teacher of informatics, 
additional teaching for all children from schools from the city territory is 
an example of good practice, especially for children who show increased 
abilities and interests in these areas. However, children with outstanding 
abilities also require mentorship. Both parents and teachers pointed out 
that there is a Municipal Regional Centre for Talents (but because of the 
problem of financing it does not work). It is one of 14 Centers formed 
at the national level as significant resources to support work with gifted 
children and pupils. Many teachers are insufficiently motivated to get 
involved in the work of the Centre as associates, because there is no 
financial compensation for their work, and other teachers (such as a 
physics teacher) work with a large number of students and they do not 
have enough time or motivation. Teachers suggest identifying mentors 
at the city level (at least two mentors in the field) who would work as 
assistants to the talents centre and prepare children for the highest levels 
of competition. In the field of informatics, it is necessary to include peer 
mentors/present or former competitors in the work of the Centre (either 
directly or at least through the support of IT resources), while in the field of 
mathematics, other mentors are engaged, and this is, preferably, former 
competitors in the mathematics fields that are trained to prepare students 
for the highest levels of competition. Parents point out that it is important 
that mentors/associates of the Centre for Talents are adequately paid for 
their work. All participants in the interview are of the opinion that the city 
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should financially support this concept. Teachers think that psychologists 
should also be involved as associates for working with extremely gifted 
children/students. They also see their role through the support and 
counseling of gifted students, then their parents, as well as educating 
teachers themselves in the field of work and work with gifted students. 
The need for psychological support is also expressed by parents, because 
they are often in a dilemma, to what limits they should encourage their 
children to work and progress, without it being a pressure for them.

Discussion 
The conducted research confirmed the statement that it is necessary 

to bring together numerous resources for the development of the potential 
of a gifted child: parents, teachers, psychologists, professionals for working 
with the gifted, subject professionals as well as gifted peers, and educate 
parents, teachers, other experts on the needs and characteristics of the 
gifted children/students and the forms of additional support they need to 
provide (Grandić, Letić, 2009).

The educational needs of students who are particularly gifted in the 
field of mathematics, physics and informatics are reduced to providing ade-
quate additional support in the school (in the context of additional clas-
ses), but also necessarily to working with mentors who should be extremely 
skilled and trained to work with this population of students. Based on the 
results of this research, it is noted that parental engagement in the form 
of direct work with students (parents who are teachers by profession) or 
the engagement of mentors/private teachers has been fairly represented in 
the process of learning and promotion of students who are involved in the 
sample. However, parents of students from our sample are mainly high-
ly educated and that besides the professional knowledge, they probably 
have awareness of the educational needs of their children, which they are 
trying to meet besides the support provided by the school and teachers. 
Numerous studies have shown that the intensity of early stimulation of gif-
ted children is higher if the educational level of the parents is higher. In 
addition, it was found that the educational level of parents is also reflected 
in the motivational characteristics of gifted children. Thus, children of high-
ly educated parents show more curiosity and affection for learning (Letić, 
Lingulov, 2016). But, what happens to other children who may have similar 
abilities but insufficiently stimulating family environment (regarding educa-
tional status), or their families are not in a position to allocate any financial 
resources for additional work with mentors/private teachers? These stu-
dents have only the support they receive at school. In the area where the 
research was conducted, physics and informatics teachers, on their own 
initiative, provide the opportunity for all students from the city’s territory 
to get involved in the additional classes they are organizing. The results 
achieved by students from our sample at the Republic Physics Competiti-
on (five students received awards), and four were additionally prepared by 
a Physics Teacher who provides additional classes for all students, clearly 
indicates that there is an expert in the field of physics, who at the same 
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time has a strong motivation to organize additional classes voluntarily. Ac-
cording to the results so far, the teacher has the third place in the country. 
Although the IT teacher uses the same strategy in his area, the results of the 
students are not as noticeable as in the field of physics. The reasons for this 
are multiple: competitive computer programming within the informatics is 
an area that is in a dizzying rise, the demands placed on students are in-
creasing, only a small number of teachers at the state level have the know-
ledge needed to prepare students for the highest levels of competition, it 
is difficult to find mentors both among teachers and among older students 
(current or former competitors), etc. Also, the abilities needed to deliver 
top-notch results in the field of competitive programming coincide with ma-
thematical abilities, but also imply more than that, so there is probably a 
smaller number of children/students with this ability structure. In the field 
of mathematics, there is a teacher who is dedicated and devotedly works 
with his students, but he himself estimates that due to the complexity of 
requirements at high levels of mathematics competition, one university 
teacher should also be engaged as a mentor who would additionally work 
with extremely gifted children, or a teacher who used to compete once. All 
three teachers point to an important resource in the city - Regional Centre 
for Talents. Teachers warn about small number of teachers/mentors who 
are ready to be associates of the Centre, mainly because of lack of financial 
stimulation. Similar problems were emphasized in the research done by 
Nikolić, Marković-Sakić and Katrina-Mitrović (2015). Mentorship in the field 
of mathematics, physics and informatics, within the Regional Centre for Ta-
lents, is proposed by parents, too. This model is applied in the Regional 
Centre for Talents “Mihailo Pupin” in Pancevo (Dejić, Ćebić & Cucić, 2011). 
Parents are of the opinion that the organization of mentoring work within 
the Regional Centre for Talents with students gifted in these areas (which 
can be determined on the basis of previous results, or initial testing) would 
require certain (but not so high) financial investments, to ensure adequate 
conditions for students’ work and certain financial incentives for teachers/
mentors. If funding the work of teachers/mentors was provided at the level 
of local municipality, the problems that parents were facing would be sol-
ved. The best mentors would be available to all children with exceptional 
abilities, and local municipality would allocate financial means for it. Both 
teachers and parents point to the importance of additional education in the 
field of developmental characteristics and socio-emotional needs of gifted 
children, so they recommend that psychologists, as associates, are involved 
in the work of the Regional Centre for Talents.

Conclusion
On the basis of identified educational needs of gifted students in 

small community, it can be concluded that the additional support for 
these students in the field of mathematics, physics and informatics would 
include the following:

1)  Additional school work, available to all students from the city area 
for each field.
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2)  Identifying teachers/mentors for each of the areas (in addition to 
the teachers from our sample who have been identified due to 
their previous work and results).

3)  Engagement of teachers/mentors in the Regional Centre for 
Talents in working with students who show outstanding abilities.

4)  Engaging psychologists in providing support to gifted students, 
teachers/mentors and parents.

5)  Connecting with other centres in order to engage mentors in the 
fields of mathematics and informatics.

6)  Introducing older peers into the role of mentors, especially in the 
field of informatics, where e-mentoring is possible (working with 
support of IT resources: Skype, e-mail, platform, etc.)

Sifnificant financial resources are necessary to support gifted stu-
dents and their mentors at the local level. It involves sensitizing respon-
sible structures for the educational and other needs of gifted students. 
Providing adequate additional support to exceptionally gifted students in 
the local environment enables these children to have a chance to develop 
their abilities and knowledge on an equal footing with children/students 
who live and study in bigger cities (university centres). This would, further-
more, allow these children to stay in their families for a longer period of 
time (until they leave for college) instead of leaving early in search of bet-
ter education. Emotional support for the family is extremely important for 
the development of every child, and hence it should not be allowed that 
gifted children are early placed in a position to choose what they need to 
give up - family life in favor of further development of their intellectual po-
tentials, or vice versa. It is therefore necessary to engage all vital resour-
ces at the local level, enable their linking, but also to ensure an adequate 
stimulation for additional work and engagement in providing support to 
extremely gifted students.
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apstrakt
Ana li zom po stig nu ća uče ni ka na re pu blič kim tak mi če nja iz ma te ma ti ke i in for-

ma ti ke u Re pu bli ci Sr bi ji u po sled nje tri go di ne, a ra ni jih go di na i iz fi zi ke, utvr đe-
no je da naj ve ći broj na gra da osva ja ju uče ni ci iz ve li kih gra do va (uni ver zi tet skih 
cen ta ra). To je do ne kle sra zmer no bro ju sta nov ni ka, ali otva ra i pi ta nje kva li te ta 
do dat ne po dr ške uče ni ci ma iz ma njih sre di na. Za to je cilj ovog is tra ži va nja bio da 
se iden ti fi ku ju obra zov ne po tre be da ro vi tih uče ni ka na lo kal nom ni vou. Is tra ži-
va nje je spro ve de no u jed noj ma njoj grad skoj sre di ni, po lu struk tu ri sa nim in ter-
vju om sa šest uče ni ka VI, VII i VI II raz re da ko ji su ostva ri li pla sman na re pu blič ko 
tak mi če nje iz dve od tri (ili sve tri) na ve de ne obla sti, te in di vi du al nim in ter vju om 
i fo ku sgrup nim in ter vju om sa ro di te lji ma uče ni ka i tri pred met na na stav ni ka. U 
ostva ri va nju is tra ži vač kog ci lja po sta vlje ni su sle de ći za da ci: 1) da se utvr di do pri-
nos ško le, ro di te lja i dru gih po je di na ca u ra du sa ovim uče ni ci ma; 2) da se iden ti-
fi ku ju even tu al ne po te ško će sa ko ji ma se su sre ću na stav ni ci i ro di te lji u pro ce su 
pru ža nja po dr ške da ro vi tim uče ni ci ma 3) da se utvr de pre fe ra bil ni ob li ci do dat ne 
po dr ške. Re zul ta ti is tra ži va nja su uka za li da, osim do pri no sa po je di nih pred met-
nih na stav ni ka, ve li ki do pri nos u ra du sa de com da ju ro di te lji/na stav ni ci srod nih 
pred me ta, men to ri u me stu i van me sta sta no va nja uče ni ka i vr šnjač ki men to ri. 
Na stav ni ci is ti ču da sla ba mo ti va ci ja (usled iz o stan ka ma te ri jal ne sti mu la ci je), ali 
i ne do volj na zna nja po je di nih na stav ni ka za pri pre me uče ni ka za vi so ke ni voe 
tak mi če nja pred sta vlja ju ozbilj ne po te ško će u pru ža nju do dat ne po dr ške uče ni-
ci ma. Ro di te lji se su o ča va ju sa pro ble mom pro na la že nja ade kvat nog men to ra, 
kao i zna čaj nim ma te ri jal nim ula ga nji ma. Do dat na po dr ška na lo kal nom ni vou 
tre ba da se za sni va na iden ti fi ko va nju i ma te ri jal noj sti mu la ci ji na stav ni ka/men-
to ra, kao i struč nja ka u obla sti da ro vi to sti (psi ho lo ga) ko ji bi bi li sa rad ni ci Re gi o-
nal nog cen tra za ta len te, ali zah te va i zna čaj na ma te ri jal na sred sta va iz grad skog 
bu dže ta.

Ključ ne re či: da ro vi ti uče ni ci, do dat na po dr ška, Re gi o nal ni cen tar za ta len te, fi nan-
si je
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abstract
In the present context of globalization and the general competition, creativity 

(creation of new and applicable ideas) and innovation (profitable implementation 
of creativity) became a condition of survival. On this occasion, the European 
Parliament and the Council of Europe adopted a document introduces a system 
organized to stimulate creativity and innovation in the Member States at all 
levels of education. Contemporary creative techniques emphasis on creating an 
environment that stimulates the imagination and therefore generates more fresh 
- new ideas. The education system has, in addition to good quality base, also the 
certain disadvantages, related to the ability of expression of creativity. One of 
the disadvantages of the traditional system of education is mostly learning facts, 
with an emphasis on the knowledge test based on the system “right – wrong”. 
Study research has shown that the introduction of games as teaching methods 
is indispensable for the development of creativity and innovation, stimulation of 
original ideas and changing perceptions of risk - the release of fear of failure.

The educational system of each country has an important role to prepare 
pupils/students for responsible tasks in the future life for community welfare, 
offering the necessary knowledge adoption and practice acquisition. However, the 
knowledge per se is not enough for new challenges and unknown situations that 
can occur in upcoming times. The progress of civilization requires new ideas and 
their implementation for a brighter prosperity of each and every citizen. It is not 
smart to deal only with knowledge during the education and leave the creation of 
fresh ideas for the times when students become employees and use their brain 
only for the wealth of their companies.

On the other hand, the need to strengthen the creative and innovative 
competencies to effectively meet the challenges of globalization and increased 
competition significantly enlarged the demand of fresh ideas in most market 
oriented companies, especially the ones that wish to establish or keep the leading 
position on the global and/or local market. Thousands of dollars are spent for 
research and development of new product/services from inner and outer sources, 
including employees, customers and agencies for creative development. Yet, one 
massive source is not used at all or at least not enough – student’s imagination. 
Students are fed with a lot of facts, but often have no chance to think creatively 
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and express their own ideas about different issues. Having in mind that the most 
attractive activities for the students are playing games, a relaxing act opposite to 
memorizing facts, we opted for a game as a method to stimulate their creativity. 
That initiated the creation of a new, original model that can provide the functional 
creativity, which will generate new and applicable ideas for the efficient, prosperous 
and sustainable development. We will use experimental method for our research, 
and then conduct a comparative analysis of the experimental and control groups.

Key words: creativity, innovation, effectiveness, game, doris tool

Introduction

Education, Efficiency, and Effectiveness

One of the most important inventions in human history according 
to the general opinion is the Gutenberg printing press from 1450, which 
has enabled the spreading of knowledge and ideas across the progressive 
world. Instead of the slow manual transcription, copying or printing 
individual fixed wooden panels, a new machine with movable type surface 
enabled fast reproduction and distribution of books and pamphlets. 
Knowledge has become widely available, provided the education a strong 
basis for further expansion. From then on, much has changed in the 
world, especially in the 20th century when technological development has 
reached unimaginable proportions. During last 50-60 years technology 
has become the key locomotive of the global economy. Knowledge, thanks 
to the development of modern communications, especially the Internet, is 
available virtually to everyone, in every corner of the Earth, and every day 
is enriched with new insights, information and facts.

The question is whether today’s education system promptly follows 
the daily changes and responds to the demands of the modern market, 
which in conditions of global competition seeks staff who are able to pro-
vide continuity of successful business, launching new products and ser-
vices, as well as expanding into new markets.

A typical system of education in Western civilization is based on me-
morizing: learn, remember and repeat. „Most of a child’s time at school is 
devoted to the acquisition, retention and testing of knowledge. Children 
learn methods and facts and are then tested on how well they can apply 
those methods and remember those facts.” (Sloane, 2006) The dilemma 
is whether it is still enough to learn a lot of facts, given that knowledge is 
continually updated and changes. In this respect the difference between 
the efficiency and effectiveness should be noted.

„An educational system emphasized efficiency over effectiveness. 
We were taught that getting the right answer was far more important than 
knowing why it was right. If we do not know why an answer is right, we 
cannot use the knowledge effectively. We can use it to get the results we 
want.“ (Donalee, 2003) The best ally of knowledge is curiosity. „One of the 
most important creative skills we need to learn is the art of questioning. 
We should question everything, every cherished assumption, every rule 
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and method.” (Sloane, 2006) Learning the facts, with no curiosity to dis-
cover something new, leads to stagnation, knowledge does not expand 
in scope and content, which means there’s no progress. „The important 
thing is not to stop questioning.“ (Albert Einstein)

Since many facts about the world and the processes around us are 
complementing with new insights, changing due to new information or even 
reversed (in case they have been ineffective in practice), with a high speed, 
almost every day, the knowledge acquired in school is more or less far 
lagging behind the actual fact. Students in these conditions, “are fed” with a 
myriad of facts, a part of which is completely useless in modern conditions, 
and a good portion (the newer data) can be easily found on the Internet.

In these circumstances it is important to understand the difference 
between the concepts of efficiency and effectiveness. „In a 24 - hour day, 
we all have 24 hours. How we use those hours, and the minutes that 
make them up, can be measured in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. 
If we’re running around getting a lot done, we may be very efficient but 
not particularly effective. In “The Effective Executive”, (Peter Drucker, 2006) 
defined efficiency as “getting things done right” and effectiveness as “getting 
the right things done.” Because time is limited, it makes more sense to do 
the “right things” than to simply do “things right.” (Donalee, 2003)

Learning facts and remember them belongs into the category of 
efficiency: a student can learn, for example, all the lessons by heart and 
reproduce word by word exactly, in which case will be regarded as an 
excellent example of a good student; on the other hand, if the lessons that 
he had learned by heart, he doesn’t know how to use it in the near future 
in order to achieve a measurable effect (for instance for the company in 
which he is employed) the lessons are going to be totally useless, and the 
time spent for their memorizing is a waste of time. If the student can draw 
at least one precept from these lessons, he will be able to creatively apply 
it and that would have a greater effect: the student would be satisfied, and 
the remaining time he could devote to other things.

Games and Creativity

In 1958 Albert Schreiber wrote an article in the Journal of the Acade-
my of Management about “another new teaching technique” which was 
said to offer “attractive possibilities for improved learning experiences” 
(Schreiber, 1958). “This new technique was the use of games” (Verzat et al., 
2009). In the literature, the nine-dot puzzle problem - frame of reference 
(Akin, Ö., Akin, C., 1998) and the Mutilated Checkerboard (MC) problem 
(Kaplan, C.A., Simon, H.A., 1990) are well known examples of games that 
require creativity to be solved.

One of the most popular games is Lego. When testing the technical 
schools in the north of France, „the use of Lego was found appealing to the 
students and provided an excellent medium for teaching design, programming 
skills, and creativity.” (Verzat et al., 2009). In other cases, which is investigating 
in the companies Nokia, Daimler - Chrysler, Ikea, and Alcatel, Kimberly Jaussi 
concluded that “legos work because they let executives visualize abstract 
concepts like ‘value chain’ or ‘process engineering’ by actually building their 
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interpretations of them” (Sawyer, 2006) “Different games can be used with 
different teaching objectives in mind.“ Special creative games should be able 
to “influence creativity and imagination, stimulate original and innovative 
ideas, or alter risk-perception is warranted. (Verzat et al., 2009).

Some authors of classical understanding suspiciously ask: How can 
the puzzles improve mental agility? “Precisely because it is innocuous. 
Puzzles give pleasure in much the same way that jokes do. They create 
suspense and a mild anxiety, lead us astray, and surprise us with 
counterintuitive answers. Puzzles stimulate the imagination in ways that 
logical reasoning cannot.” (Donalee, 2003). Games can create ‘imaginary 
worlds and hypothetical spaces where players can test ideas and 
experience their consequences’ (Squire & Jenkins, 2003). Play commonly 
signifies a form of activity with three intrinsic features. It is separable 
from everyday life (especially as against “work”; it exists within a “magic 
circle”), safe (“consequence free” or non-productive), and pleasurable or 
“fun” (normatively positive) (Malaby, 2007). „Play appears to be a creative 
process in the nature of humor. This is supported by the fact that play 
and humor are constituted by the same general mood of cheerfulness 
and enthusiasm and that neither the playful or humoristic situation last 
beyond the moment they occur.“ (Hammershøj, L. G., 2014) 

Study research has shown that the introduction of games as teaching 
methods is indispensable for the development of creativity and innova-
tion, stimulate original ideas and changing perceptions of risk – the re-
lease of fear of failure. On one hand a game is taken very seriously by 
the players, but at the same time the players remember that “it is only a 
game”. The game is relaxing and entertaining precisely because it relieves 
us from the burden of decisions making “in the real world”, and allows 
participants to remain creative (Heifetz, 2010).

Purposes of the Study

The subject of this research is an attempt to find ways of providing 
functional creativity that will generate new, original and applicable ideas 
in the function of effective and efficient, prosperous and sustainable de-
velopment.

The aim of the research is to check the effectiveness of the GAME 
model and a tool based on this model on fostering functional creativity.

Research hypotheses

By applying tools based on the GAME model it is possible to impro-
ve the development process of new products that allow the schools or 
companies anywhere in the world to increase the level of creativity in 
designing new and innovative products (generating ideas), identification 
and evaluation of non-articulated idea (perception and evaluation) for the 
design of new and innovative products based on the accepted concept 
development for existing, potential or completely new markets. Based on 
the object and purpose of the research, the basic and specific research 
hypotheses are defined.
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Hypotheses.
H1: The use of the tool based on the structured GAME model causes 

increasing creativity of users.
Specific / distinctive methods for hypothesis H1
H1.1: There is a significant difference between the experimental and 

control groups in the total number of generated ideas in terms of creative 
problem solving ideas.

By measuring the number of generated ideas and comparing these 
numbers for the experimental and control group, the hypotheses will be 
confirmed or denied.

Setting the game model

The environment and the needs of the modern world in the 21st 
century are characterized by globalization, competition on the national 
and global level, the dynamic changes in technologies, communications, 
markets, people’s preferences etc., and all of that together affects the eco-
nomy. We need a model of creativity that would be universally applicable, 
while at the same time provides a stimulating creativity, both for students 
in schools and for managers and employees in the companies.

Driven by this goal, we propose a new approach and a new model of 
creativity: the GAME model. The GAME is an acronym of four interrelated 
elements: Globalization, Authenticity, Medicalization and Edutainment. In 
short, the GAME model emphasizes the necessity of respecting the criteria 
that create basic preconditions for the creation of tools to facilitate and 
accelerate the process of generating new ideas: a globally acceptable, au-
thentic, with the medical effects, as well as the educational effects that are 
entertaining and entertainment that educates.

The modules of the GAME model are:
G - Globalization i.e. coverage of the whole world (the Globe). 
a –  Authenticity i.e. originality, uniqueness, singularity. In addition to 

the originality of the design that should be significantly improved 
in comparison to existing products, it should allow any user to 
create their own, authentic solution. 

m –  Medicalization i.e. treatment of the social or mental problems. A 
product should have a curative effect / impact on the prevention 
and slowing diseases like dementia and stress, or be used for 
mental recreation.

E -  Edutainment (the convergence of education and entertainment 
- Wolf , M.J. 1999). Edutainment is a demand for education that 
entertains and entertainment that is designed to educate.

A tool for fostering creativity, based on the GAME model, should be 
acceptable for any individual, in any school or a company in the world, 
regardless of the characteristics such as language, alphabet, education, 
experience, gender etc. Having in mind these differences between people 
and the desire for expression of unique personalities, a tool must allow 
each individual an authentic expression without repetition over a long pe-
riod of time; otherwise saturation will occur, with no challenge, and no 
new ideas. Third, an individual student or employee is faced with a lot of 
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problems in the school or workplace, at home and in the overall environ-
ment, so being mentally burdened in this state, under stress, trying to 
deal with all the challenges and tasks, they are not able to commit to the 
creative thinking that requires full concentration. The tool has to virtually 
separate the individual person from everyday problems and thus relieve 
them of stress, allowing creative thinking. Fourth, the use of the tool has 
to be fun: it has to allow users to use it at their own will; coercion causes 
resistance to participation in the creative process. Additional quality of the 
tool should be an educational function, so that the user can improve co-
gnitive abilities while having fun, and that educational moment can raise 
the value and appreciation of the tools in the eyes of the user.

Doris tool meets all 4 criteria: (G) it is based on a universal language 
of basic colors; (A) everybody can create their own figure – authentically 
genuine work; (M) DORIS allows participants a virtual journey to the ima-
ginary world, released from the pressure of wrong decisions and fears 
of failure; (E) Doris have an entertaining character, providing satisfaction 
and it offers educational contents - practical ‘lessons’ from combinatorics: 
there are 10 ^ 36 (ten to the power of 36) possible combinations for 24 
octagons in three colors, while Rubik’s cube 3x3 has “only” 10 ^ 23.

All of the above requirements and attributes of the tool have a key 
goal – to encourage each user to find hidden ideas that are stored so-
mewhere or initiated by its use, to emerge in the daylight and allow the 
school or a company to, by evaluating generated ideas, their selection and 
implementation, ensure its survival and prosperity in an increasingly com-
petitive market. 

Through the operational process of imagination, students develop 
new and creative ideas that can lead to the generation of products or 
concrete objects. This process provides students with opportunities to 
explore the world, identify their interests, find solutions to problems, 
and further develop abilities that are necessary for the future (Ho H.C. 
et al., 2013). Based on these assumptions, we used a specially designed 
tool to stimulate student’s imagination and applied a combination of two 
types of creativity trainings: (a) creativity training which is concentrated 
on developing participants’ creativity and (b) sessions of creative problem 
solving— based on work with heuristics, tactics and strategies of creative 
problem-solving. (Karwowski, M., Soszynski M., 2008)

Research methodology

the sample

50 high school students - two groups of 25 students (aged 15-16): 
divided in an experimental group and in control group. 

The difference between the experimental and the control group was 
the game they are allowed to use: Doris tool or Rubik’s cube. Since the 
all participants were familiar with the Rubik’s cube, we introduced a new 
game Doris as a test variable to the experimental group, while the control 
group does not receive the test variable. 
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Research process 

The aim of the experiment is to give participants the possibility of 
expressing unlimited imagination, with no limits and barriers. All students 
were divided into two groups – the experimental and control group of 25 
people. The exercise takes 60 minutes and each participant in the expe-
rimental group is given a Doris (award winning game – the best puzzle 
of the year 2009 by US Games Magazine - For Creative Minds at Play) set 
of 24 pieces, while students from control group were given Rubik’s cube 
3x3x3.

While Doris tool meets all 4 GAME model criteria, Rubik’s cube do 
not meet all 4 criteria: Authenticity is missing, since Rubik’s cube don’t 
offer a possibility for making creative designs and showing authenticity 
but rather a right and wrong solution, so Rubik’s cube do not enhance 
student’s imagination. 

The first 45 minutes, participants in experimental group used Doris 
tool to make free-form figures (making concrete shapes from their imagi-
nation by 24 Doris pieces), while participants from a control group were 
invited to make solid patterns (same color sides) using Rubik’s cube. The 
rule in the experimental group was: “there is no wrong solution” but only 
good, better and the best.

The last 10 minutes, participants from both groups were invited to 
answer the following question: “if I had a 10 million Euro, in what new 
product/service I would invest that money to ensure personal sustainable 
way of life and prosperous future of a mankind?” They did not obliged to 
elaborate the ideas, just to write out short description, whatever cross 
their mind.

We have used experimental method for our research, and then con-
ducted a comparative analysis of the experimental and control groups: 
the results of two groups were their creative ideas for new products/ser-
vices.

Creativity measures

When the participants finished their list of fresh ideas for new pro-
ducts/services, we simply counted the number of ideas for each group 
and compared the results of the two groups.

Table 1: Number of new ideas generated - total and average per participant

The results are obvious: while participants in the experimental group, 
who used Doris tool for stimulation of creativity, generated 236 ideas in 
the creative problem solving phase of the experiment i.e. 9.44 ideas per 

Experimental group Control group
total number of new ideas 236 138

average number of new 
ideas per participant

9,44 5,52
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participant, in the control group, who used a Rubik’s cube, participant 
have generated 138 ideas or an average number of 5,52 ideas per partici-
pant. The relation between the results (measured by number of ideas) of 
two groups is 1,71 : 1.

Results
Idea Generation

The total number of ideas generated that way in the experimental 
group has surpassed even the most optimistic predictions, and the sub-
sequent analysis and evaluation of the collected ideas showed that about 
5% of the idea comes from far beyond the standard framework of thin-
king (out of the box) and potentially could be applied in solving the issues 
of life. The students-participants have showed great satisfaction that they 
had the opportunity to express their ideas, because as they all admitted 
they were never asked to do anything like that before; the creative work-
shop they assessed as interesting and extremely helpful and they also 
think that it should be included in regular school activities.

The above mentioned results from the experimental group (Doris 
tool) were compared to the results of the control group (Rubik’s cube). 
Based on the t-test for independent samples, the significance of diffe-
rences between experimental and control groups in the number of ideas 
was tested. 

Table 2:  Differences between the experimental and the control group in the 
number of ideas

E stands for an experimental group, C stands for a control group

Ideas group aS SD t(2065) p

Ideas for 
improving 

existing 
products

E 2.37 2.06 -25.63 .000

C 5.75 3.73

Ideas 
for new 
areas of 

application 
of existing 
products

E 10.55 5.83 22.07 .000

C 5.71 3.92

Brand new 
products 

which 
are not 

produced 
yet

E 12.41 8.20 32.09 .000

C 3.42 3.60
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Discussion
Einstein said: “When I examine myself and my methods of thought, 

I come to the conclusion that the gift of fantasy has meant more to me 
than my talent for absorbing positive knowledge.” Ideas, relationships, 
connections, and dreams lie just below the surface, waiting to be perceived 
and unpacked. (Caine, G., 2004).

Providing an open and relaxing atmosphere classroom, without 
any kind of pressure, students feel free to play as they used to as a little 
children in the kindergarten. This is the opposite of regular classes where 
students expect to be tested at any moment and feel a more or less degree 
of anxiety. This is the first preposition. Complete freedom of choice for the 
participants of the experimental group in number and forms of the figures 
they make is an additional contribution to the relaxing atmosphere. Using 
24 octagonal Doris pieces to arrange a shape of their own will, without 
previous experience, students needed to use their imagination to join 
parts into a whole picture. The self-confidence is increasing every time the 
moderator encourages students to continue that way: an average time 
to make a first shape was around 10 minutes, but each time moderator 
photographed the figures and confirm the shape is OK student needed 
less time to finish next shape, so at the end even more complicated 
figures were finished after 1 minute or less. This is a very important point, 
because the lack of self-confidence is one of the main barriers of creativity. 
“Roughly half of the people surveyed believe they have skills in creativity 
while the other half is filled with doubts about their creative abilities. One 
of the fundamental principles of Innovation is ‘Believe in Creativity’. As 
many great psychologists will tell you, “If you think you can, you can and 
if you think you can’t, you can’t!” (Dundon, 2002). Doris tool, based on a 
simple rule of matching colors enables every student to be creative and 
strengthen the belief in their own creative ability. Many ideas remain 
unspoken because of lack of confidence and belief in their value. On the 
other hand, the control group has no possibility to express their creative 
since the task was to solve pre-determined task - arrange 26 pieces to get 
as much as possible sides of a cube in the same color (1 to 6).The solution 
how to solve Rubik’s cube is only one and it is available on the Internet, so 
students were able to repeat the solution they found and memorized or 
try to solve it by themselves.

Students in the experimental group didn’t need to be artists to make 
figures that look like an artistic work. What makes their work artistic is 
their imagination. The fact is that there are two hemispheres of the brain: 
the “right brain” and “left brain”. Roger Sperry won the 1981 Nobel Prize 
in Medicine for his groundbreaking work in the area of brain dominance. 
„Each side, or hemisphere, of the brain possesses specialized and diffe-
rentiated functions. The left side of the brain is thought to dominate lan-
guage, logic, and scientific and analytical tasks, while the right side of the 
brain is thought to dominate visual, spatial, and artistic tasks. Over time, 
the right brain has become associated with creativity. (Dundon, 2002). 
Some studies have indeed shown that the right hemisphere seems to be 
involved more in case of an Aha! flash of insight. For instance, one study 
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(Bowden, E.M. & Jung-Beeman, 2003) found that activity was greater in the 
right hemisphere when participants solved a task via insight, rather than 
piecemeal. Another showed that brief exposure to a puzzle clue was more 
useful to the right hemisphere, than the left, as if the right hemisphere 
were nearer the answer (Jung-Beeman et al., 2004). The latest researching 
results showed that both brain hemispheres are needed for creativity.

 These creativity trainings with Doris tool are focused on increasing 
participants’ creative potential and creative abilities. Making figures by ar-
ranging 24 Doris pieces, students engage their spatial and visual cognitive 
abilities, i.e. the right side of the brain. The very important fact is that each 
and every student – participant of the experiment - was able to make nu-
merous figures of their choice, and felt very proud and satisfied with their 
work. Encouragement by teacher to continue that way, photographing all 
works and the basic rule repeated perpetually that “there is no wrong 
solution” but only good, better and the best, made participant very sti-
mulated to try their best to make original figure and show their creativity. 
The figures they made look like art. Like the painters see the same thing 
in many different ways, participants made the figures of various things in 
so many different ways, but each of them was different and created by 
personal sense of participants. “Grounding in the arts is a superb way of 
supporting the capacity to see beyond the obvious and dance with possi-
bility”.(Caine, G., 2004)

Conclusion
The usage of Doris tool based on a GAME MODEL showed that such 

an imaginative game could raise an interest for the expression of creativity 
in schools, could build self-confidence of the participants, and enhance 
creative ways of thinking. The students-participants were in the shoes of 
decision-making persons and allowed to express their own ideas how to 
make the world a better place. They were extremely happy to have that 
chance and unlike the classic repetition of facts they really enjoyed the 
opportunity to express their unspoken wishes that nobody ask them to 
do it before. It’s an encouraging fact that the majority of the generated 
ideas was the result of imagination and focused on radical innovation or 
new fields of implementation of existing technologies. On the other hand, 
Rubik’s cube didn’t offer a possibility for making creative designs and 
showing authenticity but rather a right and wrong solution, thus making 
majority of students frustrated when the right solution wasn’t found easy, 
so after that play Rubik’s cube did not enhance their imagination and build 
up their visual and spatial cognitive capabilities.
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apstrakt
U sa da šnjem kon tek stu glo ba li za ci je i op šte kon ku ren ci je, stva ra la štvo (kre i ra-

nje no vih i pri men lji vih ide ja) i ino va ci je (pro fi ta bil na im ple men ta ci ja kre a tiv no sti) 
po sta li su uslov op stan ka. Iz tih raz lo ga, Evrop ski par la ment i Sa vet Evro pe usvo ji li 
su do ku ment ko ji uvo di or ga ni zo va ni si stem za pod sti ca nje kre a tiv no sti i ino va ci ja 
u ze mlja ma čla ni ca ma na svim ni vo i ma obra zo va nja. Sa vre me ne kre a tiv ne teh ni ke 
na gla ša va ju neo p hod nost stva ra nja okru že nja ko je sti mu li še ma štu i sto ga stva ra 
sve že - no ve ide je. Obra zov ni si stem, po red do brih kva li te ta, ima i od re đe ne ne-
do stat ke, ko ji se od no se na spo sob nost iz ra ža va nja kre a tiv no sti. Je dan od ne do-
sta ta ka tra di ci o nal nog si ste ma obra zo va nja je uglav nom uče nje či nje ni ca, sa na-
gla skom na te stu zna nja za sno va nom na si ste mu “is prav no - po gre šno”. Stu dij sko 
is tra ži va nje je po ka za lo da je uvo đe nje iga ra kao na stav nih me to da neo p hod no za 
raz voj kre a tiv no sti i ino va ci ja, sti mu li sa nje ori gi nal nih ide ja i pro me nu per cep ci je 
ri zi ka - oslo ba đa nje stra ha od ne u spe ha.

Obra zov ni si stem sva ke ze mlje ima va žnu ulo gu da pri pre mi uče ni ke / stu den te 
za od go vor ne za dat ke u bu dućem ži vo tu za do bro bit za jed ni ce, pru ža jući mo guć-
nost usva ja nje neo p hod nih zna nja i sti ca nje ve šti na. Me đu tim, zna nje sa mo po se-
bi ni je do volj no za no ve iza zo ve i ne po zna te si tu a ci je ko je mo gu na sta ti u bu du ćim 
vre me ni ma. Na pre dak ci vi li za ci je zah te va no ve ide je i nji ho vu im ple men ta ci ju za 
na pred ni ji pro spe ri tet sva kog gra đa ni na. Ni je pa met no ba vi ti se sa mo sti ca njem 
zna nja to kom obra zo va nja i osta vi ti stva ra nje sve žih ide ja za vre me ka da stu den ti 
po sta nu za po sle ni i ko ri ste svo ju pa met sa mo za do bro bit svo jih kom pa ni ja.

Sa dru ge stra ne, po tre ba za ja ča njem kre a tiv nih i ino va tiv nih kom pe ten ci ja ka-
ko bi se efi ka sno su o či li sa iza zo vi ma glo ba li za ci je i po većanom kon ku ren ci jom 
zna čaj no su po većali po tra žnju sve žih ide ja u većini tr ži šno ori jen ti sa nih kom pa ni-
ja, po seb no onih ko ji že le us po sta vi ti ili za dr ža ti vo deću po zi ci ju na na glo bal nom i 
/ ili lo kal nom tr ži štu. Hi lja de do la ra tro ši se za is tra ži va nje i raz voj no vih pro iz vo da 
/ uslu ga iz unu tra šnjih i spo lja šnjih iz vo ra, uklju ču jući za po sle ne, kup ce i agen ci-
je za kre a tiv ni raz voj. Pa ipak, je dan ma siv ni iz vor se uop šte ne ko ri sti ili ba rem 
ne do volj no - ma šta uče ni ka i stu de na ta. Uče ni ci/stu den ti se op te re ću ju sa pu no 
či nje ni ca, ali če sto ne ma ju šan se da kre a tiv no raz mi šlja ju i iz ra ža va ju svo je ide je 
o raz li či tim pi ta nji ma. Ima jući u vi du či nje ni cu da su naj a trak tiv ni je ak tiv no sti za 
uče ni ke igra nje iga ra, opu šta jući uži tak su prot no me mo ri sa nju či nje ni ca, od lu či-
li smo se za igru kao me tod za pod sti ca nje nji ho ve kre a tiv no sti. To je po kre nu lo 
stva ra nje no vog, ori gi nal nog mo de la ko ji mo že pru ži ti funk ci o nal nu kre a tiv nost, 
ko ja će ge ne ri sa ti no ve i pri mje nji ve ide je za efi ka san, pro spe ri te tan i odr živ raz voj. 
Ko ri stićemo eks pe ri men tal nu me to du za na še is tra ži va nje, a za tim spro ve sti kom-
pa ra tiv nu ana li zu eks pe ri men tal ne i kon trol ne gru pe.

Ključ ne re či: kre a tiv nost, ino va ci je, efek tiv nost, igra, Do ris tool
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abstract
Contemporary didactic-methodical research is focused on defining as many 

factors as possible that can positively influence on the quality and quantity of 
student knowledge. School learning can be presented as a complex construct 
because it is under the influence of many factors. One of these factors is 
motivation. Motivation is a theoretical construct that is used to explain the 
initiation, orientation, intensity, consistency and quality of behavior, especially 
behavior directed towards a particular goal, which in the case of school learning is 
to increase the quality and quantity of knowledge.

The focus of this research was to examine the motivation of gifted students 
for learning physics. In this research gifted students of the fourth grade of the 
gymnasium “J. J. Zmaj” in Novi Sad were participate. For this research SMTSL 
questionnaire which measure five components of student motivation: self-
efficacy, application of active learning strategies, understanding of the importance 
of physics as a science, orientation to achievement and orientation to learning was 
used.

The main results of the research showed that the components self-efficacy and 
the motivation oriented towards achievement were highly valued. The smallest 
value was for component understanding of the importance of physics as a science. 
The obtained high value of the component of self-efficacy directly points to a high 
level of a students’ confidence in their own ability to successfully perform tasks. 
The high value of the component of the motivation oriented towards achievement 
indicates that students are aiming to compete with other students in learning 
natural science, getting attention of teachers, but also to achieve high marks for 
taking the entrance exam.

The main conclusion can be highlighted by the students’ interest in all five 
components of the motivation examined by this test, but that the components 
of self-efficacy and motivation focused on achievement have been singled out 
separately. 

Key words: gifted students, physics, motivation, self-efficacy, understanding of the 
importance of physics as a science.
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Introduction
Contemporary didactic-methodical research is focused on defining as 

many factors as possible that can positively influence on the quality and 
quantity of student knowledge (Bandura, 1991; Hanrahan, 1998; Olić, 2016). 
School learning can be presented as a complex construct because it is under 
the influence of many factors. One of these factors is motivation. According 
to Olić (2016), Maehr and Meyer define motivation as a theoretical construct 
that is used to explain the initiation, direction, intensity, persistence, and 
quality of behaviour, especially behaviour directed towards a specific goal, 
which in the case of school learning increase the quality and quantity of 
knowledge (Hoffman, 2015). Because of the breadth and complexity of the 
definition of the concept of motivation developed numerous theories that 
have sought to better describe and explain this term. Therefore according 
to Moeed (2015), Eccles and Wigfield have classified related theories of 
motivation into five major categories: theories focused on expectancies 
for success; task value; integrate expectancies and values; integrating 
motivation and cognition and theories of motivation and volition. Due to 
the complexity of the concept of motivation and the number of theories 
dealing with it, several instruments have been developed in order to better 
determine the motivation of students. In this research, a questionnaire 
developed by Tuan et al. (2005) and translated by Olić, Ninković and 
Adamov (2016) has been applied. It involves the examination of students’ 
self-efficacy, active learning, appreciation of Physics, motivation oriented 
on achievement, and motivation oriented on learning.

methodology
The main problem of research is the documented gap between the 

need for physicists, as educated people who can respond to technical, 
technological and economic challenges, on the one hand, and the general 
low motivation of students for physics learning, on the other. The aim of 
this research was to examine the motivation of gifted students for learning 
physics. The goal of this subject is to develop students’ ability for critical 
thinking, scientific reasoning and acquiring competence in solving problems. 
It is therefore important to examine the students’ motivation for studying 
physics and their perception of the importance of physics in everyday life.

The aim of the research is operationalized through the following 
research tasks: 

1.  To examine the level of gifted students’ motivation to learn Physics. 
2.  To examine the correlation between components of motivation and 

grades of physics at the end of the first semester, or to determine 
which component best explains the student’s achievement in physics.

Instrument

A standardized questionnaire for students’ motivation towards sci-
ence learning, SMTSL, was used as an instrument for this research. This 
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questionnaire measures five components of student motivation, namely: 
self-efficacy, application of active learning strategies, understanding of 
the importance of physics as a science, orientation to achievement and 
orientation to learning. Students used Likert five-point scale was given for 
each question, so that they could give their (dis)agreement with the given 
statements. 

According to valued of Cronbach alpha (α = 0.856) the reliability of 
the test was also shown in our sample. The metric characteristics of the 
scale corresponding to the components of the motivation for learning 
physics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Metric characteristics of the scale.

As can be seen from the data in Table 1, all the components have 
skewness and kurtosis values in the range +/- 2, which indicates a normal 
distribution.

Participant

In this research students of the two classes of the fourth grade of the 
gymnasium “J.J.Zmaj” (gifted students in mathematics) in Novi Sad were 
participated. The students of this direction have a special curriculum with 
significantly more hours of math and physics than students of natural-
mathematical direction. The sample consisted of a 34 gifted students. The 
quantitative analysis in this paper relies on datasets obtained during the 
research conducted in the spring term of the academic year 2017/2018. 

In this study, gender differences in students’ motivation were not 
observed due to the lack of uniformity in the number of respondents by 
gender.

Statistical analysis of Results 

Statistical analyzes: descriptive statistics and the multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) neural network model in the program SPSS 20 were applied. MLP 
model was used as a binary classification method to discover factors that 

mean SD min max Skewness Kurtosis
Self-efficacy 27.26 4.90 17 35 -0.598 -0.563

active learning 
strategies

30.38 5.21 17 40 -0.567 0.056

understanding of the 
importance of Physics 

as a science

18.03 3.53 9 25 -0.237 1.891

motivation oriented 
on achievement

15.41 4.13 4 20 -1.431 1.368

motivation oriented 
on learning

19.09 5.59 5 25 -1.077 0.616
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had a strong influence on students’ success in Physics. For this method, 
the data are encoded so that if the student had a grade higher than 4 it 
was assigned with value 1, otherwise it was the value 0. 

Results of Research
Table 2 shows the mean value of the components of the motivation 

of gifted students in our research.

Tabela 2. Descriptive Statistics of individual components of motivation.

As can be seen from Table 2, students were highly rated questions 
related to the component self-efficacy (M = 3.91, SD = 0.68), then the 
component of the motivation oriented towards achievement (M = 3.88, 
SD = 1.00), slightly less were application of active learning strategies (M 
= 3.81, SD = 0.64) and motivation orientation to learning (M = 3.82, SD = 
1.12). The smallest value was for the component understanding of the 
importance of physics as a science (M = 3.62, SD = 0.67). The obtained 
high value of the component of self-efficacy directly points to a high level 
of a students’ confidence in their own ability to successfully perform tasks 
(Olić, Adamov, & Babic-Kekez, 2014). It means that students by themselves 
evaluate their abilities, how much effort they put to solve the problem and. 
etc. To the extent that persuasive boosts in the perceived self-efficacy lead 
people to try hard enough to succeed, self-affirming beliefs promote the 
development of skills and a sense of personal efficacy (Bandura, 1997). 
The high value of the component of the motivation oriented towards 
achievement indicates that students are aiming to compete with other 
students in learning natural science, getting the attention of teachers, but 
also to achieve high marks for taking the entrance exam. Also, students 
focus on the achievement saying that they are aware that their choice of 
the faculty depends on their achievement in the secondary school, and, 
therefore, they pay special attention to this category of motivation. On our 
sample, the highly assessed is component oriented towards learning. The 
obtain result indicates that the tested high school students are focussed 
on learning as the essential understanding of the material. The obtained 
perceived value for the component, understanding the importance 
of physics as a science, points to the students’ not noticing the real 
importance of physics in everyday life, although they are surrounded on a 
daily basis by physical laws and physical phenomena.

mean SD
Self-efficacy 3.91 0.68

active learning strategies 3.81 0.64

understanding of the importance of Physics as a science 3.62 0.67

motivation oriented on achievement 3.88 1.00

motivation oriented on learning 3.82 1.12
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The relationship between students’ motivation to learn physics was 
examined using correlation coefficient and MLP model. Table 3 shows the 
values of the coefficient of correlation of the components of motivation 
and grades of physics.

Table 3.  Correlation coefficient of components of motivation and grades of 
physics.

*p<0.05

As can be seen from Table 3, the obtained result have shown a posi-
tive correlation of the mean strength between the grades of physics and 
components: Self-efficacy, Active learning strategies, Understanding of the 
importance of Physics as a science and Motivation oriented on learning. 
Therefore, the higher perceived values of self-efficacy, the motivation ori-
ented to understanding the content of physics and the understanding of 
the connection with other problems and examples from life with the use 
of active learning strategies contribute to achieving higher achievements 
in Physics. 

In order to better understand the contribution of the components 
of motivation to the explanation of student achievement in physics, MLP 
model neural network was applied. The applied model was obtained that 
area under the ROC curve 0.825 which gives us the accuracy of the model. 
Table 4 shows the contributions of the motivation components to the ex-
planation of student achievement in physics measured by the final grade 
at the end of the first semester. 

Table 4. Contribution of components of motivation to student achievement.

Self-
efficacy

active 
learning 

strategies

understanding 
of the 

importance of 
Physics as a 

science

motivation 
oriented on 

achievement

motivation 
oriented 

on 
learning

Grades 
of 

Physics

0.541* 0.346* 0.346* -0.190 0.467*

Importance Normalized 
importance

Self-efficacy 0,282 76,6%

active learning strategies 0,053 14,3%

understanding of the importance of 
Physics as a science

0,368 100,0%

motivation oriented on 
achievement

0,255 69,1%

motivation oriented on learning 0,042 11,5%
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As can be seen from Table 4, the component of appreciation of Phy-
sics as a science is highlighted as a component that fully explains the 
student’s achievement in Physics. So if students understand the impor-
tance and application of this science in every day, but also in professional 
life, they will achieve better results in the tests of knowledge. Component 
self-efficacy and motivation-oriented motivation are also significantly con-
tributed to the explanation of student achievement. The graphic repre-
sentation of component contribution is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.  Normalized importance of the contribution of the components of the 
motive to the explanation of student achievement from Physics.

As part of the research, student aspirations were examined on the 
choice of studies and the science of science they want to deal with in the 
future. The results of the research showed that 38.2% of the respondents 
would like to be in the future engaged in computer science, 17.6% in na-
tural sciences and 14.7% in technical sciences. The results showed a clear 
trend in the popularity of computer sciences, as an external factor.

Discussion
The research was obtained that students expressed interest in all five 

components of the motivation examined by this test, but that the compo-
nents of self-efficacy and motivation focused on achievement have been 
singled out separately. The smallest value was for the component under-
standing of the importance of physics as a science. The obtained result 
indicates that the students surveyed believe that knowledge in physics is 
not relevant to the problems of everyday life. Because of the significance 
of the subject itself for the cognitive development of the child and the de-
velopment of the ability of scientific reasoning, and in order to overcome 
this result, it is necessary for teachers to emphasize the practical value of 

Motivation oriented on 
learning

Motivation oriented on 
achievement

Understanding of the 
importace of Physics as 

a science

Active learning 
strategies

Self-efficacy
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materials and apply them to create examples of tasks with meaningful 
and practically relevant data. Similar results were obtained in the studies 
Olić (2016) and Olić, Adamov and Babić-Kekez (2014). According to results 
of the research Olić (2016), the most powerful predictor of achievement 
in general and in inorganic chemistry is the sense of self-efficacy. The stu-
dents’ belief in their own ability to successfully solve the problems are re-
lated to setting goals, expectations, outcomes, selection of activities, and 
the willingness to put efforts, which results in higher achievement (Olić, 
Adamov, & Babić-Kekez, 2014).

The research has shown that the grades of physics statistically si-
gnificantly correlates with the components: Self-efficacy, Active learning 
strategies, Understanding of the importance of Physics as a science and 
Motivation oriented on learning. Hence, high levels of these components 
follow high grades from physics. According to Lugulov (2010), a student 
who invests a higher mental effort exhibits a higher level of thought acti-
vity, which leads to better results in tests of knowledge. In order to better 
understand the contribution of the components of motivation to the ex-
planation of student achievement in physics, MLP model neural network 
was applied. According to this model identifies three components: Un-
derstanding of the importance of Physics as a science, Self-efficacy and 
Motivation oriented on achievement. Therefore, the recognition of the im-
portance of Physics as a science and its relevance to everyday problems 
and examples from life fully explains the high educational outcomes of 
students. Understanding the examples around them contributes to their 
self-confidence in their own knowledge. 

Conclusion
The main conclusion can be highlighted by the students’ interest in 

all five components of the motivation examined by this test, but that the 
components of self-efficacy and motivation focused on achievement have 
been singled out separately. The smallest value was for the component 
understanding of the importance of physics as a science. From the stand-
point of physics, and in order to increase students’ perceptions of the 
importance of the component understanding the importance of physics 
as a science, teachers need to emphasize the practical value of the ma-
terials and apply them to create examples of tasks with meaningful and 
practically relevant data. It is especially important to monitor how gifted 
students perceive certain components because they are considered one 
of the bearers of future social and technological changes.
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MOTIVACIJA DAROVITIH UČENIKA  
ZA UČENJE FIZIKE

Branka Radulović i Maja Stojanović
Univerzitet u Novom Sadu, Prirodno-matematički fakultet,  

Novi Sad, Republika Srbija

apstrakt
Sa vre me na di dak tič ko-me to dič ka is tra ži va nja okre nu ta su ka pi ta nju de fi ni sa-

nja što ve ćeg bro ja fak to ra ko ji mo gu po zi tiv no uti ca ti na kva li tet i kvan ti tet uče-
nič kog zna nja. Škol sko uče nje se mo že pred sta vi ti kao slo žen kon strukt jer je pod 
uti ca jem broj nih fak to ra. Je dan od tih fak to ra je mo ti va ci ja. Mo ti va ci ja je te o ret ski 
kon strukt ko ji se ko ri sti da se ob ja sni ini ci ra nje, usme re nost, in ten zi tet, po sto ja-
nost i kva li tet po na ša nja, po seb no po na ša nja usme re nog ka od re đe nom ci lju, što 
je u slu ča ju škol skog uče nja po ve ća nje kva li te ta i kva ni te ta zna nja. 

Te ži šte ovog is tra ži va nja sta vlje no je na is pi ti va nje mo ti va ci je da ro vi tih uče ni ka 
za pred met fi zi ka. Cilj ovog na stav nog pred me ta da raz vi je spo sob nost uče ni ka za 
kri tič ko mi šlje nje i na uč no re zo no va nje. U ovom is tra ži va nju uče sto va li su uče ni-
ci če tvr tog raz re da iz ode lje nja ob da re nih uče ni ka u ma te ma tič koj gim na zi ji „J. J. 
Zmaj“ u No vom Sa du. Za ovo is tra ži va nje ko ri šćen je SMTSL (Stu dent’s mo ti va tion 
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to ward sci en ce le ar ning) upit nik ko ji ob u hva ta pet kom po nen ti mo ti va ci je: sa mo-
e fi ka snost, pri me na stra te gi je ak tiv nog uče nja, shva ta nje zna ča ja fi zi ke kao na u ke, 
ori jen ta ci ja na po stig nu će i ori jen ta ci ja na uče nje.

Glav ni re zul ta ti is tra ži va nja po ka za li su da su uče ni ci vi so ko bo do va li pi ta nja ve-
za na za kom po nen tu sa mo e fi ka snost, po tom mo ti va ci ju or jen ti sa nu na po sti gu će, 
ak tiv no uče nje i mo ti va ci ju ori jen ti sa na na uče nje. Naj ma nje je bo do va na kom po-
nen ta shva ta nje zna ča ja fi zi ke kao na u ke. Do bi je na vi so ka vred nost kom po nen te 
sa mo e fi ka sno sti di rekt no uka zu je na vi sok ni vo uve re no sti uče ni ka u sop stve ne 
spo sob no sti uspe šnog oba vlja nja za da ta ka, dok vi so ka vred nost kom po nen te mo-
ti va ci je ori jen ti sa ne na po stig nu će uka zu je da pri uče nju gra di va pri rod nih na u ka 
uče ni ci ima ju za cilj tak mi če nje sa dru gim uče ni ci ma, do bi ja nje pa žnje na stav ni ka, 
ali i po sti za nje vi so kih oce na zbog po la ga nja pri jem nog is pi ta. 

Kao glav ni za klju čak mo že se is ta ći uče nič ka za in te re so va nost za svih pet kom-
po nen ti mo ti va ci je is pi ti va nih ovim te stom, ali da su se kom po nen te sa mo e fi ka-
snost i mo ti va ci ja or jen ti sa na na po stig nu će po seb no iz dvo ji le. Sve kom po nen te 
su ja sno opi sa le ka rak te ri sti ke da ro vi tih uče ni ka. 

Ključ ne re či: da ro vi ti, fi zi ka, mo ti va ci ja, sa mo e fi ka snost, shva ta nje zna ča ja fi zi ke kao 
na u ke.
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aPPlICatIoN oF tHE SCIENtIFIC mEtHoD 
IN tEaCHING CHEmIStRY  
to tHE GIFtED StuDENtS

Jasna Adamov & Stanislava Olić
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abstract
At the “Jovan Jovanovic Zmaj” Grammar School in Novi Sad there is a special 

class of students of the seventh grade who are talented in mathematics, who are 
educated following a special curriculum. These students show additional interest 
in natural sciences and the expansion of knowledge outside the curriculum. The 
aim of this paper was to examine the possibility of teaching chemical contents 
by applying the scientific method of learning in the 7th grade of primary school, 
in a special class of gifted students. Also, the goal was to examine the students’ 
perceptions about this mode of work. The sample of the research consisted of 
20 students of the special class of the 7th grade of the “Jovan Jovanovic Zmaj” 
Grammar School in Novi Sad. The research was conducted during May 2016/17 
school year, in a block of three school hours. The students were divided into 
groups and each group was given the task of examining the effects of one of 
the factors that influence the rate of chemical reaction. Each group of students 
planned the experiment and conducted it, checked their hypothesis and compiled 
a report. In the final part of the class, students discussed the results presented 
and interpreted the mechanism of the influence of certain factors on the rate of 
the chemical reaction. All students expressed the opinion that this kind of work is 
much more interesting and motivating than the traditional one. 

Key words: gifted, education, chemistry, scientific method, reaction rate

Introduction
Gilbert and Newberry (2007) stated that teaching the gifted is very 

difficult, since it comprises very little communication of facts and a lot of 
asking questions, testing their understanding and guidance to suggest a 
solution. This requires a high level of teacher competencies. Many teachers 
face problems when they try to meet the learning needs of their gifted 
students. What is the best way to set challenge to the gifted students? 
How to enable them to learn complex concepts easily and quickly? How 
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can we stimulate their interest, develop autonomy in work, and enable 
them to gain greater independence in learning? 

This is because a gifted and creative learner exhibits the following traits:
- Interest - a desire to solve the problem;
- Intrigue - asking questions, often original and difficult;
- Imagination - finding creative solutions;
-  Persistence - motivation, self-discipline and lack of ability when 

faced with difficulties;
- Relevance - understanding the goal and purpose of learning.
In educating gifted students in natural sciences and mathematics, it 

is important to introduce the new and challenging teaching content early 
enough. In a study by Cross and Coleman (1992) about the attitudes of gif-
ted students towards the study of natural sciences, it has been shown that 
the main objections of students relate to frustration due to the retention 
on already known contents, conditioned by curricula. Later studies also 
confirmed that gifted students needed a vertical extension of the curricu-
lum, that is, prior introduction of content envisaged for older age levels 
(Hacker & Rowe, 1993).

Problem-based learning in teaching of natural sciences has been 
shown to be an excellent solution in working with gifted students because 
it equally motivates both students and teachers (VanTassel-Baska, Bass, 
Ries, Poland, & Avery, 1998). In the review of the study materials for the 
students gifted for natural sciences, Johnson, Boyce, and VanTassel-Baska 
(1995) have shown that materials which are particularly suitable are those 
that provide a balance of content and processes, and especially empha-
size original students’ research, development of the concepts and inter-
disciplinary applications of the learned. Other studies also highlight the 
importance of the findings based on laboratory experiments.

Natural science curricula for initial gifted education should therefore 
be designed to emphasize:

-  concepts: Restructuring curricula of natural sciences by emphasizing 
concepts rather than facts, enables students to gain deeper know-
ledge of fundamental ideas necessary for understanding science 
and conducting science in the real world. Concepts such as systems, 
changes and scaling provide the basics for learning fundamental 
and immutable natural laws.

-  higher level thinking: Students need to learn important scientific con-
cepts, but also to combine these concepts in complex ways. When 
students understand the links and relationships between basic sci-
entific settings and problems in the real world (for example, oil spil-
ling into the ocean), it gives them the opportunity for critical and 
creative thinking in solving the given problem.

-  research and problem-based learning: The better students build their 
knowledge and understanding of science, they will be more able to 
deal with new situations and apply appropriate scientific procedu-
res to solve the problem. By learning through research, students are 
introduced to the way scientists think when they come to a discove-
ry and develop valuable thought processes - skepticism, objectivity 
and curiosity (VanTassel-Baska, Gallagher, Bailey, & Sher, 1993).
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-  scientific method, planning and conducting experiments: Most of the 
experiments in the initial teaching of natural sciences are carried 
out in accordance with detailed instructions in order to confirm 
the previously mentioned facts. facts. Students rarely have the op-
portunity to design experiments themselves. In scientific method 
students are required to read and discuss relevant topics, propose 
hypotheses that should be checked, design an experimental proce-
dure, select the necessary accessories and materials, conduct re-
search, re-discuss and analyze the problem and present the soluti-
on to the appropriate auditorium. Therefore, the scientific method 
of discovery is a challenging and intriguing approach to the learning 
of scientific facts, especially for gifted students.

The scientific method is a complex method that involves certain pha-
ses, assumptions and conditions in order to be successful. The elements 
of the scientific method are various methodical methods, with the purpo-
se of creative creation of scientific knowledge (Gauch, 2013). The scientific 
method consists of a series of logical procedures (Cohen, 2013):

1. problem detection and data collection 
2. setting the hypothesis 
3. design of the experiment 
4. conducting experiment
5. accepting / rejecting the hypothesis 
6. generalization
The teaching method in education is based on the following princip-

les (Sumida and Taber, 2017):
1.  A student sees objects and phenomena from the real world and 

experiments with them.
2.  During the research, the student is thinking and proving, discus-

sing the results obtained, and exchanging experiences with other 
students.

3.  The teacher is a mediator between science and students and leads 
the activity to make progress in the study. He helps in forming con-
clusions and puts them in the context of scientific knowledge. He 
gives information, favors the scientific method, insisting on the si-
gnificance and role of the experiment. The teacher suggests ways 
of research by asking questions, conducting activities related to 
writing texts, creating conditions for constructive thinking and con-
frontation of students’ attitudes, realization of the experiment and 
forming a conclusion.

methodology
At the “Jovan Jovanovic Zmaj” Grammar School in Novi Sad there 

is a special class of students of the seventh grade who are talented in 
mathematics, who are educated following a special curriculum. These 
students show additional interest in natural sciences and the expansion 
of knowledge outside the curriculum. Since the education of gifted is 
focused on methods that promote original student research, concept 
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development, problem-based learning and findings based on research, in 
learning new concepts in chemistry planning and conducting laboratory 
experiments based on hypotheses could be a very motivating and efficient 
method of work.

The aim of this paper was to examine the possibility of teaching che-
mical contents by applying the scientific method of learning in the 7th 
grade of primary school, in a special class of gifted students.

The following research hypotheses were postulated:
1.  Gifted students can successfully learn complex chemical content 

through application of scientific method.
2.  Gifted 7th-graders have positive attitude towards learning chemi-

stry through six steps of the scientific method

To examine these hypotheses, the following research tasks were de-
fined:

1.  Investigate if the gifted students in the seventh grade are able to 
successfully postulate a research hypothesis and plan and conduct 
experiments to test their hypothesis.

2.  Investigate the students’ perceptions about the scientific method 
in learning chemistry.

The work for this research was organized in four steps:
1.  Selection of the educational unit for vertical expansion of the 

curriculum that could be successfully presented to the students 
through scientific method of learning. The sample of the educa-
tional content was the rate of the chemical reactions. This content 
is not planned by the syllabus, but it was introduced as a form of 
vertical expansion of the curriculum for gifted students of the se-
venth grade.

2.  Preparation of the necessary materials (developing a class scena-
rio covering the type of class, forms of teaching, teaching methods, 
teaching means and auxiliary technical means, goal and tasks, lear-
ning outcomes, teacher’s and students’ activities, time articulation 
of the class, correlation with other courses, and recommended 
literature; designing the introductory presentation with suitable 
films and animations; selecting laboratory equipment etc.);

3.  Realization of the class (in a block of three hours) which included: 
introduction of the steps of the scientific method to the students; 
division of students into groups; group work of students on postu-
lating hypotheses, planning and conducting experiments; writing 
reports and presenting results to other groups; generalization.

4.  Gathering information on the students’ opinion on this mode of 
work through a questionairre.

The sample of participants consisted of 20 students of the special 
class of the 7th grade of the “Jovan Jovanovic Zmaj” Grammar School 
in Novi Sad. The research was conducted during May 2016/17 school 
year.

After completing the research, students were asked to fill in a que-
stionnaire about their opinions and experiences in application of the sci-
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entific method of learning the content related to the rate of reaction. The 
questionnaire consisted of five statements, and students were asked to 
express their agreement or disagreement with them.

Results and Discussion

Intended learning outcomes

For the vertical expansion unit the new learning outcomes were de-
fined, not contained in the curriculum for the 7th grade Chemistry. They 
were formulated as follows:

After realization of the class, students should be able to:
1. define a chemical reaction,
2. list the preconditions necessary for a chemical reaction to occur,
3. explain the collision theory,
4. define the activation energy,
5. list the factors that affect the rate of reaction,
6. define catalysts,
7.  explain the effects of temperature, concentration of reactants, the 

size of contact surfaces, stirring and catalysts on the rate of a che-
mical reaction.

 
organization of Work

In the initial discussion on the conditions necessary for the chemical 
reaction to occur, after watching movies and animations, students came 
to the conclusion that the basic precondition for the chemical reaction is 
collision of the particles with the adequate energy content to produce new 
substances. After that students discussed the fact that some reactions 
happen very fast and some are very slow, and tried to figure out which 
factors can affect the reaction rate (reactant concentrations, temperature, 
contact surface, stirring). 

Students were then divided into four groups. Each group was given 
the task of examining the influence of one of the listed factors on the rate 
of chemical reaction. The teacher explained to the students the steps of 
the scientific method and explained to them that they should: 1. set up 
a hypothesis, 2. create an experiment for testing the hypothesis, using 
some of the available equipment and chemicals from the laboratory ta-
ble; 3. experimentally test the hypothesis and present obtained results 
graphically, 4. summarize the effect of certain factors on the rate of che-
mical reactions. 

On the laboratory table the following material was prepared for stu-
dents: effervescent tablets of vitamin C, zinc (granules), distilled water, 
solid copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (bluestone, blue vitriol), 2% and 20% 
solutions of sulfuric acid, beakers, graduated cylinders, Erlenmeyer flasks, 
porcelain mortar and pestle, hand mixer, spoon, kettle, ice, Petri dishes, 
rubber balloons, stopwatches, safety goggles, safety gloves.
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Each group considered the selection, figured out what of the given 
materials they could use to test their hypothesis, discussed their proposal 
with the teacher and chose the chemicals and laboratory equipment 
necessary for conducting the experiment.

Next, each group of students performed the planned experiment, 
checked their hypothesis and compiled a report, and one of the group 
members reported the results to other students. 

Group 1: Effect of temperature on reaction rates

The students postulated the hypothesis: “The increase of temperature 
speeds up the reaction”.

For testing this hypothesis, students chose the following materials: 
effervescent tablets of vitamin C, distilled water, three beakers, three 
Erlenmeyer flasks, kettle, ice, three stopwatches.

The experiment was designed and conducted as follows: 
Three samples of water were prepared in three beakers: 1. water of 

the room temperature, 2. boiling water, 3. ice-cold water, and 100 ml of 
each sample was poured into three Erlenmeyer flasks. Three effervescent 
tablets were then added simultaneously into the flasks, and the rate of 
the reaction was monitored measuring the time needed for a tablet to 
completely react (which was observed by the size of the tablet remains, 
the yellow colour of the solution and production of gaseous products).

Results: The shortest reaction time was observed in the flask 
containing hot water, and the longest – in the flask with icy water. This 
confirmed the hypothesis that the increase of temperature increased the 
reaction rate.

Group 2: Effect of reactants concentrations on reaction rates

The students postulated the hypothesis: “The higher the concentrations 
of reactants, the higher the reaction rate”.

For testing this hypothesis, students chose the following materials: 
zinc (granules), two solutions of sulfuric acid (2% and 20%), graduated 
cylinder, two Erlenmeyer flasks, two rubber balloons.

The experiment was designed and conducted as follows: 
Using graduated cylinder, the volume of 10 ml of 2% H2SO4 was 

measured and transferred into the first Erlenmeyer flask, and the same 
volume of 20% H2SO4 was poured into the second flask. Three granules of 
zinc were put into each of the balloons, and the balloons were fastened 
to the tops of Erlenmeyer flasks. By lifting the balloons over the flasks, 
zinc granules were simultaneously transferred into the flasks, starting the 
reaction. The reaction rate was monitored by the volumes of hydrogen 
gas which was produced, causing the balloons to inflate. 

Results: More hydrogen was produced in the reaction system with 
20% H2SO4 solution. This confirmed the hypothesis that the increase of 
reactant concentration increased the reaction rate.
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Group 3: Effect of reactants contact surface on reaction rates

The students postulated the hypothesis: “The larger the contact sur-
face of reactants, the higher the reaction rate”.

For testing this hypothesis, students chose the following materials: 
effervescent tablets of vitamin C, distilled water, three beakers, porcelain 
mortar and pestle, three Petri dishes, three stopwatches.

The experiment was designed and conducted as follows: 
Three effervescent tablets were taken for the experiment. One was 

ground into powder in a mortar, the second was broken into several small 
pieces, and the third remained a whole. They were transferred into Petri 
dishes and then added simultaneously into three beakers filled with same 
volumes of water (100 ml), and the rate of the reaction was monitored 
measuring the time needed for a tablet to completely react (which was ob-
served by the size of the tablet remains, the yellow colour of the solution 
and production of gaseous products).

Results: The tablet which was powdered reacted the fastest, and the 
last to react was the whole tablet of vitamin C. This confirmed the hypo-
thesis that the increase of reactant contact surface increased the reaction 
rate.

Group 4: Effect of stirring on reaction rates

The students postulated the hypothesis: “If the reaction mixture is 
stirred, that increases the reaction rate”.

For testing this hypothesis, students chose the following materials: 
copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate (bluestone, blue vitriol), distilled water, 
two beakers, hand mixer, spoon.

The experiment was designed and conducted as follows: 
Two beakers were filled with distilled water (100 ml). The same 

amounts of solid bluestone (1 spoon) were added into beakers. The con-
tent of the first beaker was stirred using a hand mixer for 5 minutes. The 
rate of the reaction was monitored by the intensity of the blue colour of 
the solutions after 5 minutes and the amount of undissolved bluestone in 
the beakers. 

Results: Bluestone in the first beaker was completely dissolved after 
5 minutes. In the second beaker blue precipitate (undissolved bluesto-
ne) was observed, and the colour of the solution in this beaker was less 
intensive. This confirmed the hypothesis that the stirring of the reaction 
mixture increased the reaction rate.

Teacher’s activity: Effect of catalysts on reaction rates

The teacher postulated the hypothesis: “Presence of catalysts in-
creases the reaction rate”.

Since the terms “catalysis” and “catalysts” were unfamiliar to the stu-
dents, the teacher introduced and defined the term “catalyst”, and explai-
ned that catalysts can also speed up a chemical reaction. The teacher gave 
an example of a catalyst for the reaction of decomposure of hydrogen 
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peroxide, which is a very slow process under normal conditions. However, 
in the presence of a catalyst such as manganese-dioxide, this reactions 
becomes very fast, and can be observed by vigorous production of oxygen 
gas. The teacher conducted this experiment, which confirmed the hypo-
thesis that the presence of a catalyst increased the reaction rate.

Generalization
In the final part of the class, students discussed the presented results 

and interpreted the mechanism of the influence of certain factors on the 
rate of the chemical reaction. 

 
Students’ Opinions on Application of Scientific Method  
in Learning Chemistry

All students had positive attitude towards scientific method in lear-
ning chemistry:

-  100% of the student sample expressed the opinion that this kind of 
work is much more interesting and motivating than the traditional 
one;

-  95% of them thought that they learned more and better memorized 
the content; 

- 90% also liked teamwork and cooperation;
- 95% enjoyed conceptualization and conducting of the experiment; 
-  80% of the students had more self-confidence after conducting the 

research (in laboratory skills, and oral and written communication).

Conclusion
Gifted and talented children and young people, due to their 

premature development, intensity and complexity, require differentiation 
in the curriculum, which will enable them to develop their full potential. 
They need accelerated and enriched learning, in line with their level of 
giftedness and talent. Such an approach can be provided by programming 
models that focus on academic abilities and acceleration or those that 
focus on creative productivity and enrichment

In this paper the application of the scientific method of inquiry in lear-
ning new chemistry content is described as a method of teaching chemi-
stry to the gifted students. By introducing a scientific method in teaching, 
students adopt a certain way of thinking (hypothesis setting, their experi-
mental confirmation, conclusions and solving problems), which makes it 
easier to solve the problem, not only in science, but in everyday life.

Scientific method is a powerful tool, but it has its limitations. The-
se limitations are based on the fact that the hypothesis must be proven 
or denied, and that experiments and observations can be repeated. This 
puts some topics out of the reach of the scientific method.

In this research, all students expressed the opinion that this kind of 
work is much more interesting and motivating than the traditional one. 
They thought that they learned more and better memorized the content, 
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and also liked teamwork and cooperation. Self-conceptualization of the 
experiment within the scientific method of learning develops creative 
thinking, strengthens self-confidence in students, and teamwork develops 
responsibility, tolerance and the skill of oral and written communication.
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PRIMENA NAUČNOG METODA SAZNAVANJA U 
NASTAVI HEMIJE S DAROVITIM UČENICIMA

Jasna Adamov i Stanislava Olić
School of Sciences and Mathematics, University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Serbia

apstrakt
Pri Gim na zi ji “Jo van Jo va no vić Zmaj” u No vom Sa du po sto ji spe ci jal no ode lje nje 

uče ni ka sed mog raz re da ta len to va nih za ma te ma ti ku, sa ko ji ma se ra di po po seb-
nom pla nu i pro gra mu. Me đu tim, oni po ka zu ju do dat nu za in te re so va nost za pri-
rod ne na u ke i pro ši ri va nje zna nja van okvi ra pred vi đe nih na stav nim pla nom i pro-
gra mom. Cilj ovog ra da bi lo je is pi ta ti mo guć nost za ob ra du he mij skih na stav nih 
sa dr ža ja pri me nom na uč nog me to da sa zna va nja u VII raz re du osnov ne ško le, u 
spe ci jal nom ode lje nju da ro vi tih uče ni ka. Ta ko đe, cilj je bio is pi ta ti mi šlje nje uče ni-
ka o ovom na či nu ra da. Uzo rak is tra ži va nja či ni lo je 20 uče ni ka spe ci jal nog ode lje-
nja sed mog raz re da Gim na zi je “Jo van Jo va no vić Zmaj” u No vom Sa du. Is tra ži va nje 
je spro ve de no to kom ma ja škol ske 2016/2017. go di ne, u blo ku od tri škol ska ča sa. 
Uče ni ci su po de lje ni u gru pe, a sva ka gru pa do bi la je za da tak da is pi ta uti caj jed-
nog od fak to ra na br zi nu he mij ske re ak ci je. Sva ka gru pa uče ni ka je osmi sli la i iz ve-
la pla ni ra ni eks pe ri ment, pro ve ri la svo ju hi po te zu i sa sta vi la iz ve štaj. U za vr šnom 
de lu ča sa uče ni ci su pro di sku to va li pri ka za ne re zul ta te i tu ma či li me ha ni zam uti-
ca ja po je di nih fak to ra na br zi nu he mij ske re ak ci je. Svi uče ni ci su iz ra zi li mi šlje nje 
da im je ova kav na čin ra da mno go za ni mlji vi ji i vi še mo ti vi šu ći od tra di ci o nal nog. 

Ključ ne re či: da ro vi ti, na sta va, he mi ja, na uč ni me tod sa zna va nja, br zi na he mij ske 
re ak ci je
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abstract
The results of the study indicate that in children with early ability differentiation, 

mathematical giftedness can already be recognized a tpreschool age, usually 
within the family or at the preschool institution. The issue arises when parents, 
and often teachers, lack knowledge about the indicators of early mathematical 
giftedness and skills to provide additional support to these children. Therefore, 
the aim of this paper is to present a stimulative program originally conceived on 
the basis of insights into literature, processually revised through the cooperation 
among educators, parents and experts in the field of mathematics, and then 
evaluated through multiple years of monitoring of the achievements of a child 
gifted for mathematics that was included in the program at the age of five. The 
program is based on several premises: 1) that a well-developed pedagogical 
profile of a child is the starting point for further intervention; 2) that, in accordance 
with specific mathematical knowledge and skills at preschool age, it is desirable 
to stimulate children in the field of solving textual arithmetic tasks 3) that 
mathematical giftedness should be viewed holistically - as a part of the overall 
development of intellectual and creative abilities in the domain of convergent and 
divergent thinking, imagination, perception, memory, attention and language of 
cognition. Continuous cooperation between families and preschools, with the 
involvement of experts in mathematics, pedagogy and psychology, are important 
factors in creating, implementing and adapting programs to the characteristics of 
the children included in the program. Evaluation of the presented program was 
done on a single child, while the education of teachers and parents as well as the 
adequate professional literature in the form of guides that would further facilitate 
the application of the program at preschool institutions and within families would 
be a significant prerequisite for the realization and evaluation of the program on 
a larger number of children.

Key words: gifted children, mathematics, stimulative program, guide for educators 
and parents
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Introduction
The issue of early identification of giftedness is mainly related to the 

differentiation of abilities and, consequently, to the area in which gifted-
ness is expressed. It is known that numerical abilities, reasoning abilities 
etc. are differentiated quite early (Božin et al., 2003), which indicates that 
it is justifiable to perform an early identification of mathematical gifted-
ness. This increases the chance that a gifted child will fully realize its po-
tential and diminishes the risk that, due to insufficient stimulation, the 
child will form negative attitudes towards learning and work responsibili-
ties and habits – and consequently the results will not be satisfactory (Kuo, 
Maker, Su, & Hu, 2010; Koshy et al., 2009). A large number of researchers 
agree that it is not easy to determine the indicators used to recognize and 
identify early mathematical giftedness (Borland & Wright, 1994; Kelemen, 
2012; Ford, 2003, Špijunović, Kundačina, Maričić, 2013). It is easier to talk 
about the mathematical giftedness at an older age, when school achie-
vements are evident and measurable. Thus, Osborne (1991, according to 
McHardy, 2008) distinguishes behavior typical of students who are suc-
cessful in the field of mathematics:

- an appreciation of the uniqueness, existence, and universality,
- a tendency to see mathematics in the ordinary and commonplace,
- flexibility in considering alternative strategies, and
-  the ability to recognize and quickly abandon unproductive proces-

ses (Osborne, 1991).

When early age is considered, we do not find a systematic studies of 
how three-year-olds, four-year-olds, five-year-olds develop mathematical 
competences. However, there are some descriptive reports about it. In a 
two-year study conducted on a sample of 284 pre-school-aged children 
advanced in mathematics, Waxman, Robinson, & Mukhopadbyay (1996) 
found similar characteristics as Osborne (1991), but added several other 
indicators: 

- exceptional mathematical reasoning and memory,
- interest in mathematical symbols and written representations,
- advanced computational skills and / or problem solving ability,
- rapidity in mastering a typical grade level math curriculum,
- ability to hold problems in a mind that is still not solved,
- “number sense” used to decide if an answer is reasonable,
- frequent step-skipping and invented strategies,
- intuitive understanding and a willingness to do problems abstractly,
- long periods of absorption and pleasure in difficult problems, and
- ability to manipulate and a real joy in working with “big” numbers.

Children who are gifted in mathematics have, therefore, the deve-
loped ability to operate symbols and spatial concepts, the high ability of 
reasoning, generalization and separation of the form from the context, 
show the emphasized imagination and flexibility in thinking, the ability 
of sequencing logical operations etc. (Božin et al., 2003; Koshy, Ernest, & 
Casey, 2009; Sharma, 2013).
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Bosse and Rotigel (2006) proposed a modified curriculum in the field 
of mathematics for gifted preschool children, were taken into account, 
and made the following recommendations:

- introducing additional topics,
- extending research based on student interest,
- connecting concepts from one mathematics field to another,
- demonstrating mathematical connections to children’s real lives,
- exploring mathematics textbooks at many levels, and
- investigating math on the Internet.
Van Tassel-Baska (2003) suggests that significant learning outcomes 

in any domain should reflect the "habits of mind" used by professionals in 
that field. "The standard mathematics curriculum gives students standard 
problems. It is fine for building a repertoire of mathematical skills, but it 
is not enough to build the mathematical habits of mind that typically em-
ploy mathematicians. These include creativity, tenacity, skepticism, and 
collaboration. "(p.168)

additional Support to mathematically Gifted Children in  
Pre-School Institution and Family: Research Results

Timely identification and / or identification of early mathematical gif-
tedness are a significant prerequisite for providing additional support in this 
field. Parents and preschool teachers are the first people to notice the cha-
racteristics that indicate that the development of mathematical abilities in 
a child is above average. Nevertheless, the results of the research carried 
out on the population of Srem district preschool teachers - N = 212 (Nikolić, 
Grandić, Pavlović, 2017), as well as preschool teachers in the territory of We-
stern Serbia - N = 210 (Maričić, Špijunović, 2014) show that more than the half 
of the examinees consider that they do not have enough developed compe-
tences to recognize mathematical giftedness. The authors of the research 
conclude that initial education does not adequately prepare preschool tea-
chers to recognize early mathematical giftedness and point out the impor-
tance of additional professional training for preschool teachers in this field.

When it comes to additional support, the situation in pre-school in-
stitutions is even more unfavorable. Researches conducted in the terri-
tory of the Srem district (Nikolić, Cvijetić, Mijailović, 2015; Nikolić, Panić, 
Opsenica-Kostić, 2017) indicate that only 20% of preschool teachers sta-
ted that they are applying some of the forms of additional support in work 
with the gifted, to enrich the learning environment. Preschool teachers re-
port that they are insufficiently trained to create a pedagogical profile for a 
gifted child and create contents within the individualization of educational 
work. Enrichment of the environment for the learning and development 
of gifted children in the field of spatial, arts, music and drama giftedness is 
in line with the competences developed by preschool teachers (Nikolić et 
al., 2017), but the creation of stimulating contents for encouraging mathe-
matical giftedness is a problem for preschool teachers and they obviously 
need support. They especially have a problem working with children who 
show outstanding mathematical skills.
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Considering that the family is a significant factor in the process of 
recognizing and providing additional support to gifted children (Grandić, 
Letić, 2009; Nikolić, Dedaj, Grandić, 2017), and that cooperation with 
preschool teachers and other professionals in the field of giftedness is 
needed so that families of different educational and financial status would 
be encouraged to stimulate giftedness in their children, it is clear that 
there is a need to conceive content / tasks (and activities) in the field of 
early mathematical giftedness, which would represent a good basis for 
preschool teachers and parents for additional working with children.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to present a stimulating program 
in the field of mathematical giftedness manifested in the child from an 
early age, which required the creation and application of special mathe-
matical contents and methodological procedures in providing additional 
support to a child in preschool institution and family.

Premises for Creating a Program
In defining the contents of the stimulating program and the approach 

to realization, it has been taken into account that:
1)  A well-developed pedagogical profile of a child is the starting point 

for further intervention
2)  Children who demonstrate mathematical giftedness have the abi-

lity to understand the principle of constructing natural numbers 
early enough, so it is desirable to encourage solving textual arith-
metic tasks in relation to specific mathematical knowledge and 
skills at preschool age (Utepkaliev, 1998).

3)  Mathematical giftedness should be considered holistically - as part 
of the overall development of intellectual and creative abilities in 
the domain of convergent and divergent thinking, imagination, 
perception, memory, attention, language and knowledge (Saven-
kov, 2000).

Structure and content of the program
The program was conceptualized when the child went to preschool, 

at the age of five, it was revised (new elements were introduced, in accor-
dance with the needs in the zone of proximal development of the child), 
and evaluated after a one-year implementation. The curriculum was 
created by a professor of mathematics, a psychology professor (from the 
role of expert and parent), a pedagogy teacher (as an external associate), 
and a preschool teacher.

Pedagogical Profile - the Starting Point for  
Further Intervention

In the process of creating a pedagogical profile, data from parents 
were collected (through interviews), anecdotal notes which mother made 
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from the early age of the child, and the preschool teacher conducted a sy-
stematic observation of the child through the observation protocols and 
the checklists, as well as phenomenological observation (narrative and 
anecdotal notes).

Excerpt from pedagogical profile

Child’s strengths

Cognitive development: The child is highly interested in different areas: 
language (he has been reading fluently and with understanding from the 
age of five) mathematics, computers, music (he has been playing piano 
since he was four), foreign language; especially the ability of logical thin-
king, linking causes and consequences, arithmetic thinking, the ability to 
perceive rules, and make generalizations based on the observed princip-
les; child at home, with the help of parents and independently acquires 
new knowledge in various fields of natural and social sciences, using ICT, 
encyclopedias, textbooks. The child has a remarkable ability to memorise 
(when he was two he could repeat the entire content of the book of about 
ten pages only after two or three readings by heart), ability to memorise 
songs as well as any other content; the ability to talk about events in the 
order in which they happened, with a variety of details. A child can tell 
the time using the clock, understand the term hour / minute / second. He 
has extraordinary attention and concentration, can be devoted to certain 
activities, persistently and over a longer period of time. General cognitive 
development is accelerated and specifically, in the field of mathematics, 
the following items stand out:

•  Early adoption of the notion of number (first-ten numbers learned 
at the age of 2, then, very quickly numbers up to 100) and the prin-
ciple of building natural numbers line at the age before the fourth 
year (the number preceding or following);

•  A tendency to "see" mathematics in ordinary things around himself 
(at the age of two and a half he could say: "Close the window at one, 
it is cold" or "Marko is on the swing number 2");

•  Early mastering the concept of geometric shapes, and their recogni-
zing in a real environment, as well as spatial relationships (the left 
and right hand / side identified at the age of two

•  Early adoption of the concepts of time relations (after-before, 
yesterday-today-tomorrow, etc.) and time intervals (seconds, minu-
tes, hours, day ...) and their interrelations.

•  Outstanding mathematical reasoning and memory (memorizing at 
the age of 3 6-digit phone numbers), advanced computer skills and 
/ or ability to solve problems (independently uses computer pro-
grams: Word, Excel, starting from the age of 4 – insert data in an 
excel table, writes short texts), can store more data in the operatio-
nal memory and manipulate "big" numbers (at the age of four and 
a half solves the task of the type: "Grandmother baked 55 pancakes, 
Teodora ate 8, Srećko 6, how many pancakes are there for Jovan").
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Mathematical knowledge at an early age was acquired with the sup-
port of parents and computer games such as: Mućni glavom, English for 
kids etc.

Speech and communication

He speaks fluently and accurately, he is not too fluent, but the sen-
tences are informative, clear, semantically and syntactically correct. He 
has adopted and processed all the linguistic contents easily, from the ear-
ly age (four years) he had phonologic awareness, he was reading at the 
age of five (he reads Latin and Cyrillic fluently and with understanding), 
at an early age he started to spontaneously acquire the English language 
(with the help of computer games), he knew the alphabet at the age of 
3 and he could read and translate sentences in English at the age of 5; 
he wants to be explained the grammatical rules of the English language; 
often compares the principles of word building in Serbian and English, 
perceives rules similarities and differences.

Other aspects of development

Socio-emotional development: The child quickly adopts the rules and 
consistently adheres to them. There is a need to socialize with peers, but 
in a structured situation (in activities in a preschool institution, in games 
that are "lead" by adults - parents and / or preschool teacher). He shows 
lower performance in free game, especially if the peers do not respect the 
rules. He does not show a desire to be a leader, nor does he have socio-
emotional competencies for it. In emotional development, he is mature 
for his calendar age, but there are situations when there is a disharmony 
between intellectual and emotional development: when, for example, he 
could not tie his shoes at the age of two and wanted to do it on his own, 
there were outbursts of anger, (throwing himself on the floor, etc) ... La-
ter (at the age of four and five) the outbursts of the anger were present, 
but they were expressed in a more socially acceptable way; he does not 
tolerate failure, reacts very fiercely (mainly angrily) if something does not 
go smoothly, as he has imagined; he has a strong motivation for achieve-
ment, persistence, dedication and autonomy in work, as well as a tenden-
cy towards perfectionism. When not frustrated with his own desires and 
goals, he is mostly cheerful and with balanced emotions.

Independence and self-care: He is independent in fulfilling his obliga-
tions in preschool institution and at home. He only asks for help in si-
tuations when he is studying new contents for which he needs additio-
nal clarifications or guidelines. All obligations entrusted to him as part of 
his autonomy and care of himself are carried out, but he does not show 
the initiative to develop independently in that direction (he rather rely on 
parents' instructions).

Motor development: The gross motor development corresponds with 
the child’s age, while in the case of fine motor development it is necessary 
to improve certain skills; the child is gladly involved in motor activities, 
is interested, but not sufficiently competent, especially in collective ball 
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games; in individual activities, where instruction is followed and which re-
quire attention and concentration he is considerably better (he is training 
aikido); he swims very well (from his fourth) and rides a bike;

Need for support:
In the field of socio-emotional relations, one must work to overco-

me the emotion of anger, as well as the perfectionism that is present in 
several spheres of child’s functioning. It is desirable to delegate to the 
child more obligations in order to gain self-confidence in the area of   self-
reliance and self-care: to take care of toys, worksheets, buy snacks, etc. 
It is also important to work on improving fine motor development and 
accepting his role in collective sports activities.

Priority additional support area: mathematics

Although the current Law on the Foundations of the Education Sy-
stem ("Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia", No. 88/2017) recognizes 
the measures of individualization, but not the individual educational plan 
(IOP) as a kind of additional support at pre-school age, the current level of 
cognitive development of the child, and the specific development of ma-
thematical abilities required the structuring of the program with altered 
mathematics content (the learning outcomes stipulated by foundations 
of the pre-school program were largely overcome), so it was necessary, 
apart from preschool teacher and parents, to include an expert in mathe-
matics (with experience in working with gifted children of early elementa-
ry school age) and an educator (with an academic focus on the study of 
gifted behavior) into the conception (and occasionally the realization) of a 
program that will stimulate the whole development of the child, with an 
emphasis on the development of mathematical abilities. Another reason 
for providing support in other domains of development is the extraordi-
nary abilities of the child, both in the field of language development and 
musical abilities.

Solving textual arithmetic tasks

The task is a text containing numerical components. The structure of 
the text is such that it can separate the condition and the request, which 
does not have to be in the form of a question In order to successfully solve 
tasks, the child should be able to:

a) read well and understand the meaning of the text;
b)  reveal its structure and the interconnections between given and 

requested data;
c) properly select and use arithmetic operations.
The essence of a modern developmental methodological approach 

to child training in task solving is to enable the child to become indepen-
dent in order to create a problem-solving plan. In other words, it is not a 
goal for a child to learn to solve a certain set of type tasks, but to learn 
to solve any tasks, and to do so independently. So, in order for the child 
to solve the task, it must understand the meaning of texts of different 
structures, correctly present the situation, choose an arithmetic operation 
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in accordance with the situation, compile a mathematical expression in 
accordance with the selected operation, and be able to add and subtract 
well (Pavlović, 2015).

Taking into account the characteristics of the child for whom the 
program is intended (it reads fluently and with understanding, adds and 
subtracts one-digit numbers up to 100), the recommended contents were 
based on the independent solution of the so-called untypical tasks in 
which the claim is expressed in a statement, or the whole task is given in 
one sentence, or the condition is divided into two parts. For example:

In the yard there were 26 cars and 8 trucks. Tell the number of the ve-
hicles in the yard.

How many candies did Miljana have if she kept 15 candies for her, and 
she gave 7 candies to her brother?

There were 47 books on the shelf. How many books remained on the shelf 
when Milos took 8 books to the library and Grandma took away 5 books in the 
drawer?

Untypical texts can also be constructed on other principles. For ex-
ample, there are texts with insufficient or extra information. 

Birds sit on the wire. 12 birds are sparrows, and the other birds are pi-
geons. How many pigeons are there?

There are 15 cakes on the plate. Veljko ate 4 cakes and Vanja ate 7. How 
many cakes did the two eat?

It is also useful to direct the child to observe "strangeness" in the 
texts of the task. For this, texts that resemble tasks, texts with various 
inconsistencies, etc. can be used. e.g:

The sparrows and pigeons were sitting by the window. Three sparrows 
flew away. How many pigeons left by the window? (There is no answer. It's 
not clear how many birds were at the beginning by the window.)

Six girls were sitting on two benches. 8 girls sat on one bench. How many 
girls were sitting on the second bench? (Such conditions are impossible. The-
re could not be fewer girls on two benches than on the one)

We put 4 tomatoes and 5 cucumbers on the plate. How many cucumbers 
did we put on the plate? (Something that is already known).

In the next stage, one may ask the child to independently think of 
tasks that are analogous to the types of tasks presented, try to ask the 
peers in the group and / or in the family (parents, older siblings) to solve 
them. Also, computer skills and early literacy allow setting the goal for the 
child to write off the tasks he has designed independently, make a presen-
tation for the group, etc.

After the child adopted the principles that were demonstrated 
through the aforementioned tasks, it was recommended that from the 
available literature for preschool and early school age (it is estimated that 
the child can adopt mathematical contents that are 2-3 years above the 
calendar age) performs a selection of textual tasks which will be done du-
ring the period of realization of the program. (selection of tasks according 
to: Kalinina, Kac, Tilipman, 2013).
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a Holistic approach to Encouraging mathematical Giftedness 

Besides encouraging in the field of solving textual arithmetic tasks, 
the contents of the program are also based on the assumption that ma-
thematical giftedness should be observed holistically, the child’s develop-
ment should be encouraged in different areas, while the contents of these 
activities are directly and indirectly linked to the development of mathe-
matical thinking. The structure of this approach resembles a logarithmic 
spiral - one form of thought is processed several times, periodically, and 
each activity is a reflection of the creative activity of the one who creates 
and realizes it (preschool teacher, educator, parent ...), and adapts to the 
developmental characteristics of the child / children with whom it is done. 
There are several ways of doing tasks - performing a special task, i.e. the 
task can be directed to the development of mathematical thinking, then 
to the development of creative and intellectual abilities, or to the complex 
development of all aspects of thinking within the task.

Examples of some tasks / activities from parts of the program that 
encouraged the development of the child in the domain of convergent 
and divergent thinking, imagination, perception, memory, attention and 
language of knowledge are given.

Convergent thinking is a logically connected one-way thinking. It oc-
curs and develops in tasks that have one correct answer, and the answer 
can be logically derived from the conditions itself. Such tasks have a strict-
ly defined structure, their solution is achieved through the use of certain 
rules - algorithms and requires argumentation, regardless of the child's 
ability to respond quickly to a given task. This requirement is explained by 
the fact that on easier examples children learn models of correct reaso-
ning. This acquired skill is used when solving more difficult problems. It is 
advisable and useful to ask the child to give an explanation that would be 
understandable to other children.

Example 1 Aca’s suitcase can fit into a Boban’s suitcase, and Vasa's suit-
case can fit into the Aca’s case. Which of these suitcases is the biggest (smallest)?

It is a characteristic task of the properties of an object. The size of the 
object is communicated indirectly - through the fact that one suitcase can 
fit in the other. It is also important to discuss the fact that these charac-
teristics are not equivalent, once the task has been solved: if the suitcase 
A can not fit into suitcase B, this does not mean that the case A is bigger 
than the suitcase B (Figure 1). Conversely, if suitcase A can fit into suitcase 
B, then suitcase B is larger than suitcase A.

Figure 1 

A clear solution should be obtained in three steps in the form of ar-
gument that the child orally explains:

-  since Aca’s suitcase can fit into Boban's suitcase, Boban’s suitcase 
is bigger than Aca's suitcase (Aca’s suitcase is smaller than Boban's 
suitcase);

-  since Vasa’s suitcase can fit into Aca’s suitcase, Aca’s suitcase is bigger 
than Vasa’s suitcase (Vasa’s suitcase is smaller than Aca’s suitcase);
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-  since Boban's suitcase is bigger than Aca’s suitcase, and Aca’s suit-
case is bigger than Vasa’s, Boban's suitcase is the biggest

Finally, it is required that the child schematically shows the steps in 
solving the task and presents it to other children (and / or adults)

Boban’s 
Aca’s 
Vasa’s 

Figure 2 

It is important to ask the child to represent in circles, rectangles or 
lines objects that are known to be bigger than others or are equal to one 
another.

Example 2 The human body temperature is lower than the body tempe-
rature of the pigeon but it is higher than the temperature of the elephant. For 
whom of them will the thermometer show the lowest temperature?

Example 3 If we pull a harder object into a less hard (soft) object, a trace 
in the form of a scratch will remain. Does it remain scratched if we pull the 
glass through the cardboard? And if we pull the cardboard on the glass?

Divergent thinking deviates from classical logic. A divergent task is such 
a task that assumes that there may be a few or a lot of correct answers 
to the single question. When solving such tasks, skills such as originality, 
flexibility, and speed of thought, association skills, exceptional sensitivity 
to problems and others are developed.

Example 1 Different geometric figures are given. Task: Make up from the 
given figures as many things as possible (home, tree, dog). Then the task is 
complicated. Make a residential building, a shop, a cinema, a castle, etc.

Example 2 Think of more traditional and unusual ways of using wood.
Example Cross the odd one out: Oyster, dolphin, bat, dog. (multiple 

solutions to the task are correct depending on the criteria: for example, 
“Dolphin” because it is the only sea animal, or “Dog” because it is the only 
domestic animal).

Example 4 For a passage from a story, fairytale, or any other piece of 
literature, make as many titles as possible.

In the field of mathematics, the following tasks can be conceived:
Example 1 Three children played in the yard: Marko, Milan and Ana. In 

total, they had less than 20 marbles. Ana had one more than Marko. Marko 
had 5 marbles. How many marbles did Milan have?

A child needs to realize that the task has more accurate solutions.
Example 2 The Jovanovic family has five children. 3 children like to eat 

pancakes with cream, and 4 children like pancakes with cheese. How many 
kids like to eat pancakes of both types?

Imagination is viewed as a psychological process of creating charac-
ters, objects, situations, by combining the elements of past experience. 
Developed tasks should be focused on the formation and development of 
both reproductive and creative imagination.
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Example 1 Meaningfully joining parts of different animals, try to make 
a living being with new unusual features. And then describe (or draw) such 
a being.

Drawing on the characteristics of the child for whom the program 
was created, children’s extraordinary musical abilities and knowledge of 
the notes were used, and the following instruction was added in the se-
cond part: Present the creature with unusual features from the previous task 
by notes. After that, introduce it to your friends by playing notes on the piano.

perception is a reflection of the object and phenomenon in the imme-
diate action on the sensory organs. Perception is closely related to thought 
and attention. Tasks should be oriented towards the formation and deve-
lopment of all its forms: object perception, movement perception, space 
perception, perception of time, perception of people and relationships.

Example 1 Take a sheet of paper in squares and a pencil. In addition to 
the dictation, you need to draw a shape: one square to the right - one - up, 
one - left, one - bottom, 4 squares right, 4 - up, one left, one - down, one - left, 
one down, one left, one down, one left, one down; 5 squares above, 5 - right, 
4 - down, 3 - left, 2 - up, 2 - right, 1 - down.

Example 2 Determine what is good in the given events and what is bad: 
It rains; Rose has got thorns, Driving in a boat; A strong wind is blowing; The 
road is slippery.

The task basically has the ability to perceive events, relationships, but 
it can also be understood as a task in the field of divergent thinking.

When developing tasks from the field of memory as a starting point, it 
was accepted that the development of the ability to preserve the previous 
experience is one of the most important tasks of intellectual and creative 
development. Characteristic examples of these tasks were:

Example 1 Several names are spoken, of which certain names (male or 
female) begin with the same sound: Milica, Milan, Aleksa, Jovan, Gordana, Jo-
vanka, ana; the task is for the child to try to name as many names as he 
can remember. Larger memory contributes to grouping terms (in this case 
name) by common characteristics.

Example 2 A series of numbers is shown. They should be remembered in 
this order: 2, 3, 5, 7, 3, 5, 7. The child should repeat the numbers and say the 
way in which he has memorized them. It starts from the assumption that a 
child will recognize the method of grouping numbers.

attention is a psychological phenomenon that characterizes the focus 
of the subject’s activity at a given moment in a real or ideal object. Charac-
teristic tasks for acceleration of attention would be:

Example 1
Km  NrpS  jLVsn  VkJM  kmB  JlvSsN  NRPS VKJM
Task: Try first and without mistake to count the capital letters, then 

the small ones, and then remember them.
Example 2
Three neighbours arrived at two rabbits at lunch time.
In the garden, the rabbits sat and ate three carrots.
Task: Try to count how many carrots have been eaten.
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The language of knowledge unifies tasks that are directed towards the 
formation and development of the child’s cognitive sphere. Tasks are fo-
cused on forming the skill to gather information, to conduct self-explora-
tion, to compare, to estimate, to give properties to objects, to formulate 
the statements and to draw conclusions.

Example 1 Make a crossword based on what you know about fairy tales’ 
characters

Example 2 Say in a different way: “Tomorrow the weather will be nice,” 
“The speed of a racing car depends on the driver’s mastery.”

Example 3 Determine if these two sentences describe the same or diffe-
rent event:

Before he went out to play, Milan did the task; Milan went out to play and 
then he did the task;

Mum had made a lunch and then she went to the neighbour; Mum went 
to the neighbour after she had made lunch.

Only some of the examples used in the program are listed. Since 
the child has bee using computer since an early age and is interested in 
learning English, the stimulation within these domains is individually and 
complexly, as well as the mathematical thinking itself, done applying va-
rious computer games such as: Kindergarten math (internet http://www.
ixl.com/math/kindergarten), the website of dobreigre.com, (at http://
www.dobreigre.com/).

Realization and Evaluation of the Program
The presented program was realized for a year, until the child ente-

red the preparatory preschool group. It implied the realization of these 
activities in the educational group (two to three times weekly) and in the 
family. Continuous cooperation between preschool teachers, parents, 
experts in the field of mathematics and pedagogy has been realized, 
which implied a joint consideration of the contents to be realized, ta-
king care to encourage the development of the child, but also that the 
child is not frustrated by high demands in the intellectual, and espe-
cially the socio-emotional sphere . There were situations in which the 
child, based on the offered materials, compiled tasks and problems that 
exceeded the defined goals, so the planned contents of the program 
had to be modified and made more complex. Cooperation and com-
munication between preschool teacher, parents, experts in the field of 
mathematics and pedagogy was conducted directly and through e-mail 
correspondence. The integration of a stimulating program in the field 
of mathematics into the work plan of the group was achieved through 
learning in asymmetric interaction, where a gifted child, working with 
other children in pairs, and / or in small groups, encouraged peers in 
the zone of proximal development (Vigotsky, 1996 ). The reciprocal tea-
ching form has been used in several learning situations - a gifted child 
was in the role of the one who taught others (Krnjaja, 2009). In this way, 
a gifted child has developed his metacognitive skills, but also self-confi-
dence and responsibility.
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At the end of the program realization, the child achieved the expec-
ted learning outcomes in the field of mathematics, as well as in the overall 
development of intellectual and creative thinking. Based on the interviews 
conducted with the preschool teacher, parents and engaged experts at 
the end of the program it could be concluded that the preschool teacher 
had support in the creation and realization of the contents, as well as the 
parents, and the engaged experts, through the implementation of theo-
retical knowledge in practical work with the child gifted in mathematics 
have also enhanced their competencies in the field of giftedness at an 
early age. 

For further work (during preparatory preschool program), it is plan-
ned to continue stimulation in accordance with the holistic approach, 
and in the field of mathematics to apply the processing of mathemati-
cal contents, whereas horizontal expansion would be applied to measu-
ring and measurements, combinatorial logic, counting of elements in a 
set, difficult situations and combinatorial geometry, and to use content 
from various websites (for example: http://www.arcademics.com/http:// 
www.coolmathgames.com/?https://www.google. rs / search? q = DMS + 
KENGUR + BEZ + BORDER & oq = dms + kengur + no + border & aqs = 
chrome.0.69i59j0l3.5948j0j7 & sourceid = chrome & ie = UTF-8), where 
tasks for the age of 7, and 9 years would be chosen. 

During the preparatory preschool program, during the testing of the 
child for enrollment in school, the testing of intellectual abilities was per-
formed by the Revisk (Biro, 1998) test and it was found that the abilities 
of the child are in 1% of the population both on a verbal and manipula-
tive scale. After the individualization measures in the 1st grade on the 
proposal of the teacher, the individual educational plan for mathematics 
was implemented (Nikolić, Pavlović, Subotić, 2016). By the end of the 6th 
grade (which is child currently attending), the child won several prizes at 
the district and republic competitions in mathematics, and at the national 
competition in physics and informatics. He participated in the European 
Championship of Traffic and won several domestic and international pia-
no competitions.

Conclusion
Recognizing early mathematical giftedness and especially the sti-

mulation of children who show a prominent gift for mathematics from 
an early age can be a challenge for preschool teachers and parents. A 
particularly difficult task is the choice of content that will stimulate the 
development of high abilities and the way of their realization. The paper 
presents an example of a stimulating program in the field of mathemati-
cal giftedness for the age of 5-6, which was developed in accordance with 
the characteristics of the child’s development in the field of mathematics, 
having taken into account other aspects of the intellectual and socio-emo-
tional development of the child. Based on the presented program, it can 
be concluded that encouraging early mathematical giftedness, at least for 
children with outstanding abilities in this field, requires the engagement 
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of other professionals (outside preschools institution and family) who can 
provide additional support to preschool teachers and parents in creating, 
implementing and evaluating the program. The initial step in creating each 
program for a gifted child should, without a doubt, be a well-developed 
pedagogical profile of a child. If a preschool teacher does not have enough 
developed competencies for it, it is advisable to involve other experts in 
making the pedagogical profile (in this example, the parent / psychology 
professor participated, together with the preschool teacher in the deve-
lopment of the pedagogical profile). Looking at the overall development of 
the child, and not just the domain in which the giftedness is presented, is 
also a significant recommendation when it comes to mathematical gifted-
ness but also in all other areas in which giftedness can be manifested. In 
the concrete case, the child showed (and shows) extraordinary abilities in 
other areas (language, music), so it was important to connect all areas and 
to transfer knowledge and skills from one area to another. The program 
is structured for one child, but it can serve as an illustration of how to en-
courage early mathematical giftedness in preschool institution and family. 
If preschool teachers and parents were more educated in this field, and if 
there were systematized literature in the form of guidelines, with examp-
les of tasks, it would be more certain that similar programs, adapted to 
the individual characteristics of mathematically gifted children, could be 
carried out at a wider population of preschool children. 
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apstrakt
Re zul ta ti is tra ži va nja uka zu ju da se kod de ce kod ko je je do šlo do ra ne di fe ren ci-

ja ci je spo sob no sti ma te ma tič ka da ro vi tost mo že pre po zna ti već na pred škol skom 
uz ra stu i to naj pre u po ro di ci i pred škol skoj usta no vi. Pro blem je što ro di te lji ma, 
a če sto i vas pi ta či ma ne do sta ju zna nja i ve šti ne o in di ka to ri ma ra ne ma te ma tič-
ke da ro vi tost, i na či ni ma pru ža nja do dat ne po dr ške ovoj de ci. Zbog to ga je cilj 
ovog ra da da pri ka že je dan sti mu la tiv ni pro gram, ko ji je pre li mi nar no kon ci pi ran 
na osno vu uvi da u li te ra tu ru, pro ce sno re vi di ran kroz sa rad nju vas pi ta ča, ro di te lja 
i struč nja ka iz obla sti ma te ma ti ke, a za tim eva lu i ran kroz vi še go di šnje pra će nje 
po stig nu ća de te ta da ro vi tog u obla sti ma te ma ti ke ko je je uklju če no u pro gram na 
uz ra stu od pet go di na. Pro gram se za sni va na vi še po stav ki: 1) da je do bro iz ra đen 
pe da go ški pro fil de te ta po la zna osno va za da lju in ter ven ci ju 2) da je, u skla du sa 
spe ci fič nim ma te ma tič kim zna nji ma i ve šti na ma na pred škol skom uz ra stu po želj-
no vr ši ti sti mu la ci ju de ce u pod ruč ju re ša va nja tek stu al nih arit me tič kih za da ta ka 
3) da ma te ma tič ku da ro vi tost tre ba po sma tra ti ho li stič ki - u sklo pu sve u kup nog 
raz vo ja in te lek tu al nih i stva ra lač kih spo sob no sti u do me nu kon ver gent nog i di-
ver gent nog mi šlje nja, ma šte, per cep ci je, pam će nja, pa žnje i je zi ka sa zna nja. Kon-
ti nu i ra na sa rad nja po ro di ce i pred škol ske usta no ve, uz uklju či va nje struč nja ka iz 
obla sti ma te ma ti ke, pe da go ga i psi ho lo ga pred sta vlja ju zna čaj ne fak to re u kre i ra-
nju, re a li za ci ji i pri la go đa va nju pro gra ma ka rak te ri sti ka ma de ce sa ko jom se ra di. 
Eva lu a ci ja pri ka za nog pro gra ma vr še na je na jed nom de te tu, a zna ča jan pred u slov 
za re a li za ci ju i eva lu a ci ju pro gra ma na ve ćem bro ju de ce je edu ka ci ja vas pi ta ča i 
ro di te lja i ade kvat na struč na li te ra tu ra u for mi vo di ča ko ja bi do dat no olak ša la pri-
me nu pro gra ma u pred škol skoj usta no vi i po ro di ci. 

Ključ ne re či: da ro vi ta de ca, ma te ma ti ka, sti mu la tiv ni pro gram, vo dič za vas pi ta če i 
ro di te lje
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abstract
Introduction: Erik Bern defined the ego state as a permanent form of feelings and 

experiences that is directly related with corresponding permanent pattern of behavior. 
In the communication model of the ego state in the Transaction Analysis, the ideal 
diagram contains five ego states that are desirable: Positive Criticizing Parent, Positive 
Nurturing, Parent, Adult, Positive Free Child, and Positively Adapted Child.

The aim of the work is to egogram of highly above average intelligent persons, 
in order to direct the ways and improve the quality of their communication.

Method: The study was conducted on a group of 153 respondents from 
members of Mensa Serbia. Ego test subjects were tested using the Ego Condition 
Assessment Questionnaire in Transaction Analysis by comparing the respondents’ 
responses to the degree of agreement (I agree - I do not agree).

Results: The study found that the dominant ego state of the Adult is most 
represented (29.97%), while the other ego states are less represented. By observing 
the answers with which the respondents least agree,the greatest disagreement 
with the answers from the Adapted Child was noted (43.36%).

Conclusion: In this study, it can be seen that the respondents have a set of 
measures to use Adaptable Child behavior, or a smaller amount of time during 
which Adaptable Child behavior is manifested. The expression of autonomous 
morality with the prevalence of justice in relation to obedience could be one of the 
interesting topics for future research.

 
Key words: intelligence, ego state, transaction analysis, egogram

Introduction
In order to understand the internal psychological events in the 

transaction analysis, we use the ego state model created by Erik Bern, 
the founder of the transactional analysis (Fornaro, 2016). Erik Bern defi-
ned the ego state as a permanent form of feeling and experience that is 
directly related to the corresponding permanent pattern of behavior. In 
the communication model of the ego state in the Transaction Analysis, 
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the ideal diagram contains the five ego states that are desirable: Parent, 
Adult and Child.Thinking, feeling and behaving can be opposed to ego sta-
te. In the Parent ego state, we incorporate our parents , and we use this 
pattern of behavior for future events. In the state of the Child, a person 
behaves, thinks and feels like when he was really a child, while Adult ego 
state is when a person behaves, thinks and feels as how the real situation 
happens in its environment, using the capacities of his adult being in the 
present. In stressful situations it happens that we go back to the past, or 
move from the Adult to the Parent and the Child. (Janković, Bagić,& Krišto, 
2014; Janković, Laklija, 2011).

In interpersonal communication, the ego state that a person ma-
nifests when sending messages to another person in the field of com-
munication is very important, both at the social and psychological level 
(Car Brajovid, 2011; Ertem, & Kececi, 2016). Accordingly, that person can 
communicate with simple and complex transactions. Complex transac-
tions are divided into angles and double. At the social level, a person can 
send a message and at the psychological level it is the same or quite the 
opposite of the previous one. Also, messages may be psychologically in-
directly addressed to other people in the communication field, although 
they are not related to them at the social level. Communication skill is of 
paramount importance for the personal and professional success of an 
individual in the modern world, regardless of the intellectual potentials 
it possesses (Stewart, & Joines, 2011). How much of the underdeveloped 
communication skills of intelligent people influence the fact that they re-
main on the margins of human society is a question for some future re-
search.

Regardless of the coefficient of intelligence, without analysis and ex-
pert opinion, we can not know the exact intelligence of us and our inter-
locutors. This intelligent person can lead to different situations and pro-
blems in communicating with others. Misunderstanding a message sent 
from an Adult ego state may be interpreted as uncooperative, opposing 
or refusing. The category of subjects surveyed in this study makes up only 
two percent of the total population misunderstandings in the various 
forms of communication they encounter are subject to correction by psy-
chological trainings that develop social skills. 

the objective

The objective of the study is the manifestation of ego state of highly 
over-intelligent people, in order to direct the ways and improve the quality 
of their communication in a professional sense. By analyzing the busines-
slike and professional success of Mensa’s members, we find people with 
different profiles who are successful in the fields of their work, but also 
people who are practically professionally disoriented, they have incomple-
te formal and non-formal education and their abilities and talents are not 
perceived in direct, verbal and non-verbal communication. Effectiveness 
as the ability of producing the desired Mensa members’ results is diffe-
rent (Blagojević, 2015). Effective communication is essential for successful 
business, and if a person encounters obstacles in this communication, the 
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desired results are missing. Communication is successful only if both the 
sender and the recipient understand the message in the same way. There 
may be lack of research on the communication of persons of different in-
telligences who have the same information, where one person can more 
slowly understand the information that another intelligent person can in-
terpret in different ways. On the contrary, intelligent people can be in the 
business hierarchy at a lower level of the business ladder than the less 
intelligent ones, and receive professional tasks that they themselves can 
solve in a more adequate way than the one that creates an internal con-
flict that can be externally created in a professional environment. In these 
examples, highly intelligent people might use ego states that do not lead 
to successful business activity, but initiated by emotions can act inadequa-
tely in a professional sense. The aim of this paper is to detect inadequate 
ego states that need to be corrected and thus achieve better efficiency of 
highly intelligent persons in a professional sense.

the method
The study was conducted with a group of 153 respondents of Mensa 

Serbia. The members of Mensa Serbia are those who achieved the result 
of intelligence tests expressed in the IQ at 131 or more according to the 
Wechsler scale, 133 or more according to the Binet-Simone scale, and 148 
or more according to the Cattel scale, which places them in 2% of the total 
population in the sense of intelligence. The research was preceded by its 
approval by the Mensa Serbian Presidency. After receiving the approval, 
an electronic questionnaire form was sent to the presidency, and the Pre-
sidency then forwarded it (with instructions and basic information on the 
research objective), to a mailing list to all members of Mensa Serbia, who 
independently decided whether to participate in the research which could 
possibly influence the representativeness of the sample. The instrument 
which is used is the Questionnaire of behavioral manifestations of ego 
states. This questionnaire, as a measure of five functional ego states, is 
characterized by high reliability, despite the fact that the development of 
the instrument for measuring heterogeneous structures is a very difficult 
task which must be clearly defined in order not to be self-determining 
(Kuijt, 1978).

Results
Respondents’ responses obtained by completing the Questionnaire 

for assessing the ego state in the Transaction Analysis were presented and 
viewed in graphic form i.e. in the form of Egogram. Egogram is a diagram 
showing how each of the functional parts of the ego state is represented 
in a person’s behavior. The horizontal line of the Egogram is divided into 
five parts and in each part is given one of the five names for the main 
functional parts of the ego state. For marking the used initial letters of the 
ego state which is normally used in transactional analysis when it comes 
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to ego states: Criticizing parent (CP), Nurishing Parent (NP), Adults (A) Free 
Child (FC) and Adapted Child (AC ). The vertical column above each mark 
represents the time spent in that Ego state (Clarkson, 2013). 

The study found that the dominant ego state of the Adult is most re-
presented (29.97%), while the other ego states are less represented. 

Grafikon 1. Odgovori sa kojima se ispitanici najviše slažu
Graph 1. Answers respondents most agree

By observing the answers with which the respondents least agree, 
the biggest disagreement with the answers from the Adapted Child was 
noted (43,36%). 

Grafikon 2. Odgovori sa kojima se ispitanici najmanje slažu
Chart 2. Answers with which respondents least agree

We find the following answers of the respondents in analyzing the 
individual questions. 46.41% of respondents believe that their ideal ca-
reer would be professor or assistant, 15.69% see themselves in artistic 
activities, 14.38% in the medical professions, 13.07% in the job of a police 
officer or detective and 10.46% said that their ideal career would be in the 
field of accounting or lawyer. 
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Grafikon 3. Moja idealna karijera
Chart 3. My ideal career would be

By analyzing the secondary occupations that Mensa Serbia mem-
bers would like to deal with, an interesting conclusion is that more than 
50% of respondents, more precisely, 54.25% of the respondents would 
enjoy a job of data processing and analysis. Child care covers 17.65% of 
all responses, the child animator 13.07%, the security worker 3.92%, while 
11.11% of the respondents consider that they would not enjoy or be good 
in any of the activities above.

Grafikon 4. Sporedan posao u kome bi uživao
Chart 4. Part time work I woud enjoy is

As for the attitude on the performance of 58.82% highly intelligent 
individuals believe that successful people are sharp and good thinkers 
, 13.73% of respondents believe that these are people who enjoy, 9.8% 
think that successful people are corrupt, while the same as many as 9.8% 
think that successful people make a difference between good and bad . 
Only 7.84% of respondents said that successful people are those who care 
about the others.

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 0

e) policajac ili 
detektiv

d) glumac ili 
umetnik

b) profesor ili 
asistent

a) doktor ili 
medicinska sestra

02 04 06 08 0 100

e) briga o deci

d) radnik 
bezbednosti

a) obrada podataka 
i analiza
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KR NR O SD AD

moja idealna karijera  
my ideal career would be

14,38% 13,07% 10,46% 15,69% 46,41%

Sporedan posao u kome bi 
uživao  

Part time work I woud 
enjoy is

3,92% 17,65% 54,25% 13,07% 11,11%

uspešni ljudi su  
Successful people are

9,80% 7,84% 58,82% 13,73% 9,80%

Drugi kažu da sam ja 
others say that I am

8,50% 37,255 26,80% 13,07% 14,38%

vidim sebe kao   
I see myself as

18,30% 7,19% 33,33% 27,47% 13,73%

volim ljude koji  
I love people who

22,88% 12,42% 22,88% 13,07% 13,07%

Grafikon 5. Uspešni ljudi su
Chart 5.Successful people are

Regarding attitude and awareness of oneself as well as insight into 
their own characteristics and talents, Mensa Serbia members gave diffe-
rent answers on how they see themselves and how the others see them. 
Answer the others say that I am helpful and polite chose the 37,25% of the 
respondents, well informed 26,80, rebel and brawler 14.38% of respon-
dents, 13,07% of respondents are able to express their authority , while 
the least of respondents 8.50% say that they are capable of expressing 
feelings. 

Tabela 1: Procenat ispitanika u pet ego stanja
Table 1: Percentage of respondents in five ego states

When asked how to see themselves the most respondents gave the 
answer as interested in learning, 33.33% of them, while 27.47% see them-
selves as witty and spontaneous, critical of themselves and the others, 

02 04 06 08 0 100

e) brinu o drugima

d) razlikuju dobro 
od lošeg

c) oni koji uživaju

b) dobri mislioci, 
oštroumni

a) svi pokvareni
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18,30% of respondents see themselves as someone who sets high stan-
dards, 13,73% of respondents see themselves as thoughtful, while the 
least respondents, only 7,19%. , see themselves as a fearful person 

Answers to the question “What kind of people do I like” are mostly 
evenly distributed. 22,88% of respondents like people who are interesting 
for friendship, the same percentage love those who know how to distin-
guish right from wrong, 28.76% like people who are well-balanced, 13.07% 
prefer the people who laugh a lot, and 12.42% love people who care about 
others. 

Discussion
By analyzing the respondents’ responses, it can be noticed that the 

dominant ego state is highly overdrawn by intelligent individuals who 
make up only 2% of the total Adult population 29.97%. In this study, si-
gnificant resistance to the ego state of the Adapted Child is also evident 
(Chart 2). In order to understand the causes of this nonadaptation, we 
will observe the development of personality from the aspect of the TA life 
script.

In Transactional analysis, it is considered that by the age of seven we 
are adopting Injuctions and Permissions from parents and other authori-
ties. Script Decissions decisions can be made later on after a life crisis or 
a stressful event. These scripting decisions form a life script that repre-
sents an unconscious lifestyle that directs an individual in different life 
situations(Hargaden, & Sills, 2014).

Script imperative is a message that tells the child what kind of childe 
he or she should be in order to be loved or to have a right to exist. As long 
as a person manages to functionate and accomplish set tasks, he or she 
lives in a counter script. The script is activated when a person no longer 
succeeds in performing the set tasks. There are 12 basic orders (prohibiti-
on) in the Transactional analysis: Do not be (do not exist), Do not be what 
you are, Do not be child, Do not grow up, Do not be close, Don’t, Do not 
be important, Don’t succeed, Do not belong, Do not be good (Do not be 
healthy), Do not think, Do not feel (Fornaro, 2016).

In the development of highly intelligent individuals, they encounters 
situations when, due to their particularities of intelligence within the per-
sonality, they are inadequately socially accepted in the society of their 
peers. During early formal education, children receive tasks that intel-
ligent children can do without investing too much time and intellectual 
work. The reason for this unacceptance is the intellectual success that 
other children in their early childhood achieve with more effort or do 
not achieve despite the extraordinary effort and exercise. Basically this 
emotion is an emotion of envy. An intelligent child seems to be either 
unsuccessful and accepted, either successful or unacceptable. Because 
of this, often these children make a decision by which they form their life 
script that carries in itself a Injuction. If they decide to be socially accep-
ted, very often in this case, because of the ban on success, their script is 
losing and these individuals become depressed and dissatisfied persons 
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(Lazarević, Tomin, & Milivojević, 2015). If their decision is the opposite, 
i.e., if they choose to be successful and unacceptable countrerscript when 
these individuals become socially isolated and dedicated to the areas of 
their success in accordance with the autonomous decision that is found in 
this research (Barabasz, A., Barabasz, M., Christensen, French, & Watkins, 
2013; Jaiswal, & Srivastava, 2013).

By analyzing certain ego states on certain questions (Table 1) respon-
dents answered, we obtain results on the choice of occupation that say 
that 46.41% of the respondents choose the profession from the state of 
the Adapted Child.15.69% of highly educated intelligent persons in the 
choice of occupation are guided from the ego state of the Free Child, and 
with such a decision is later satisfied and only 10.46% from the ego state 
of Adults expressed themselves about how to see their future career.

It is interesting that in one of the following questions about the side 
occupation in which they would enjoy, 54.25% of respondents responded 
from the ego state of Adults. These can later be those people who, in addi-
tion to the basic occupation, do another job in which they are much better 
and more successful than the primary occupation exactely because of the 
decision to choose the profession from an inadequate ego state, or they 
had to do something that brings a profit, and in their free time they dealt 
with something that does not make a profit.

According to the success and successful members of Mense, they 
have mostly the attitude from the Adult ego state. Even 58.82% of respon-
dents answer this question from the ego state of Adults. It could be said 
on the basis of these responses that highly intelligent people have a cor-
rect or real relationship to success people and success. They do not show 
resistance to success and are emotionally stable and objective in relation 
to successful individuals.

The highest number of respondents have chosen Nursing 
Parent37,25%, on the question how others see them, Adult 26,80%, Ad-
apted Children 14,38% of respondents, Free Child 13,07% and the lowest 
number of respondents 8,50% responded from ego states Criticizing 
Parent. Too nourishing attitude of Mensa’s members towards the attitu-
de of other people to highly intelligent people, have less interest in what 
others think of themselves or are less assertive. 

On the contrary, even18.30% of these respondents show a more cri-
tical attitude, and only7.19% of them show the least nourishing attitude, 
indicating if we compare this with an opinion about how others see me, 
that highly intelligent people put others in front of themselves respecting 
their opinion, while criticizing themselves. A large number of respondents 
answered this question from the ego state of Adults 33.33%. Free child 
in relation to himself occupies 27.47%, and adapted Child 13.73% of all 
respondents.

In responses related to the characteristics of the people who are fa-
vourable Mense Members, 22.88% of the respondents answered from the 
adult, almost the same percentages answered from the Criticizing Parent, 
28.76% choose the people they like from the Free Child, 13.07% from Ad-
aptable Child, and 12.42% from Nursing Parent.

In accordance with the state of the person in which he or she makes 
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important decisions about life, his or her future is also developing. The 
decision-making moment as a reality in decision-making is in many ways 
important, but it is also subject to correction. In psychotherapy with every 
individual, it is possible to isolate precisely the ego state that carries in-
ternal or external conflict communication and work with it to repair this 
wrong or scriptable belief (Alladin, 2013; Brajović-Car, & Ellerisch, 2015; 
Kaygusuz, & Ozpolat, 2016). 

Conclusion
In this study, it can be seen that the respondents have a set of measu-

res to use Adaptable Child behavior, or a smaller amount of time during 
which Adaptable Child behavior is manifested. The expression of auto-
nomous morality with the prevalence of justice in relation to obedience 
could be one of the interesting topics for future research.
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apstrakt
Uvod: Erik Bern je de fi ni sao ego sta nje kao stal ni obra zac ose ća nja i do ži vlja ja 

ko ji je u di rekt noj ve zi sa od go va ra ju ćim stal nim obra scem po na ša nja. U ko mu ni-
ka cij skom mo de lu ego sta nja u Tran sak ci o noj Ana li zi ide al ni di ja gram sa dr ži pet 
ego sta nja ko ja su po želj na: Po zi ti van Kri ti ku ju ći Ro di telj, Po zi ti van Ne gu ju ći Ro di-
telj, Od ra sli, Po zi tiv no Slo bod no De te i Po zi tiv no Adap ti ra no De te.

Cilj ra da je pro ce na ego sta nja vi so ko iz nad pro se ĉ no in te li gent nih oso ba, ra di 
usme ra va nja na či na i po bolj ša nja kva li te ta nji ho ve ko mu ni ka ci je.

Me tod: Is pi ti va nje je ra dje no na gru pi od 153 is pi ta ni ka čla no va Men se Sr bi-
je. Te sti ra na su Ego sta nja is pi ta ni ka po mo ću Upit ni ka za pro ce nu ego sta nja u 
Tran sak ci o noj Ana li zi po re dje njem od go vo ra is pi ta ni ka pre ma ste pe nu sla ga nja 
(sla žem se-ne sla žem se).

Re zul ta ti: Is tra ži va njem je utvr dje no da je do mi nant no ego sta nje Od ra sli naj-
vi še za stu plje no (29,97 %), dok su osta la ego sta nja ma nje za stu plje na. Po sma tra-
njem od go vo ra sa ko ji ma se is pi ta ni ci naj ma nje sla žu, za pa že no je naj ve će ne sla-
ga nje sa od go vo ri ma iz Adap ti ra nog De te ta (43,36%).

Za klju čak: U ovom is tra ži va nju se vi di da kod is pi ta ni ka po sto ji sni že na me ra 
ma ni fe sta ci je po na ša nja ego sta nja Adap ti ra no De te. Iz ra že nost auto nom ne mo-
ral no sti sa pre do mi na ci jom pra ved no sti u od no su na po slu šnost bi mo gla bi ti jed-
na od in te re sant nih te ma za bu du ća is tra ži va nja.

Ključ ne re či: in te li gen ci ja, ego sta nje, tran sak ci o na ana li za, ego gram
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abstract
The aim of the paper is to show different ways to create new words throughout 

learning and language play, as well as to show how word creation play affects the 
cognitive abilities of children, and why we are playing with words. In this paper 
we are also exploring the word creation process through the prism of creativity, 
neuroscience and cognitive science, as well as its effect on children and their 
development. Through this paper, we want to show what happens in our brain 
when we create new words and why this knowledge is important to us.

New words come with the emergence of novel items or phenomena. New items 
are named in several ways. In the naming process, we use language mechanisms 
such as derivation, polysemy, borrowing words from other languages, and 
sometimes we “revive” an arhaism. In dealing with gifted children in the field of 
language at the Regional Center for Talents “Mihajlo Pupin” in Pancevo, we often 
create new words. In this process, through the play, we create words for objects 
and phenomena that we are familiar with, but we do not know their names. 
Students then question whether a potential lexicon would become realistic. It is 
a special kind of lexical futurism. Throughout the game, students master different 
ways in the naming process, and the newly created words remain an indicator of 
understanding, application, as well as their sense of humor. 

The aim of this paper is to show how to create new words in the Serbian 
language, as well as to explore the neurocognitive correlates of creative word 
play, in order to understand the importance of creativity and language play that 
involves the creation of new words in the classroom.

Key words: new word, derivation, polysemy, borrowings, creativity.

Introduction
Whenever new phenomena appear, they should be named. How the 

process of naming objects or any other phenomena works is certainly a 
good linguistic question. Therefore, it is an excellent research topic for 
our Linguistic group at the Regional Center for Talents “Mihajlo Pupin”. 
During the 2015/2016 school year, the students were advised to focus on 
the language mechanisms of naming the new phenomena, particularly: 
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derivation, polysemy, borrowing, reviving archaisms. Our workshops were 
organized in such a way that we encouraged students not only to think 
about the language mechanisms of naming, but also to research whether 
those new names, as part of the potential lexicon, would become part of 
the permanent lexicon. 

method: the mechanisms of Creating New Words in Serbian
Our workshops were organized in the following way. First, we pro-

vided students with tools, i.e. we taught them the language mechanisms 
related to word creation: derivation, polysemy, borrowing. Each of these 
topics was gradually introduced to students. Second, we challenged them 
and let them play with words while learning each of the linguistic mecha-
nisms for word creation. The method of word playing during the class will 
be explained in the following section. 

Derivation

Derivation is the process of creating new word from an existing word 
by adding a suffix or a prefix. The extent to which a certain lexeme beca-
me part of the lexicon is shown by the number of its derivatives. Students 
were introduced to the derivation clusters, motive words, as well as the 
terms such as first-degree and second-degree derivatives (Gortan-Premk, 
Vasić & Dragićević 2006). Students were instructed to choose a word from 
the school and its surrounding and make as many derivatives as possible. 
We have chosen the context of school, as a lexical context that is well-
known to our students. 

The results were impressive. Kapunac and Tomašević (2015) created 
a semantic-derivation dictionary. It was interesting to observe their discus-
sions about words and their derivatives that included questions such as 
why some words have higher number of derivatives than others. For in-
stance, there are 37 listed derivatives for the lexeme učiti “to study”, and 
only 2 listed derivatives for the words tabla “blackboard”, dnevnik “day-
book” and klupa “bench” (cf. Parović, 2017; Kapunac & Tomašević, 2015). 
The derivatives for učiti “to study” include the following: 

(1)  Naučiti, nauk, naučnost, naučenjak, naučenjaštvo, učen, učenik, 
učenikov, učenica, učeničin, učeničić, (...) učenički, učenost, učenjak, 
učenjakov, učenjački, učenje, učitelj, učiteljev, učiteljevanje, učiteljevati, 
učiteljica 

On the basis of the whole collection of the derivatives, we learned 
to distinguish first-degree derivatives and second-degree derivatives. For 
instance, from the verb učiti “to study”, as a motive word, first-degree deri-
vative would be učen “educated”, while učenik “student” is a second-degree 
derivative. In the dictionary (Kapunac & Tomašević, 2015), this example 
would be presented as in the example 2. 

(2)  0 učiti, -im “to study”, imperfective aspect  
11 < 0 na-učiti, -im “to study”, perfective aspect 
21 < 11 nauk-ø m. “lesson” 
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22 < 11 nauč-en, -a, -o “educated”  
31 < 22 naučen-ost f. “the state of being educated” 
32 < 22 naučenj-ak m. “scholar” 
41 < 32 naučenja-štvo n. “learning”

The research (Kapunac & Tomašević, 2015) showed that the majority 
of derivatives are first-degree derivatives. The higher the derivative de-
gree, the less number of derivatives there are. Moreover, their research 
accounts for the students’ research and critical thinking abilities at the 
third year of high school. 

Other activities included asking for students to name the items we do 
not have an established name for. Examples of the created words include: 

(3)  lak-o-slom, “the handle of the pen that easily brakes” 
sunđer-ište, “the place for a sponge at the classroom” 
kred-ičnjak, “the place where chalk is held”

Since the students like to sit at the place under the window in 
classroom, they were highly creative in forming words for this place:

(4)  pot-prozor-njak, “below-window-board” 
nad-radijator-nik. “above-radiator-board” 
na-lat-njak, “leaning-on-elbows-board” 
guzič-njak, “buttocks-board” 
During of the games, students created the following words:

(5)  gore-dol-nik, “elevator” 
ne-smrd, “deo spray” 
tečno-čuv, “bottle” 
smrt-o-spas, “snack” 
piš-a, “pencil” 
anti-cur, “cork” 
vuci-gur-ač, “door handle”. 

Polysemy

Polysemy is the capacity of the word to have multiple meanings. 
Usually, novel word meanings are created through the lexical mechanis-
ms that include metaphor and metonymy. Lexical metaphor and metony-
my are expressions of the need for nomination. We do not have another 
word for a wing (of an aircraft), a leg (of a chair) or a head (of a motor). 
When we do not have a word, one of the lexical mechanisms activates 
(Dragićević, 2007).

In Serbian, we usually say that we have, e.g. “eaten three plates of 
soup”, or that we have “drunk three glasses” of some liquid. Moreover, if 
we hear that “white coats” are on strike, we will know that it is healthcare 
workers who are on strike. These are examples of metonymy we use every 
day (cf. Parović, 2017). 

The same words that acquired their name through the process of 
derivation, could as well be named through the mechanisms of metaphor 
or metonymy. For instance, students named both kredičnjak (see example 
3) and nalatnjak (see example 4) as daska “board”. Therefore, we could 
together observe how polysemy is developed, and why these objects were 
named with the same name (Parović, 2017). 
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(6)  daska, f. “board” 
1. a. pljosnat i širok komad drveta, male debljine “flat and wide pi-
ece of wood, small thickness” 
    b. fig. mršava ženska osoba, “a skinny woman” 
2. pl. fig. pozornica, bina, “a stage”

(Rečnik srpskohrvatskog književnog jezika, 1967, book 1, 618)
In addition, students were introduced to the term semantic deriva-

tion. The difference between lexical derivation we mentioned in section 
2.1. and the semantic derivation, is in the fact that the result of a semantic 
derivation is not a novel word (as with lexical derivation), but only a novel 
meaning. Therefore, semantic derivation is functionally more related to 
polysemy than to the lexical derivation (cf. Parović, 2017). 

Semantic variation is actually a hyperonym (superordinate) of seman-
tic derivation and lexical derivation. The following image 1 illustrates this 
relationship. 

Image 1. The hierarchy of semantic variation. 

Hypernyms and hyponyms are probably better understood through 
the real-world example. For instance, a term of flower would be a hyper-
nym for the terms of rose, orchid, iris, etc. Semantic variation is, therefore, 
a hypernym, while lexical and semantic derivation are its hyponyms, i.e. 
lexical and semantic derivation are subordinated to the term of semantic 
variation (see Image 1). 

Borrowing

A teacher might start from his own language experiences and ask 
students to think about theirs. For example: “When I was a pupil, we all 
had digitron ‘calculator’, it was only the teacher of mathematics who for-
bid kalkulator ‘calculator’”. The teacher calls for a learner’s linguistic ex-
perience: “Would you say računar ‘computer’ or kompjuter ‘computer’?” 
(Parović, 2017)

In the first example, both digitron and kalkulator have the same 
meaning of calculator. In the second example, both words mean “compu-
ter”. However, most of the young people would say kompjuter for “compu-
ter”, as well as digitron for “calculator”. 

This could open the debate: Are the synonyms linguistic blessing or 
a ballast? Exploring the absolute and relative synonyms, students learn 
about language economy and they can discuss the question of absolu-

Semantic variation

Semantic derivationLexical derivation
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te synonyms. The teacher asks students to think about the origin of the 
lexemes računar and kompjuter “computer”. Eventually, we come to the 
linguistic mechanisms of word creation, in this example: derivation and 
borrowing. 

Certainly, borrowing is a relatively common way of naming new 
things, especially within the field of technology and media. For instance, 
softver “software”, hard-disk “hard disk”, smartfon “smartphone”, menadžer 
“manager”, marketing “marketing”, and others. Students are then advised 
to do a small research on the borrowed words within some of the seman-
tic fields, e.g. technology. Furthermore, some of the borrowed words have 
derivatives while others do not have them. We discuss the reason why it 
is so and whether the number of derivatives is the only criterion of how 
much the lexeme became established within a language. For instance, 
kompjuter “computer” does not have many derivatives, even though it is 
highly frequent. How could we explain such a thing?

Reviving archaisms

Reviving archaisms is another way of spreading the active lexicon. 
How the lexemes from the periphery of the lexicon come to its center? For 
instance, 30 years ago the lexeme gospodin “sir”, was unwelcomed and 
anarchic, but today we use it for addressing with positive connotation. 
During that time, drug “friend” was the lexeme used for addressing other 
people. However, today we use drug “friend” with its original meaning, not 
for addressing others. Therefore, words can have different meanings and 
different connotations at different time. 

 An example of revived lexeme would be alas “river fisherman”. Even 
though it seemed to be on the way to completely diminish, the lexeme is 
revived in the contemporary language, especially within the relevant field 
area. Moreover, it could be questioned whether alas is a localism or it is 
usage-related.

Image 2. Active lexicon.

Archaisms

Occasionalisms

Historisms NeologismsActive lexicon
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Neurocognitive Perspective of the Creation of New Words
The only truly intelligent devices that can solve all kind of complex pro-

blems are human brains‚(Duch, 2013, p. 4).
Creativity, as defined by Sternberg (1998) is “the capacity to create 

a solution that is both novel and appropriate” (p. 3). Therefore, the crea-
tivity manifests in our daily actions, and novel words are just one of the 
domains of our creativity. Duch and Pilichowski (2017) state that even 
though intelligence and creativity most likely have similar neurological ba-
sis, intelligence is not sufficient for creativity. 

Traditionally, cognitive processes are divided to low-level and high-
level processes. Low-level processes are those usually those all mammals 
are capable of, e.g. perception, motor control, etc. High-level cognitive pro-
cess are related to creative thinking, planning, reasoning, language (see 
Duch, 2013). The distinction between cognitive processes would not be 
interested, if it would not be correlated with the current performance of 
Artificial intelligence. Namely, even though low-level cognitive processes 
are successfully modeled by neural networks, the knowledge on high-le-
vel cognitive processes is still limited. Therefore, computational capacities 
are limited as well (cf. Dutch, 2013). For instance, language creativity, as a 
high-level cognitive process, is not easily modeled by artificial intelligence. 
However, neural networks are well applicable to so called low-level cogni-
tive processes, such as perception, motor control, and others (cf. Duch & 
Pilichowski, 2007). 

As Duch (2013) noted, in morphologically rich languages, such as 
Polish, or Serbian, new words appear every day. During our classes, we 
sometimes ask our students for the names of the things/concepts we do 
not know how their name. For instance, how should we call the thing that 
surrounds the old doors? Therefore, we often ask them to suggest words 
for the concepts we usually use syntagmas, e.g. the thing that surrounds 
the door. Finding new names for products is another form of creative lin-
guistic thinking, e.g. names for new companies or businesses are highly 
valued in today’s world (cf. Duch, 2013). 

In the cell assembling model (cf. Duch, 2013), words are represen-
ted as strongly linked subnetworks of microcircuits that relate articulatory 
and acoustic word representation, as well as the meaning of the word. 
“This is achieved by extending the phonological representation network 
to bind also related perceptions and actions, grounding its meaning in 
being-in-the-world” (Duch, 2013, p. 6). In order for us to recognize a word 
consciously, the activity of its subnetwork must compete to win an access 
to the working memory. According to this model, whenever we hear a 
word, there “activates string of phonemes increasing the activity (priming) 
of all candidate words and non-word combinations” (Duch, 2013, p. 6). 
Duch (2103) also supposes that polysemic words have a single phonolo-
gical representation, but different semantic extensions. It is context that 
selects extended subnetwork that is related to the unique word meaning. 
The words that use larger subnetworks, i.e. subnetworks that are com-
mon to many words, have higher chances of winning. Creativity requires 
two components at the level of neurons, as stated in Duch (2013): neural 
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activity that is related to imagination and the activity of selection of “in-
teresting results” (p. 6). According to Duch (2013), creative brains might 
have greater imagination, produce more varied combinations, and pro-
bably observe interesting combinations through emotional and associa-
tive filtering (p. 7). 

Conclusion
Finally, this paper shows not only how words are created in the Serbi-

an language, but also what could be a neurocognitive perspective of word 
creation. Playing with words is certainly connected to students’ creativi-
ty, imagination and associations. Whether a word would become part of 
the permanent lexicon or not, we do not know. Vuk Stefanović Karadžić 
created 84 words necessary for the translation of the new testament in 
1847, the second part of the bible. Those words later became part of the 
permanent lexicon. 

The results of our language play at the classroom are not only stu-
dents who report that they use some of the words they created in their 
everyday communication, but also the semantic-derivational dictionary 
(Kapunac & Tomašević, 2015) created by students. 

To conclude, we believe word creation play offers us an excellent op-
portunity for creating new linguistic questions, as well as for the develop-
ment of linguistic competence. Throughout the play, students think about 
their lexicon, realize patterns, create and question.
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apstrakt
Cilj ra da je da po ka že ka ko se raz li či tim na či ni ma stva ra ju no ve re či uz uče nje 

i igru, te ka ko to uti če na kog ni tiv ne spo sob no sti de ce i ko nač no, za što se igra mo 
re či ma. U ovom ra du ba vi mo se i stva ra njem no vih re či kroz pri zmu kre a tiv no sti, 
ne u ro lo gi je i kog ni tiv nih na u ka, kao i pri me ne ove me to de na de cu i nji hov raz voj. 
Kroz rad, pri ka zu je mo šta se de ša va u na šem mo zgu ka da kre i ra mo no ve re či, kao 
i za što nam je va žno ovo sa zna nje. 

S no vim pred me ti ma i po ja va ma do la ze i no ve re či. No vi pred me ti ime nu ju se 
na ne ko li ko na či na. U pro ce su ime no va nja ko ri sti mo je zič ke me ha ni zme kao što 
su de ri va ci ja, po li se mi ja, po zajm lji va nje re či iz dru gih je zi ka, a po ne kad i “oži vi mo” 
ne ki ar ha i zam. U ra du sa da ro vi tom de com u obla sti je zi ka u Re gi o nal nom cen-
tru za ta len te “Mi haj lo Pu pin” u Pan če vu, če sto se ba vi mo no vim re či ma. U tom 
pro ce su, kroz igru, stva ra mo re či za pred me te i po ja ve ko je su nam po zna te, ali 
ni su ime no va ne. Uče ni ci za tim is pi tu ju da li će ne ka po ten ci jal na lek si ka po sta ti i 
re al na. To je svo je vr sni lek sič ki fu tu ri zam. Kroz igru, uče ni ci ovla da va ju raz li či tim 
na či ni ma u pro ce su ime no va nja, a no vo smi šlje ne re či osta ju kao po ka za telj raz u-
me va nja, pri me ne, a ne ret ko i du ho vi to sti. 

Ovim ra dom že li mo da po ka že mo pre sve ga ka ko u srp skom je zi ku stva ra mo 
no ve re či, za tim i da se osvr ne mo na ne u ro kog ni tiv ne ko re la te kre tiv nog igra nja 
re či ma, ka ko bi smo raz u me li zna čaj kre a tiv no sti i iga ra ko je pod ra zu me va ju stva-
ra nje no vih re či u na sta vi.

Ključ ne re či: no va reč, de ri va ci ja, po li se mi ja, po zajm lje ni ce, kre a tiv nost.
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EDuCatIoNal uSE oF tRaNSaCtIoNal 
aNalYSIS IN WoRK WItH CHIlDREN

Olga Trifunović
Preschool institution - kindergarten „Mala škola“, Sremska Kamenica, R. Serbia

abstract
Childhood is a period of time which is characterized by getting to know yourself, 

the others and the world. Becouse of scarce life experience and specific cognitive 
abilities child is not in a position to make realistic decisions about who it is and 
what is it like, so the most important persons that affect child’s self perspective 
are - the parents.

With child’s going to kindergarten and school, other important adults 
appear, and they affect forming the reference frame of the child. Child spends 
several hours in preschool, and later in school, so the role of educator, teacher, 
professor, is essential for child’s understanding of itself and recognizing personal 
values. Because of that, adults mission in educational process is to behave and 
communicate in a way which will influence building positive identity of child and 
taking “I am OK - you are OK” life position.

The aim of the paper is to present theoretical knowledge in the field of practice 
in taking the “I am ok - you are ok” position within pre - school children. Through 
interviews, games, drawings and demonstrations, the results of work with children 
will be presented, indicating a change in the communication patterns between 
child-child and child-adults, increased ability to distinguish themselves from their 
behavior and accept positive unconditional and conditional strokes (+ BS, + US ) as 
well as negative conditional stroke (-US) and ways of rejecting negative unconditional 
stroke (-BS). Through practical examples, the concepts of Transactional Analysis 
(TA), the difference between beings and behaviors and strokeswill be presented. 
These concepts are used in work with children to influence the development of 
their potentials, providing basis for developing their giftedness.

Keywords: child, early childhood, transactional analysis, self perspective, 
development of potentials.

Introduction
The aim of this paper is to display educational use of Transactional 

analysis in preschool institution “Mala škola”. We started working in 1995, 
with intention to provide a place to play, socialize and learn, with pro-
grams which will encourage personal growth and development of every 
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child, and we are specially devoted to primary psychological prevention.
Preschool teachers are educated for educational use of Transactio-

nal analysis (TA), work in 3 mixed educational groups. Teachers attended 
accredited seminar “Mercedes model”, whose authoris psychotherapist 
Zoran Milivojević, and through which they learned basic TA concepts and 
were trained to use them in everyday communication with children.

The ability to differentiate beings and behaviors is of great impor-
tance because it gives child possibility to understand reality, for example 
that the parent can love him and refuse to fulfill his wish at the same time, 
it helps the child to understand criticism and conflicts in the right way, and 
in some cases it can get child to overcome disorders.

On understanding the difference between beings and behaviors, we 
work with children from age 2,5 to 7, through different work methods.

Working through Free activities and Playing
By observing and listening the children and their spontaneous 

playing, teachers often hear children talking about themselves in unrea-
listic way. They say for themselves: “I am rude” or” I am stupid”, or “I’m 
clumsy”... Task of the teacher, when she hears such unrealistic statement 
from child, is to:

a)  turn the addressing to the being into the addressing to the beha-
vior;

  example: If one child is playing (M), and the other takes it’s toy (N), 
M will tell to the teache:

 “N. took my toy...he is rude!”
  Teacher “transfers” addressing to the being into the addressing to 

the behavior and says:
 “N. is not rude. His behavior was wrong.”
  She approaches N. and tells him: “You are M’s friend. When you 

want the toy he is playing with, you need to say “M, give me the 
toy”.

b)  to direct + unconditional strokes (US) to praise the being to form 
child’s positive selfimage;

  Example: “N, you are a smart boy who knows how to tell what he 
wants” or

  “You are a beautiful girl although J. doesn’t want to play with you”, 
or

 “J, you are handy even though you didn’t score a goal today”
c)  to direct + conditional strokes (CS) and - conditional strokes (CS), 

to praise and criticize behaviors to socialize children;
 Example: “You behaved very well in kindergarten today. Bravo!”
  “You were wrong today when you pushed S. You should have said 

: I want to sit on that chair”.

The ability to distinguish beings and behaviors is of great importance 
because it gives child the opportunity to understand reality and to under-
stand and experience conflicts and criticism in the right way.
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Psychological Workshops
With children who are 5+ years old we work through workshops 

which are led by a psychologist once a week. Base on the program derived 
from the book “T.A. for Tots (and Other Prinzes)”.

“This book is designed to help little boys and girls to know themsel-
ves, to prevent them from bad conclusions about them, to convince them 
that they are not frogs even when the others call them that, but that eve-
ryone of them is a prince or princess.”(Freed, 1991, 21)

Tasks:
-  using theoretical knowledge in practice and taking “I am OK - you 

are OK” position
-  changing the way of communication on child-to-child and child-to-

adult relations
-  ability to distinguish yourself from your behavior
-  acceptance + US, + CS and - CS, and non-acceptance (rejection) - US

We determine the concept of difference between being and behavior 
with drawings, on which child represents his characteristics on the body, 
right hand shows wrong behavior, and left the right one.

Picture 1.

Boy V.M, age 6:9, “decorated” his body with terms-symbols, which re-
present his characteristics and feelings. He thinks for himself: “I am smart, 
in love, capable and hardworking boy”.
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Right hand “describes” his wrong behavior: “I yell, push table, slam 
the doors, crush erasers...”

Left hand shows his right behavior: “I am good at tennis, football and 
good swimmer...”.

Like the other children from his age group, he completely understood 
that he is not the equivalent to his behavior and that he, even though he 
does some things that are wrong, remains OK being.

With adoption of this attitude, child is in position to understand the 
position of other person who might do something wrong as well, but re-
mains OK being.

Conclusion
It is extremely important to support child to think and speak it’s 

mind. Since educational institutions are supposed to develop the system 
of thinking, not reproduction od learned, it is necessary for teachers and 
professors to learn the difference between being and behavior. In pro-
cess of discovering knowledge, children can’t be sure if they are thinking 
correct, so it is responsibility of the adults who work with them to allow 
them to produce ideas without witholding and fear of wrong answer. To 
encourage children to say what they thing without fear of “looking stupid” 
is essential for encouragement and developing the giftedness.

The theory of Transactional analysis says that we are all OK beings, 
but our behavior can be right or wrong. People who work with children 
are obligated to learn and apply the “You are a smart child who knows 
how to think and you are allowed to make mistakes. Because, even then 
you are OK being” attitude.
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apstrakt
De tinj stvo je pe riod ko ji ka rak te ri še upo zna va nje se be, dru gih i sve ta. Zbog 

oskud nog ži vot nog is ku stva i spe ci fič nih kog ni tiv nih spo sob no sti de te ni je u mo-
guć no sti da do ne se re al ne od lu ke o to me ko je i ka kvo je, pa su naj va žni je oso be 
ko je uti ču na de te to vu sli ku o se bi - ro di te lji.

Po la skom de te ta u vr tić i ško lu po ja vlju ju se dru gi va žni od ra sli ko ji uti ču na 
for mi ra nje re fe rent nog okvi ra de te ta. De te u pred škol skoj usta no vi, a ka sni je u 
ško li, pro vo di vi še sa ti dnev no pa je ulo ga vas pi ta ča, uči te lja, na stav ni ka ključ na 
za de te to vo po i ma nje se be i pre po zna va nje lič nih vred no sti. Zbog to ga je za da tak 
od ra slih u obra zov nom pro ce su da se po na ša ju i ko mu ni ci ra ju na na čin ko jim će 
uti ca ti na iz gra đi va nje po zi tiv nog iden ti te ta de te ta i za u zi ma nje „Ja sam ok – ti si 
ok“ po zi ci je.

Cilj iz la ga nja je pri kaz pri me ne te o rij skih zna nja u do me nu prak se u za u zi ma-
nju„Ja sam ok - ti si ok“ po zi ci je kod de ce pred škol skog uz ra sta. Kroz raz go vor, igru, 
cr tež i de mon stra ci je bi će pre zen to va ni re zul ta ti ra da sa de com ko ji uka zu ju na 
pro me nu na či na ko mu ni ka ci je na re la ci ji de te-de te i de te-od ra sli, po ve ća nu spo-
sob nost raz li ko va nja se be od svog po na ša nja i pri hva ta nje po zi tiv nih bez u slov nih 
i uslov nih stro u ko va (+BS, +US) kao i ne ga tiv nih uslov nih stro u ko va (–US) i na či ne 
ne e pri hva ta nja (od bi ja nja) ne ga tiv nih bez u slov nih stro u ko va (-BS). Kroz prak tič ne 
pri me re bi će pred sta vlje ni i obra zlo že ni kon cep ti Tran sak ci o ne ana li ze (TA), raz li ka 
iz me đu bi ća i po na ša nja i stro u ko vi, ko ji se ko ri ste u ra du sa de com i ko ji ma se uti-
če na raz voj deč jih/ljud skih po ten ci ja la i stva ra osno va za pod sti ca nje da ro vi to sti.

Ključ ne re či: de te, ra no de tinj stvo, tran sak ci o na ana li za, sli ka o se bi, raz voj po ten ci-
ja la.
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